


KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT, headquartered in Kansas City, Mo., is Great Plains Energy's core business. 
A leading regulated provider of electricity in the Midwest, this integrated utility serves nearly 495,000 customers
in 24 counties of western Missouri and eastern Kansas. An experienced management team has developed 
a firm with strong cash flow, competitive retail electricity rates and a highly reliable delivery system. Operating
eight stations with 25 generating units providing power to customers and selling into the wholesale market,
KCP&L has more than 4,000 megawatts of efficient generation assets.

STRATEGIC ENERGY is a national competitive electricity supplier serving customers in California, Maryland, Massachusetts,
Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas. During 2004, Strategic Energy reported revenue 
of $1.4 billion and earnings of $0.59 per GXP share. Strategic Energy provides long-term growth potential in a
large and growing market.

GREAT PLAINS ENERGY (NYSE: GXP), headquartered in Kansas City, Missouri, pursues attractive total returns by managing diverse energy-
related businesses to achieve stability, disciplined growth and dividends for shareholders. The core holdings of Great Plains Energy are:

Working together, 

Great Plains Energy 

and our communities 

plan for a bright future. Collaboration is at the heart 
of achieving consensus on 
how best to meet tomorrow’s 
energy needs, as citizens 
attending public forums on 
KCP&L construction plans 
understand.

Strategic Seminars The best ideas come from bringing together
diverse stakeholders – employees, energy users,
government officials, activists and ordinary 
citizens – to work on solving energy challenges.

Lighting the way:

At Great Plains Energy, collaboration 

is the starting point for action. To look

into the future and create a strategic

plan, we reached out in 2004 to 

customers, community leaders, legis-

lators, employees and shareholders 

– the people we serve. Together, we

generated ideas that are lighting the

way for our common future. 
Continued on inside back cover >

Public Forums



Selected Financial Data

(dollars in millions except per share amounts) 2004(B) 2003(B) 2002(B) 2001 2000

GREAT PLAINS ENERGY (A)

Operating revenues $ 2,464 $ 2,148 $ 1,802 $ 1,399 $ 1,086

Income (loss) from continuing operations(C) $ 174 $ 190 $ 137 $ (28) $ 53

Net income (loss) $ 181 $ 145 $ 126 $ (24) $ 159

Basic and diluted earnings (loss)
per common share 
from continuing operations $ 2.39 $ 2.72 $ 2.16 $ (0.49) $ 0.83

Basic and diluted earnings (loss)
per common share $ 2.49 $ 2.07 $ 1.99 $ (0.42) $ 2.54

Total assets at year-end $ 3,799 $ 3,682 $ 3,517 $ 3,464 $ 3,309

Total redeemable preferred stock, mandatorily 
redeemable securities and long-term debt 
(including current maturities) $ 1,296 $ 1,347 $ 1,332 $ 1,342 $ 1,286

Cash dividends per common share $ 1.66 $ 1.66 $ 1.66 $ 1.66 $ 1.66

C O N S O L I D A T E D  K C P & L ( A )

Operating revenues $ 1,092 $ 1,057 $ 1,013 $ 1,287 $ 1,086

Income from continuing operations(D) $ 143 $ 126 $ 103 $ 116 $ 53

Net income $ 143 $ 117 $ 96 $ 120 $ 159

Total assets at year-end $ 3,337 $ 3,303 $ 3,139 $ 3,146 $ 3,309

Total redeemable preferred stock, mandatorily 
redeemable securities and long-term debt 
(including current maturities) $ 1,126 $ 1,336 $ 1,313 $ 1,311 $ 1,286

(A) Great Plains Energy’s consolidated financial statements include consolidated KCP&L, KLT Inc., GPP, IEC and GPES. KCP&L’s consolidated financial statements include
its wholly owned subsidiary HSS. In addition, KCP&L’s consolidated results of operations include KLT Inc. and GPP for all periods prior to the October 1, 2001, formation
of the holding company, Great Plains Energy.

(B) See Management’s Discussion and Analysis for explanations of 2004, 2003 and 2002 results.

(C) This amount is before discontinued operations of $7.3, $(44.8), $(7.5), $4.3 and $75.6 million in 2004 through 2000, respectively. In 2002, this amount is before the
$3.0 million cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle. For further information, see Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements. In 2000, this amount is
before the $30.1 million cumulative effect of changes in pension accounting.

(D) This amount is before discontinued operations of $(8.7), $(4.0), $3.6 and $75.6 million in 2003, 2002, 2001 and 2000, respectively. In 2002, this amount is before the
$3.0 million cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle. For further information, see Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements. In 2000, this amount is
before the $30.1 million cumulative effect of changes in pension accounting.
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Lighting the way 
into Downtown, the
Broadway Bridge
gained aesthetic new
lighting in 2004 with
assistance from Kansas City Power & Light –
a very visible community commitment.

(cover image courtesy of Rich Sugg, The Kansas City Star)
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Dependable, affordable energy is critical to everyone. So when Great Plains Energy 

asked our diverse stakeholders to brainstorm about the future, they offered lots of ideas.

This collaborative process led to the Strategic Intent shown on pages 3-5. Together, we 

created a substantive, achievable plan to guide the growth of Great Plains Energy, provide

for future energy needs of our customers and deliver sustainable growth in earnings.

2004marked the launch of our Strategic Intent, a far-reaching

guide to the future. This ambitious plan embodies the

aspirations of our customers, employees and communities – illuminating

a path to reliable, low-cost energy for years to come. Great Plains Energy

is demonstrating leadership to make it happen.

“ A  C O M P R E H E N S I V E  S T R A T E G Y  F O R  T H E  F U T U R E ”
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• This intent is grounded in a solid foundation, thanks to strong 
operating performance and a competitive asset base, including:

- A fleet of regulated power plants, including coal plants that 
are top-tier in total production costs per megawatt hour

- A delivery system that provides industry-leading reliability 
and high customer service and satisfaction

- An industry leader in competitive supply

- Solid financial performance that includes increased shareholder 
value and strong dividends over the last three years

• We will position ourselves to benefit from a changing marketplace 
and technological innovation.

• Our strategy is to build on our core strengths across the company 
and add capabilities that benefit our customers, employees, investors, 
partners and the communities we serve.

Read on >

GREAT PLAINS ENERGY

Strategic Intent:

Demonstrate Leadership in Supplying and 

Delivering Electricity and Energy Solutions 

to Meet the Needs of Our Customers
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Achieving our strategic

intent will benefit all 

our stakeholders by:

• Providing energy solutions that are valued by
our customers at prices that are affordable
and competitive

• Ensuring greater opportunity for personal
development and the reward of mutual
accomplishment for our employees in an
organization that encourages innovation
and operational excellence

• Improving the total living environment and
economic vitality of the communities GPE
serves

• Building valued long-term alliances with 
key business partners

• Delivering strong financial performance 
to our investors

Our intent is reflected 

in a set of strategies 

that will demonstrate

GPE’s leadership in the

electric industry through

disciplined growth: 

In the NEAR TERM, we plan to extend current
capabilities in our regulated and competitive
supply businesses by:
• Adding new coal and wind capacity to con-

tinue providing customers with reliable and
affordable power

• Accelerating environmental upgrades 
for the existing fleet

• Strengthening our competitive supply business
by entering new markets (geographies and seg-
ments) and expanding products and services

• Implementing new distributed resources, 
reliability and energy efficiency programs

• Collaborating and building stronger relationships
with customers, regulators and legislators
for the overall long-term benefit of us all

Achieving our strategic

intent – making it 

happen – will require 

a “winning culture,”

achieved by:

• Executing extremely well in each business
and taking greater advantage of our
strengths across the company

- Delivering operational leadership through
competitive cost structures, strong cus-
tomer service, breadth of regulatory
knowledge, world-class safety and practi-
cal application of innovative technologies
and processes

- Developing insights about our market-
places to improve our ability to serve all 
of our customer segments

- Creating collaborative partnerships with
customers, communities and regulators 
to achieve mutually beneficial results
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“Now we are building on a shared vision
to create the vibrant, innovative energy
provider that our customers and other
stakeholders need for the future.”

– Mike Chesser
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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• Anticipating fundamental changes in how electricity
is supplied, delivered and used in both regulated
and competitive businesses including:
- Continuing to prudently apply new technologies

important to our businesses, including technolo-
gies to improve coal plant performance, address
environmental challenges and increase respon-
siveness to customer and community demand

- Developing valued customer solutions that go
beyond traditional electric offerings

- Enhancing our ability to serve customers by
strengthening core capabilities and processes
inside our company, including performance 
management, customer relationships and 
talent development

• Advocating increased efficiency of retail and 
wholesale markets where there is a significant 
customer benefit

• Working proactively with organizations in our 
markets to achieve maximum economic and 
environmental benefits

OVER TIME, we will continue to build capabilities in select areas most important to establishing a leadership position by:

• Partnering with customers to create mutually 
beneficial relationships that strengthen our bonds

- Using a consultative sales approach to meet
customer needs

- Developing innovative electric service and 
energy solutions that help our customers maximize
their own value and that of their own customers

- Providing responsive, superior customer service
• Demonstrating environmental responsibility and 

a commitment to community improvement
- Making appropriate and timely investments to

ensure environmental compliance
- Partnering with and strategically investing in

communities in which we operate to improve
quality of life in a meaningful way

• Enhancing our skills
- Broadening knowledge about all areas of our

business – within and across regulated and 
non-regulated business segments

- Bolstering sales and marketing capability
- Clarifying and investing in required leadership

skills and behaviors
• Creating an engaged organization guided by strong

values, inspired leaders and shared accountability
- Promoting the GPE IDEAL: Inspired leadership,

Disciplined performance management, Engaged
employees, Accountability and Loyalty.

- Developing talented leaders who are inspired, 
passionate and committed

- Using a disciplined performance management
system to foster shared accountability, collaboration
and increased personal growth and contribution
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I'm proud of what we accomplished this year, and

proud of how people at all levels of the company

worked together and collaborated with our cus-

tomers and communities. 

While our financial performance was strong, 

I believe that 2004 will be remembered more for

our efforts to step back and develop a longer-term

strategic intent. Our future success will be based

on implementation of this intent, which includes

building a cultural environment where our people

are inspired, accountable and engaged.

A Year of Strong Operating Performance
Despite challenging conditions, 2004 was a record-

setting year in both the utility and competitive 

supply businesses. Our success was driven 

by a variety of initiatives to improve operating

effectiveness, as well as by our efforts to shape 

a Winning Culture within the organization.

Kansas City Power & Light
KCP&L delivered outstanding performance in 2004,

producing higher earnings and cash flow while

providing top-tier service to our customers. This

accomplishment is more impressive in light of the

challenging weather conditions in our service area in

2004, which included one of the coolest summers

on record and a higher-than-normal number of

damaging storms.

Our generation fleet achieved a record-breaking

year. Performance improvements led to record

equivalent availability and capacity factors for the

total baseload generation

fleet. Our Iatan, LaCygne 1,

LaCygne 2 and Montrose

Generating Stations set

all-time megawatt gener-

ation records, thanks to

employees’ continued

focus on operational

excellence and proactive

maintenance strategies.

With this level of increased output, reduced sum-

mer retail demand and higher wholesale market

prices, our Power Marketing group was able to

produce record wholesale revenues of more than

$200 million, up 27% from 2003. 

We also provided some of the most reliable

service in the nation. In September, KCP&L earned

the prestigious Reliability One award for the highest

reliability performance in our region. The award

committee noted that our excellent record is the

result of years of wise decisions and consistent hard

work and dedication on the part of our employees

in Distribution and Transmission. Read on >

Mike Chesser
Chairman and 
Chief Executive Officer

Bill Downey
President and Chief
Operating Officer

“Our eyes are
on the future …
and we intend 
to build value.”

G R E A T  P L A I N S  E N E R G Y

Dear Fellow Shareholder
2004 was a landmark year for Great Plains Energy. We delivered 

on our promise of demonstrating operational excellence, while 

charting a comprehensive and compelling course for the future. 
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Creating a winning culture: Engaged 
people, talented leaders commit to 
executing a shared vision
Great Plains Energy is 

committed to creating 

a winning culture – an

engaged organization

empowered by strong 

values, inspired leaders 

and shared accountability.

We are charting new kinds

of partnerships, forging 

collaborative ties in our

communities, developing our

leaders’ skills at all levels

and encouraging inclusive-

ness in our workforce.

KCP&L’s Diversity Council fosters 

relationships in an inclusive workplace.

Training enhances first-line supervisor 

skills which maximizes team performance.

Great Plains Energy reaches out to

inform the investor community.

^

Company leaders fit solutions to 

challenges at Leadership Forums.

Great Plains Energy deposits $1 million 

in minority-owned Douglass Bank.

^

^

^

^

Bill Downey exchanges ideas with 

KCP&L linemen at a service center.
^

2 0 0 4  A N N U A L  R E P O R T
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Community commitment: business as usual
in building our future at Great Plains Energy
Getting involved, solving a

problem, lending a helping

hand: The employees of

Great Plains Energy demon-

strate great enthusiasm for

community commitment.

We believe in investing time

and money where we do

business. We understand

that to earn recognition 

as a leader, our company 

must be a catalyst for 

positive change in issues

like energy affordability,

the environment and human

development. Our culture

values personal commitment,

above and beyond our “day

jobs.” For us, investing in

the community is business

as usual.

KCP&L has been recognized for our efforts in

restoring native grasses and wildflowers.

^

Volunteers from the company do the heavy

lifting to clean up a walking trail.

^

Employees help with Downtown 

beautification and cleanup.

^

Employee volunteers join holiday 

fundraising to help the less fortunate.

^ The company-sponsored Plaza lighting ceremony

is a holiday tradition for Kansas Citians.

^

The KCP&L-sponsored Lorikeets exhibit educated 

zoo visitors about rainforest conservation.

G R E A T  P L A I N S  E N E R G Y

^
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KCP&L faced an unusually large number of

storm-related outages in 2004, but through the

efforts of our people and improved processes,

we continued to decrease the time it takes to

restore power to customers after major storm 

outages. Our Delivery group continues to 

innovate – completing more than 100 perform-

ance improvement initiatives in 2004 alone.

Technological innovations have also improved 

performance. We launched a program to install

automated network protectors, for example, that

remotely notify us about malfunctions, saving

time and money by helping us detect problems

faster with less manpower.

Along with internal initiatives, we also helped form

a consortium of mid-sized utilities during 2004 to

collaboratively seek additional performance improve-

ment and cost savings opportunities for the industry. 

We are proud of our continued improvements

in Customer Service. In less than three years,

service levels have improved dramatically, while

costs have decreased. The top-tier performance

delivered to our customers in 2004 earned KCP&L

national recognition with the ServiceOne™ award.

The award is based on an electric utility’s perform-

ance in the Call Center, Billing, Meter Reading,

Field Service and Credit functions.

Safety is a cornerstone of operational excel-

lence, and I’m pleased to report that our empha-

sis on moving to world-class safety performance

produced solid results in 2004. We established a

new Corporate Safety Council during the year to

create greater levels of safety awareness by pro-

moting widespread participation and consistently

applying best practices to sustain cultural change

across all divisions. This emphasis helped lead to

our entire Generation Division achieving the lowest

total case incident rate in its history and the Delivery

Division reducing the severity of incidents by 50%. 

Strategic Energy
Strategic Energy, our competitive electricity supply

business, continued to grow, and posted strong

revenues and earnings in 2004. This was

achieved despite market conditions that were very

challenging for competitive supply firms in the

second half of 2004. Wholesale electricity prices

moved steadily higher during most of the year

and, in several markets, were higher than the

standard offer rates of the host utilities that provide

the main alternative to competitive suppliers like

Strategic Energy. While host utility rates will adjust

to wholesale prices over time, the regulatory lag 

in the process continues to provide a headwind

for competitive supply sales as we enter 2005.

Consistent with our position as one of the

leading national electricity retailers, Strategic Energy

is responding to these challenges by increasing our

focus on satisfying customer needs and revamp-

ing key internal business processes. Read on >
GPE Basic and Diluted
Earnings (Loss) per
Common Share 
from Continuing
Operations

GPE Income (Loss) 
from Continuing
Operations
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GPE Operating Revenues “Generating goodwill
reinforces our role 
as a trusted leader
in energy delivery.”
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Environmental Excellence:
Good Stewardship in Action
Great Plains Energy takes care

to exercise environmental stew-

ardship: investing in state-of-

the-art equipment to improve air

and water quality, volunteering

for cleanup and beautification,

recycling, nurturing wildlife,

preserving the land. This 

commitment builds friendships

and alliances. For instance,

KCP&L was honored in 2004 

by the Kansas City Parks &

Recreation Board for restoring

prairie habitat on the rolling hills

of Jerry Smith Farm Park. As the

community prospers, so do we.
KCP&L’s Richard Spring (back left) accepts honor for prairie preservation.
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Four Summer Interns 
Save KCP&L $50,000
A team of summer interns in

2004 became a living example

of “winning culture.” The four

students, ages 19 to 22, were

asked by KCP&L to trouble-

shoot an underground drainage 

system at Hawthorn Generating

Station where too much silt was

gathering, requiring expensive

cleanouts. In just one week, the

team developed a proposed

solution of valves and fittings 

to keep the pipes clear, which

KCP&L adopted for cost savings

estimated at $50,000 over

five years.

For example, Strategic Energy has introduced

several contract options to satisfy different cus-

tomers’ desires such as: higher or lower exposure to

wholesale commodity risk; a balanced approach to

power needs with a combination of short, medium

and longer term contracts; and streamlined, less

complex products for convenience while ensuring

protection from energy price volatility.

At Strategic Energy we are also transforming

our internal capabilities and business processes

to maintain our leadership in this rapidly changing

market. We are adopting best-in-class marketing

and sales processes to identify the right customer at

the right time with the right product. We are also

upgrading our supply and portfolio management

capabilities in order to reduce supply costs, which

represent more than 90% of Strategic Energy’s

total costs, while remaining true to the prudent risk

management philosophy that has been one of the

hallmarks of the company. 

In April, Great Plains Energy increased its own-

ership in Strategic Energy to just under 100%. We

also added talent to the executive team by hiring

Shahid Malik as our new CEO. Shahid’s depth

and breadth of experience in the energy industry,

combined with his inspirational leadership style,

make him the right leader to help drive this fast-

evolving, entrepreneurial business forward. 

Great Plains Energy
In addition to the results within our major busi-

nesses, we also improved the focus of the 

portfolio at Great Plains Energy.

We sold two companies that were not strongly

aligned with our core businesses, enabling greater

management focus. Early in the year, we made

the decision to exit our gas exploration and pro-

duction business, KLT Gas. Through careful man-

agement of the sales process over the course 

of the year, we achieved favorable results from 

the sale of the KLT Gas properties. In December 

we entered into a letter of intent to sell Worry Free

Services, Inc., a small business that provided resi-

dential services in several metropolitan areas and

closed the sale in February 2005.

In June, we completed successful $150 million

common stock and $163 million equity-linked

securities offerings. This improved our capital

structure and was well received by investors. 

Throughout the year, teams across the

Company evaluated and assessed our internal

controls over financial reporting required by the

Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Management concluded,

and our external auditors agreed, that our internal

controls over financial reporting are effective as of

December 31, 2004. Read on >

The heart of KCP&L, our efficient fleet of generating stations,

performed well in 2004 – delivering reliable, low-cost electricity 

for customers and returns for shareholders.

Creative problem-solvers (from left): Elree Canty, Aaron Gatlin, James Smith and

Terrance Logan, 2004 Full Employment Council interns.

G R E A T  P L A I N S  E N E R G Y
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Source: EEI Typical Bills for 
12 months ending 6/30/04
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The latest technologies enable ^
monitoring and control of power plants.

KCP&L partners with North Kansas City ^
Hospital to maximize energy efficiency.

KCP&L crews return home after helping ^
Florida utilities restore power after hurricanes.
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Customer focus drives excellence
In a dramatically changing

energy market, leadership

comes from empowering

our organization to serve

customers in innovative

ways. So we are building

new skills in our workforce,

trying new ways of tracking

and improving performance,

and reaching into the future

to offer new energy solutions

for the market. Operational

excellence takes shape

behind the scenes, when

two co-workers converse or

a team comes together to

tackle a challenge. But our

efforts pay off when energy

makes a difference in a

customer’s life.

At the wheel, a KCP&L lineman chats with

distribution leader Bill Herdegen.

^

Hawthorn plant employees engage  ^
generation leader Steve Easley.

KCP&L delivers 
reliable, low-cost
power – and builds
new partnerships
with customers.
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Our value proposition saves money
for energy customers with a choice
Strategic Energy provides

energy management services

in competitive markets

nationwide. Nearly 8,500

commercial, institutional and

industrial customers nation-

wide get a reliable supply 

of electricity at predictable

costs from Strategic Energy.

Our skilled team can assess a

customer’s needs, buy energy

to match those requirements

and provide competitive

prices. We sort out a confusing

marketplace and offer solu-

tions tailored to the cus-

tomer. Our value proposition

makes sense – we deliver

sustainable savings to cus-

tomers with a choice.

Strategic Energy 
is delivering smart
solutions for the
challenges of a
competitive world.

We combine experience and technology in

shopping for the best electricity deals.

^

A team-oriented culture guides ^
Strategic Energy’s performance.

Our Energy Management Center focuses on

customers’ power needs … “24/7/365.”

^

Strategic Energy’s customers include many

of the nation’s name-brand companies.

^

G R E A T  P L A I N S  E N E R G Y
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Shahid Malik, an energy executive with 20-plus years of

experience, joined Strategic Energy as President and CEO

on November 10, 2004.

”Strategic Energy is a passionate, talented team of people

committed to tackling 21st Century challenges. I’m thrilled

by the opportunity to take this company to the next level

of customer-led solutions for energy management,”

Shahid said.

Shahid came to Strategic Energy from Houston-based Sirius

Solutions, where he was a senior partner responsible for

strategy consulting, leadership and risk management. He

also served as Director of Energy Programs and Adjunct Pro-

fessor at Rice University’s Graduate School of Management.

Previous executive positions included diverse responsi-

bilities at Reliant Energy Wholesale Group, Entergy

Corporation, Ferrell North America and British Petroleum PLC. He has been active in busi-

ness segments such as deregulated wholesale and retail marketing activities, as well as

risk management, trading and asset management.

Shahid earned a bachelor’s degree in Economics from the University of Manchester,

England, and an MBA from Rice University.

Building the Foundation for the Future
In January of 2004 we launched a comprehensive

strategic planning process. Our approach to strat-

egy development set the tone for how we will do

business in the future.

• We engaged employees at all levels of the com-
pany, including our bargaining units, to ensure a
common understanding and level of awareness.

• We reached out to our customers, community
leaders and regulators. This unprecedented
level of collaboration enabled us to better under-
stand their perspectives, and they developed 
a better understanding of the issues facing 
our company.

• We took an outside-in viewpoint, recruiting
industry experts to bring leading thinking from 
a variety of perspectives, often representing
opposing views on key topics.

• We considered multiple aspects of strategy
development with an explicit focus on the 
cultural aspects necessary for success. 

• We developed and evaluated alternative 
scenarios to ensure that while we have a 
clear strategy, we will stay flexible enough to
respond to potential changes in our markets. 

This process succeeded on many fronts. 

It engaged our employees and constituents,

increased our mutual understanding of the key

issues and resulted in a Strategic Intent that will

guide our actions well into the future.

Our Strategic Intent is the roadmap for our

company to become an industry leader at supply-

ing and delivering electricity and innovative energy

solutions to our customers. It’s truly a milestone in

the Company’s history. Please refer to pages 4 and 5 

for more detail about our Strategic Intent.

We Have Already Started to Implement
Our Strategic Intent
An important priority in our plan is a Winning Culture.

By building a place where people can grow and

thrive, we’re building a company that will also

thrive – and produce the kind of results that make

shareholders eager to invest. Our business will

succeed based on the talent and engagement 

of our workforce. For us, Winning Culture has 

a very specific definition – one developed by

employees for employees. 

“Our team is well-positioned 
to thrive in a market that has
tremendous untapped potential.”

New CEO Shahid Malik is steering

Strategic Energy 

New leader will guide 
Strategic Energy to next level

We selected a diverse team to lead the develop-

ment of a Winning Culture, one in which employee

development, growth and empowerment are

encouraged and supported. Our employee team

captured the spirit of Winning Culture through the

concept of the GPE IDEAL. Each letter in the word

“I-D-E-A-L” represents a desirable quality in a

Winning Culture environment – Inspired leader-

ship, Disciplined performance management,

Engaged employees, Accountability and Loyalty.

And as part of this IDEAL, we are finalizing a

formal, disciplined performance management pro-

cess that features balanced scorecards, initiatives,

timetables and accountabilities, as well as broad-

based employee rewards and recognition. Read on >
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KCP&L’s Comprehensive Energy Plan
Another area where the Strategic Intent has already

produced results is KCP&L’s comprehensive energy

plan. This plan was developed to meet the long-

term energy needs of the communities we serve

– in a way that balances the perspectives of our

multiple constituents and is consistent with our

Strategic Intent. The key elements of the plan are:

• Majority ownership of a regulated 
800-900 MW coal-fired plant

• Environmental investments of 
approximately $300 million 

• Up to 200 megawatts of wind generation

• Demand, efficiency and affordability response
programs, including distributed generation to
help customers use energy more effectively

• Infrastructure improvements to maintain 
and improve reliability

A key driver for this investment is the growth

within our service territory and the demand for

electricity, which we estimate will continue to

expand at approximately 2% – 2.5% per year. 

A prime example of this growth is downtown

Kansas City, which is beginning a major revitaliza-

tion. KCP&L is an integral part of this effort. 

As I look out my office window, I can see our

employees replacing an aging underground 

electricity infrastructure to deliver power to 

projects such as H&R Block’s new world 

headquarters and the proposed Sprint Arena. 

It is estimated that the downtown revival, when

completed, will require an additional 20 to 30

megawatts of electricity.

In an effort to make the development of KCP&L’s

comprehensive plan as open, collaborative and

transparent as possible, we met with more than

80 civic and community groups and hosted six

public forums in many parts of our service area.

We also participated in a series of regulatory

workshops in Kansas and Missouri open to all

interested parties. We also invited the public to

provide comments on the proposal through infor-

mational mailings and advertisements. At every

stage of the process, we’ve welcomed input.

Our lengthy and personal grassroots effort

helped us incorporate suggestions from all sides of

the various issues. This created an even stronger

and more viable proposal. The resulting compre-

hensive plan represents a proactive and sensible

approach to meeting the energy, economic and

environmental needs of our community throughout

the next decade.

We are currently in discussions with partici-

pants in both Missouri and Kansas to develop a

regulatory structure to make these investments

possible. We are working toward an agreement

to be submitted to the state commissions that

enables us to balance the needs of shareholders,

customers, regulators and our community to meet

the growing demand for electricity in our region.

Summary
The course we have set for the next decade will

address the needs of our customers, community

and employees, and will reward shareholders with

excellent long-term earnings potential. We have

clear direction and a clear commitment to building

a Winning Culture. I believe that all of our 

constituents will look back proudly on 2004 as 

a year in which we not only demonstrated the

power of our businesses to deliver outstanding

results, but also established a strong foundation

for our longer-term success.

“In the long run, our
greatest competitive
advantage will come
from a winning 
culture at Great
Plains Energy.”

Michael J. Chesser
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
March 7, 2005
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G R E A T P L A I N S E N E R G Y  F O R M  1 0 - K

Great Plains Energy’s 2004 annual report filed with
the Securities and Exchange Commission on Form
10-K can be found at: www.greatplainsenergy.com
and is available at no charge upon written request to:

Corporate Secretary
Great Plains Energy Incorporated
P.O. Box 418679
Kansas City, MO 64141-9679

M A R K E T  I N F O R M A T I O N

Great Plains Energy common stock is traded on the
New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol GXP.
Shareholders of record as of December 31, 2004: 15,188

I N T E R N E T  S I T E

The company has a site on the Internet at
www.greatplainsenergy.com. Information available
includes company news releases, stock quotes, 
customer account information, community and
environmental efforts, and information of general
interest to investors and customers. 

Also located on our Web site are the company’s Code
of Ethics, Corporate Governance Guidelines and 
the charters for the Audit Committee, Governance
Committee, and Compensation and Development
Committee of the Board of Directors, which are
also available at no charge upon written request 
to the Corporate Secretary.

C O M M O N  S T O C K  D I V I D E N D S  P A I D

QUARTER 2004 2003
First $0.415 $0.415
Second $0.415 $0.415
Third $0.415 $0.415
Fourth $0.415 $0.415

C U M U L A T I V E  P R E F E R R E D  S T O C K  D I V I D E N D S

Quarterly dividends on preferred stock were declared
in each quarter of 2004 and 2003 as follows:

SERIES AMOUNT
3.80% $0.95
4.20% 1.05
4.35% 1.0875
4.50% 1.125

T W O - Y E A R  C O M M O N  S T O C K  H I S T O R Y

Great Plains Energy’s common stock price range was:

2004 2003
QUARTER HIGH LOW HIGH LOW
First $35.29 $31.66 $25.00 $21.36 
Second 34.36 29.23 30.31 23.75 
Third 31.71 28.62 30.84 27.32
Fourth 30.71 28.17 32.78 30.10 

A N N U A L  M E E T I N G  O F  S H A R E H O L D E R S

Great Plains Energy’s annual meeting of shareholders
will be held at 10:00 a.m. on May 3, 2005, at The
Discovery Center, 4750 Troost in Kansas City, Missouri.

D I V I D E N D  R E I N V E S T M E N T  A N D
D I R E C T  S T O C K  P U R C H A S E  P L A N

Great Plains Energy offers the opportunity to purchase
common shares directly from the Company with an
initial minimum investment of $500 through our
Dividend Reinvestment and Direct Stock Purchase
Plan. The Plan offers shareholders several choices,
including reinvestment of all or some of their common
stock dividends and the option of investing additional
cash monthly. Shareholders may choose to deposit
their certificates with the transfer agent for safekeep-
ing in their Plan account. For more information or an
enrollment form, contact Investor Relations or UMB
Bank, n.a. or visit Great Plains Energy’s Web site at
www.greatplainsenergy.com

D I R E C T  D E P O S I T  O F  D I V I D E N D S  A N D
A U T O M A T I C  M O N T H LY  I N V E S T M E N T

Shareholders may elect the convenience of having 
dividends deposited directly to their checking, savings 
or other accounts. Shareholders can also choose to
authorize automatic monthly deductions from checking
or savings accounts to purchase additional shares.
Electing direct deposit or automatic deduction
changes only the manner of dividend payment.
Annual report and proxy materials, year-end tax
information and other correspondence will be mailed
to the shareholder’s address of record. For more
information, please contact Investor Relations or
UMB Bank, n.a., or visit Great Plains Energy’s 
Web site at www.greatplainsenergy.com

R E G I S T E R E D  S H A R E H O L D E R  I N Q U I R I E S

For account information or assistance, including change
of address, stock transfers, dividend payments,
duplicate accounts or to report a lost certificate,
please contact Investor Relations at 800-245-5275.

F I N A N C I A L  C O M M U N I T Y  I N Q U I R I E S

Securities analysts and investment professionals
seeking information about Great Plains Energy may
contact Investor Relations at 816-556-2312.

T R A N S F E R  A G E N T  A N D  S T O C K  R E G I S T R A R

UMB Bank, n.a. 
Securities Transfer Division
P.O. Box 410064 
Kansas City, Missouri 64141-0064
800-884-4225 (toll free)

C O R P O R AT E  G O V E R N A N C E  
L I S T I N G  S TA N DA R D S  C E R T I F I C AT I O N

On May 18, 2004, the company submitted its Annual
CEO Certification to the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE). Mr. Chesser, Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer of the company, certified that as of
May 17, 2004, he was not aware of any violation by
the company of NYSE Corporate Governance listing
standards.

Shareholder Information
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CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS REGARDING CERTAIN FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION 

Statements made in this report that are not based on historical facts are forward-looking, may involve 
risks and uncertainties, and are intended to be as of the date when made.  In connection with the safe 
harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, the registrants are providing a 
number of important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the provided 
forward-looking information.  These important factors include: 

• future economic conditions in the regional, national and international markets, including but not 
limited to regional and national wholesale electricity markets 

• market perception of the energy industry and the Company 
• changes in business strategy, operations or development plans 
• effects of current or proposed state and federal legislative and regulatory actions or developments, 

including, but not limited to, deregulation, re-regulation and restructuring of the electric utility 
industry and constraints placed on the Company’s actions by the Public Utility Holding Company 
Act of 1935 

• adverse changes in applicable laws, regulations, rules, principles or practices governing tax, 
accounting and environmental matters including, but not limited to, air quality 

• financial market conditions and performance including, but not limited to, changes in interest rates 
and in availability and cost of capital and the effects on the Company’s pension plan assets and 
costs 

• credit ratings 
• inflation rates 
• effectiveness of risk management policies and procedures and the ability of counterparties to satisfy 

their contractual commitments 
• impact of terrorist acts  
• increased competition including, but not limited to, retail choice in the electric utility industry and the 

entry of new competitors 
• ability to carry out marketing and sales plans 
• weather conditions including weather-related damage 
• cost, availability and deliverability of fuel 
• ability to achieve generation planning goals and the occurrence of unplanned generation outages 
• delays in the anticipated in-service dates of additional generating capacity 
• nuclear operations 
• ability to enter new markets successfully and capitalize on growth opportunities in non-regulated 

businesses 
• performance of projects undertaken by the Company’s non-regulated businesses and the success 

of efforts to invest in and develop new opportunities, and 
• other risks and uncertainties. 
 
This list of factors is not all-inclusive because it is not possible to predict all factors. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

The following is a glossary of frequently used abbreviations or acronyms that are found throughout this 
report. 

Abbreviation or Acronym  Definition 
   
35 Act  Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, as amended 
ARO  Asset Retirement Obligations 
CAIR  Clean Air Interstate Rule 
Clean Air Act  Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 
CO2  Carbon Dioxide 
Compact  Central Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact 
Company  Great Plains Energy Incorporated and its subsidiaries 
Consolidated KCP&L  KCP&L and its subsidiary, HSS 
COSO  Committee of Sponsoring Organizations 
Digital Teleport  Digital Teleport, Inc. 
DOE  Department of Energy 
DTI  DTI Holdings, Inc. and its subsidiaries, Digital Teleport, Inc. 

   and Digital Teleport of Virginia, Inc. 
EBITDA  Earnings before interest, income taxes, depreciation and amortization 
EEI  Edison Electric Institute 
EIRR  Environmental Improvement Revenue Refunding 
EPA  Environmental Protection Agency 
EPS  Earnings per common share 
ERISA  Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
FASB  Financial Accounting Standards Board 
FELINE PRIDESSM  Flexible Equity Linked Preferred Increased Dividend Equity Securities,  
     a service mark of Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.  
FERC  Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
FIN  Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation 
GAAP  Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
GPP  Great Plains Power Incorporated, a wholly owned subsidiary 

   of Great Plains Energy 
Great Plains Energy  Great Plains Energy Incorporated and its subsidiaries 
Holdings  DTI Holdings, Inc. 
HSS  Home Service Solutions Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of KCP&L  
IEC  Innovative Energy Consultants Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary 

   of Great Plains Energy 
IRS  Internal Revenue Service 
ISO  Independent System Operator 
KCC  The State Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas 
KCP&L 

 
 Kansas City Power & Light Company, a wholly owned subsidiary 

   of Great Plains Energy 
KLT Energy Services  KLT Energy Services Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of KLT Inc. 
KLT Gas  KLT Gas Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of KLT Inc. 
KLT Gas portfolio  KLT Gas natural gas properties 
KLT Inc.  KLT Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Great Plains Energy 
KLT Investments  KLT Investments Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of KLT Inc. 
KLT Telecom  KLT Telecom Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of KLT Inc. 
KW  Kilowatt 
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Abbreviation or Acronym  Definition 
   
kWh  Kilowatt hour 
Lease Trust  Lessor for KCP&L’s synthetic lease arrangement for five combustion 

turbines 
MAC  Material Adverse Change 
MACT  Maximum Achievable Control Technology 
MODOR  Missouri Department of Revenue 
MPSC  Missouri Public Service Commission 
MW  Megawatt 
MWh  Megawatt hour 
NEIL  Nuclear Electric Insurance Limited 
NOx  Nitrogen Oxide 
NPNS  Normal purchases and normal sales exception under SFAS No. 133, 
     as amended 
NRC  Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
OCI  Other Comprehensive Income 
Receivables Company  Kansas City Power & Light Receivables Company, a wholly owned 

   subsidiary of KCP&L 
RSAE  R.S. Andrews Enterprises, Inc., a subsidiary of HSS 
RTO  Regional Transmission Organization 
SEC  Securities and Exchange Commission 
SE Holdings  SE Holdings, L.L.C.  
Services  Great Plains Energy Services Incorporated 
SFAS  Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 
SO2  Sulfur Dioxide 
SOX  Sulfur Oxide 
SPP  Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
Strategic Energy  Strategic Energy, L.L.C., a subsidiary of KLT Energy Services 
WCNOC  Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation 
Wolf Creek  Wolf Creek Generating Station 
Worry Free  Worry Free Service, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of HSS 
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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF 
OPERATIONS 

The Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations that 
follow are a combined presentation for Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L, both registrants 
under this filing.  The discussion and analysis by management focuses on those factors that had a 
material effect on the financial condition and results of operations of the registrants during the periods 
presented.  It should be read in conjunction with the accompanying consolidated financial statements 
and related notes.   

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN 2004 

• Exited the KLT Gas business 

• Developed a comprehensive strategic intent 

• Initiated discussions with interested participants on a comprehensive energy plan at KCP&L 

• Completed an equity offering to strengthen the balance sheet 
• Purchased an additional indirect interest in Strategic Energy 

OVERVIEW 

Great Plains Energy is a public utility holding company registered with and subject to the regulation of 
the SEC under the 35 Act.  Great Plains Energy does not own or operate any significant assets other 
than the stock of its subsidiaries.  Great Plains Energy’s direct subsidiaries are KCP&L, KLT Inc., GPP, 
IEC and Services.  As a diversified energy company, Great Plains Energy’s reportable business 
segments include KCP&L and Strategic Energy. 

KCP&L 
KCP&L is an integrated, regulated electric utility that engages in the generation, transmission, 
distribution and sale of electricity.  KCP&L has over 4,000 MWs of generating capacity and has 
transmission and distribution facilities that provide reliable affordable electricity to almost 495,000 
customers in the states of Missouri and Kansas.  KCP&L has continued to experience modest load 
growth annually through increased customer usage and additional customers.  Rates charged for 
electricity are below the national average. 

KCP&L has a wholly owned subsidiary, HSS, which held a residential services investment, Worry Free.  
HSS entered into a letter of intent to sell Worry Free in December 2004 and closed the sale in February 
2005. 

Strategic Energy 
Strategic Energy provides competitive electricity supply services by entering into contracts with its 
customers to supply electricity.  Strategic Energy does not own any generation, transmission or 
distribution facilities.  Of the states that offer retail choice, Strategic Energy operates in California, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Texas.  Strategic 
Energy also provides strategic planning and consulting services in the natural gas and electricity 
markets.   

Great Plains Energy owns just under 100% of the indirect interest in Strategic Energy after IEC’s 
May 2004 purchase of an additional 11.45% indirect interest.  See Note 8 to the consolidated financial 
statements for additional information about the acquisition. 

Strategic Energy serves approximately 8,500 customers including numerous Fortune 500 companies, 
smaller companies and governmental entities.  Strategic Energy provides competitive electricity supply 
to over 54,000 commercial, institutional and small manufacturing accounts.  Strategic Energy had a 
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79% customer retention rate for 2004 and expects continued growth in 2005, with MWhs delivered 
projected to range from 21 to 23 million.  The increase in MWhs delivered is expected to be more than 
offset by a decline in average gross margin per MWh.  Strategic Energy currently expects the gross 
margin per MWh on new customer contracts to average from $3.00 to $4.00 and gross margin per 
MWh on total customer contracts to average $4.60 to $5.00 in 2005.   

Based solely on expected usage under current signed contracts, Strategic Energy has forecasted future 
MWh commitments (backlog) of 15.4 million, 4.4 million and 1.2 million for the years 2005 through 
2007, respectively.  Strategic Energy expects to deliver additional MWhs in these years through growth 
in existing markets, retention of existing customers and expansion into new markets.  Higher wholesale 
energy prices have reduced savings available to customers in some markets compared to prevailing 
utility rates, which have created more customer price sensitivity and reduced average contract lengths 
and the rate of backlog growth.   

STRATEGIC INTENT 

Over the first six months of 2004, the Company engaged in a comprehensive strategic planning 
process to map its view of the future of the electric industry, and ultimately the Company, over the next 
five to ten years.  This inclusive process drew on the creativity and skills of employees, outside experts 
and community leaders.  The strategic planning process sought to enhance the disciplined growth of 
the Company and build upon the strong foundation of KCP&L and Strategic Energy.  This platform for 
growth provides a balanced mix of regulated earnings from the utility operations of KCP&L and the 
potential continued growth of Strategic Energy as it expands its presence in competitive retail markets. 

KCP&L held a series of public forums during June and July 2004 in Missouri and Kansas to discuss 
how to meet the area’s growing need for electricity and cleaner air.  In July 2004, Great Plains Energy 
unveiled six key elements to its long-range strategic intent. 

• KCP&L will expand and diversify its regulated supply portfolio to include new coal and wind 
generation. 

• KCP&L will accelerate its investments in improving the environmental performance of its fleet, 
helping to protect its community’s quality of life and preparing for an uncertain future of 
potentially more stringent regulations. 

• KCP&L will adopt new delivery technology to enhance the reliability and efficiency of its delivery 
system.  This technology will allow KCP&L to transform the delivery grid from a one-way to a 
two-way system.  Customers will serve as both consumers and virtual suppliers of electricity 
through distributed generation and various demand response programs. 

• Great Plains Energy, through Strategic Energy, will continue to profitably grow its competitive 
supply business, expanding into new markets, and creating new offerings when economical, 
and further cementing its reputation as the premium energy retailer from the standpoint of 
customer focus and value added.     

• Great Plains Energy will collaborate even more closely with customers, communities and 
regulators to take a broader view in anticipating and meeting their energy needs.   

• Great Plains Energy will continue to manage its business to achieve disciplined growth, and 
strong operating performance and deliver strong returns to its shareholders.    

Since the July 2004 announcement, Strategic Energy has initiated several product innovations and 
process improvements to adapt to market conditions and changing customer needs.  Strategic Energy 
has developed new product offerings including contract options to satisfy the desire of some customers 
to accept more commodity risk themselves in the near term, contracts that trigger automatically if prices 
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fall to predefined levels and contracts to aid customers who desire to take a balanced approach to their 
power needs with a combination of short, medium and longer term contracts.  Strategic Energy is also 
implementing processes to sharpen its customer targeting approach to insure that the right products 
and services are being offered to various customer segments to meet customers’ needs.  Additionally, 
electricity supply costs represent over 90% of Strategic Energy’s total costs.  Strategic Energy is 
currently exploring innovative ways to manage these supply costs to enhance its competitiveness.  

Since the July 2004 announcement, KCP&L, through a MPSC established workshop docket, began 
discussions with interested participants, including the MPSC staff and the KCC staff, among others, to 
collaborate on and develop a regulatory plan to implement KCP&L’s proposed comprehensive energy 
plan, which includes: 

• accelerated environmental investments of $300 million to $350 million for selected existing 
plants, 

• investment in up to 200 megawatts of wind generation, 

• building and owning up to 500 megawatts of an 800 to 900 megawatt coal fired plant at the 
Iatan site in Missouri and 

• development of technologies and pilot programs to help customers conserve energy.   

The proposal has the potential to add approximately $1.1 billion in capital investment for KCP&L over 
the next five years and is dependent upon approvals from the MPSC and KCC.  In February 2005, the 
MPSC issued an order closing a workshop docket established specifically for the discussions.  KCP&L 
continues in discussions with the interested participants with the goal of developing an agreement on 
implementation of the comprehensive energy plan to be formally submitted by KCP&L to the MPSC and 
KCC for approval.  KCP&L anticipates that the next step in the process would include hearings 
scheduled by the MPSC and KCC to take testimony regarding the implementation of the 
comprehensive energy plan. 

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS 

See Note 12 to the consolidated financial statements for information regarding related party 
transactions. 

CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(GAAP) requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect reported amounts and 
related disclosures.  Management considers an accounting estimate to be critical if it requires 
assumptions to be made that were uncertain at the time the estimate was made and changes in the 
estimate or different estimates that could have been used could have a material impact on the results of 
operations and financial position. 

Pensions 
The Company incurs significant costs in providing non-contributory defined pension benefits.  The costs 
are measured using actuarial valuations that are dependent upon numerous factors derived from actual 
plan experience and assumptions of future plan experience. 

Pension costs are impacted by actual employee demographics (including age, compensation levels and 
employment periods), the level of contributions made to the plan, earnings on plan assets and plan 
amendments.  In addition, pension costs are also affected by changes in key actuarial assumptions, 
including anticipated rates of return on plan assets and the discount rates used in determining the 
projected benefit obligation and pension costs.  
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These assumptions are updated annually in accordance with Statement of Financial Accounting 
Standards (SFAS) No. 87, “Employers’ Accounting for Pensions”. In selecting an assumed discount 
rate, the prevailing market rate of fixed income debt instruments with maturities matching the expected 
timing of the benefit obligation was considered.  The assumed rate of return on plan assets was 
developed based on the weighted average of long-term returns forecast for the expected portfolio mix 
of investments held by the plan.  These assumptions are based on the Company’s best estimates and 
judgment; however, material changes may occur if these assumptions differ from actual events.  See 
Note 9 to the consolidated financial statements for information regarding the assumptions used to 
determine benefit obligations and net costs. 

The following table reflects the sensitivities associated with a 0.5 percent increase or a 0.5 percent 
decrease in key actuarial assumptions.  Each sensitivity reflects an evaluation of the change based 
solely on a change in that assumption only. 
 

 
For the year ended December 31, 2004, the Company recorded pension expense of approximately 
$21.8 million, a $4.3 million increase from the prior year.  Pension expense for 2005 is expected to 
approximate $27.0 million, a $5.2 million increase over 2004.  The increase is primarily due to the 
amortization of investment losses from prior years that are recognized on a rolling five-year average 
basis and lower discount rates. 

The Company’s pension plan assets are primarily made up of equity and fixed income investments.  
The market value of the plan assets increased $29.5 million in 2004 reflecting continued improvement 
in the equity markets since the decline in 2002 and 2001.  At plan year-end 2004, the fair value of 
pension plan assets was $370.5 million, not including a $20.7 million contribution made in 2004 after 
the plan year-end. 

The total accumulated benefit obligation (ABO) of the plans exceeded the fair value of plan assets 
requiring the Company to record an additional minimum pension liability of $84.2 million including $79.8 
million recorded at KCP&L.  See Note 9 to the consolidated financial statements for additional 
information. 

Market conditions and interest rates significantly affect the future assets and liabilities of the plan.  It is 
difficult to predict future pension costs, the additional pension liability and cash funding requirements 
due to volatile market conditions; however, similar charges may be required in the future. 

Regulatory Matters 
As a regulated utility, KCP&L is subject to the provisions of SFAS No. 71, “Accounting for the Effects of 
Certain Types of Regulation.”  Accordingly, KCP&L has recorded assets and liabilities on its balance 
sheet resulting from the effects of the ratemaking process, which would not be recorded under GAAP if 
KCP&L were not regulated.  Regulatory assets represent costs incurred that have been deferred 
because future recovery in customer rates is probable.  Regulatory liabilities generally represent 
probable future reductions in revenue or refunds to customers.  KCP&L’s continued ability to meet the 

Impact on
Projected Impact on

Benefit Pension
Actuarial assumption Obligation Liability

Discount rate 0.5% increase (28.3)$    (16.1)$    (1.7)$    
Rate of return on plan assets 0.5% increase -          -          (1.8)     
Discount rate 0.5% decrease 30.3      18.6      1.8      
Rate of return on plan assets 0.5% decrease -          -          1.8      

Assumption
Change in

(mil l ions)

Impact on
2004

Pension
Expense
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criteria for application of SFAS No. 71 may be affected in the future by competitive forces and 
restructuring in the electric industry.  In the event that SFAS No. 71 no longer applied to all, or a 
separable portion, of KCP&L’s operations, the related regulatory assets and liabilities would be written 
off unless an appropriate regulatory recovery mechanism is provided.  Additionally, these factors could 
result in an impairment on utility plant assets as determined pursuant to SFAS No. 144, “Accounting for 
the Impairment or Disposal of Long-lived Assets.”  See Note 4 to the consolidated financial statements 
for a discussion of regulatory assets and liabilities. 

Asset Retirement Obligations 
Effective January 1, 2003, the Company adopted SFAS No. 143, “Accounting for Asset Retirement 
Obligations,” which provides accounting requirements for the recognition and measurement of liabilities 
associated with the retirement of tangible long-lived assets.      

The adoption of SFAS No. 143 changed the accounting for and the method used to report KCP&L’s 
obligation to decommission its 47% share of Wolf Creek.  The legal obligation to decommission Wolf 
Creek was incurred when the plant was placed in service in 1985.  The estimated liability, recognized 
on KCP&L’s balance sheet at January 1, 2003, is based on a third party nuclear decommissioning 
study conducted in 2002.  KCP&L used a credit-adjusted risk free discount rate of 6.42% to calculate 
the retirement obligation.  This estimated rate is based on the rate KCP&L could issue 30-year bonds, 
adjusted downward to reflect the portion of the anticipated costs in current year dollars that had been 
funded at date of adoption through a tax-qualified trust fund.  The cumulative impact of prior 
decommissioning accruals recorded consistent with rate orders issued by the MPSC and KCC has 
been reversed and a new regulatory contra-asset for such amounts has been established.  Amounts 
collected through these rate orders have been deposited in a legally restricted external trust fund.   

KCP&L also must recognize, where possible to estimate, the future costs to settle other legal liabilities 
including the removal of water intake structures on rivers, capping/filling of piping at levees following 
steam power plant closures and capping/closure of ash landfills.  Estimates for these liabilities are 
based on internal engineering estimates of third party costs to remove the assets in satisfaction of legal 
obligations and have been discounted using credit adjusted risk free rates ranging from 5.25% to 7.50% 
depending on the anticipated settlement date.  

Revisions to the estimated liabilities of KCP&L could occur due to changes in the decommissioning or 
other cost estimates, extension of the nuclear operating license or changes in federal or state 
regulatory requirements.  KCP&L has legal Asset Retirement Obligations (ARO) for certain other assets 
where it is not possible to estimate the time period when the obligations will be settled.  Consequently, 
the retirement obligations cannot be measured at this time.  See Note 16 to the consolidated financial 
statements for a discussion of ARO.   

Although the liability for Wolf Creek decommissioning costs recorded under the ARO method is 
expected to be substantially the same at the end of Wolf Creek’s life as the liability to be recorded 
pursuant to regulatory orders, the rate at which the liability increases varies under the different 
methods.  Because KCP&L is subject to SFAS No. 71, the difference in the recognition of the liability 
will have no impact on net income. 

Asset Impairment, including Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets 
SFAS No. 144 
Long-lived assets and intangible assets subject to amortization are periodically reviewed for impairment 
whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset may not be 
recoverable as prescribed under SFAS No. 144.   

During 2003, KLT Gas management determined that two gas properties were impaired as development 
activities indicated a decline in the estimates of future gas production.  As a result of the lower 
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estimated production, the carrying amount of each property exceeded its estimated fair value based 
upon discounted estimated future cash flows, which resulted in impairments on the two properties.  
Internal and third party models were used in the Company’s estimate of future production volumes, 
natural gas pricing, capital expenditures and operating costs.  Cash flow models were based on 
management’s understanding of prospect geology, well costs and projected operating expenses.  
Natural gas pricing assumptions were based on the New York Mercantile Exchange Henry Hub Natural 
Gas forward curve, adjusted for basis differentials and other transportation charges.   

Additionally in 2003, Great Plains Energy management performed a strategic review of the KLT Gas 
portfolio and operations.  Management determined it would recommend a sale of the KLT Gas portfolio 
and a plan to exit the gas business at the February 2004 Board of Directors’ meeting.  As a result of its 
decision to recommend a sale of the KLT Gas portfolio and exit the gas business, Great Plains Energy 
management engaged a second third party firm to complete a market reference valuation analysis for 
the Company’s use in determination of the fair value of the KLT Gas portfolio.  As a result of the KLT 
Gas strategic review and market reference valuation analysis having been conducted, an impairment 
test of the entire KLT Gas portfolio was performed at December 31, 2003, in accordance with SFAS 
No. 144, using a probability weighting of the likelihood of potential outcomes at the February 2004 
meeting.  The impairment test considered 1) the scenario of sale of the entire KLT Gas portfolio with 
fair value based on estimated market prices and 2) the scenario of hold and use with fair value 
determined by risk adjusted discounted cash flows.   

In February 2004, the Great Plains Energy Board of Directors approved management’s 
recommendation to sell the KLT Gas portfolio and exit the gas business.  As a result, the carrying 
amount of the KLT Gas portfolio was written down to its estimated realizable value.  See Note 6 to the 
consolidated financial statements for a discussion of KLT Gas discontinued operations and SFAS 144 
impairments. 

SFAS No. 142 
Great Plains Energy, through IEC, completed its purchase of an additional indirect interest in Strategic 
Energy during 2004.  The Company recorded indefinite and finite lived intangible assets at fair value in 
accordance with SFAS No. 142, "Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets.”  Finite lived intangible assets 
are periodically reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the 
carrying amount of an asset may not be recoverable as prescribed under SFAS No. 144.  Indefinite 
lived intangibles are tested for impairment at least annually and more frequently when indicators of 
impairment exist as prescribed under SFAS No. 142.  See Note 8 to the consolidated financial 
statements for additional information. 

Goodwill is tested for impairment at least annually and more frequently when indicators of impairment 
exist as prescribed under SFAS No. 142.  SFAS No. 142 requires that if the fair value of a reporting unit 
is less than its carrying value including goodwill, the implied fair value of the reporting unit goodwill 
must be compared with its carrying value to determine the amount of impairment.  Strategic Energy’s 
2004 annual impairment test was completed as of September 1, the annual review date, and there was 
no impairment of the Strategic Energy goodwill.  See Note 5 to the consolidated financial statements for 
information regarding the impact of adopting SFAS No. 142 on goodwill and goodwill amortization. 

The accounting estimates related to impairment analyses are subject to change from period to period 
because management is required to make assumptions about future sales, operating costs and 
discount rates over an indefinite life.  Actual margins and volumes have fluctuated and, to a great 
extent, fluctuations are expected to continue.  The estimates of future margins are based upon internal 
budgets, which incorporate estimates of customer growth, business expansion and weather trends, 
among other items. 
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Strategic Energy – Energy and Energy-related Contract Accounting 
Strategic Energy primarily purchases power under forward physical delivery contracts to supply 
electricity to its retail energy customers under full requirement sales contracts.  Both the forward 
purchase contracts and the full requirements sales contracts meet the accounting definition of a 
derivative; however, on a majority of the forward purchase derivative contracts and all of the full 
requirement sales contracts, Strategic Energy applies the normal purchases and normal sales 
exception (NPNS) accounting treatment.  Accordingly, Strategic Energy records receivables and 
revenues generated from the sales contracts as energy is delivered and consumed by the retail 
customer.  Likewise, a liability and purchase power expense are recorded when the energy under 
forward physical delivery contracts is delivered to Strategic Energy’s retail customers. 

An inability to sustain the NPNS accounting treatment for forward purchase derivative contracts could 
result in asymmetrical accounting, whereby the timing of the impact on operating income would differ if 
NPNS accounting treatment was applied to the full requirements sales contracts, but the forward 
purchase derivative contracts no longer qualified for NPNS accounting treatment.   

For forward purchase contracts that do not meet the qualifying criteria for NPNS accounting treatment, 
Strategic Energy elects cash flow hedge accounting where appropriate.  Under cash flow hedge 
accounting, the fair value of the contract is recorded as a current or long-term derivative asset or 
liability.  Subsequent changes in the fair value of the derivative assets and liabilities are recorded on a 
net basis in OCI and subsequently reclassified as purchased power expense in Great Plains Energy’s 
consolidated statement of income as the power is delivered and/or the contract settles.  Additionally, in 
the future, OCI may have greater fluctuations than historically because of a larger number of derivative 
contracts designated for cash flow hedge accounting, but these fluctuations would not affect current 
period operating income or cash flows.  

Changes in fair value of forward purchase derivative contracts that do not meet the requirements for the 
NPNS accounting treatment or cash flow hedge accounting are recorded in operating income and as a 
current or long-term derivative asset or liability.  The subsequent changes in the fair value of these 
contracts could result in operating income volatility as the fair value of the changes in the associated 
derivative assets and liabilities are recorded on a net basis in purchased power expense in Great Plains 
Energy’s consolidated statement of income.  

Derivative assets and liabilities consist of a combination of energy and energy-related contracts.  While 
some of these contracts represent commodities or instruments for which prices are available from 
external sources, other commodities and certain contracts are not actively traded and are valued using 
modeling techniques to determine expected future market prices.  The market prices used to determine 
fair value reflect management's best estimate considering time, volatility and historical trends.  
However, future market prices will vary from those used in recording energy assets and liabilities at fair 
value, and it is possible that such variations could be significant.  

Market prices for energy and energy-related commodities vary based upon a number of factors.  
Changes in market prices will affect the recorded fair value of energy contracts.  Changes in the fair 
value of energy contracts will affect operating income in the period of the change for contracts under 
fair value accounting and OCI in the period of change for contracts under cash flow hedge accounting, 
while changes in forward market prices related to contracts under accrual accounting will affect 
operating income in future periods to the extent those prices are realized.  Strategic Energy cannot 
predict whether, or to what extent, the factors affecting market prices may change, but those changes 
could be material and could be either favorable or unfavorable. 
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GREAT PLAINS ENERGY RESULTS OF OPERATIONS  

The following table summarizes Great Plains Energy’s comparative results of operations.   
 

        
Great Plains Energy’s 2004 earnings, as detailed in the following table, increased to $179.2 million, or 
$2.49 per share, from $143.3 million, or $2.07 per share in 2003.  The issuance of 5.0 million shares in 
June 2004 diluted 2004 EPS by $0.10. 
 

 

2004 2003 2002 2004 2003 2002

KCP&L 150.0$  127.2$  102.9$  2.08$   1.84$   1.64$   
Subsidiary operations (6.7)      (1.3)      (0.2)      (0.09)   (0.02)   -      
Discontinued operations (RSAE) -         (8.7)      (4.0)      -      (0.13)   (0.06)   

Cumulative effect of a change
in accounting principle -         -         (3.0)      -      -      (0.05)   
Consolidated KCP&L 143.3    117.2    95.7     1.99    1.69    1.53    

Strategic Energy 42.5     39.6     29.7     0.59    0.57    0.48    

Other non-regulated operations (12.3)    24.2     4.3       (0.17)   0.35    0.07    
Discontinued operations (KLT Gas) 7.3       (36.1)    (3.5)      0.10    (0.52)   (0.06)   
Preferred dividends (1.6)      (1.6)      (1.7)      (0.02)   (0.02)   (0.03)   

Great Plains Energy 179.2$  143.3$  124.5$  2.49$   2.07$   1.99$   
The earnings per share of any segment does not represent a direct legal interest in the asset and liabilities
allocated to any one segment but rather represents a direct equity interest in Great Plains Energy's assets
and liabilities as a whole.

(mill ions)

Earnings Per Great
Earnings Plains Energy Share

2004 2003 2002

Operating revenues 2,464.0$ 2,148.0$ 1,802.3$ 
Fuel (179.4)     (160.3)     (159.7)     
Purchased power - KCP&L (52.5)      (53.2)      (46.2)      
Purchased power - Strategic Energy (1,247.5)  (968.9)     (685.4)     
Other operating expenses (510.6)     (479.2)     (465.1)     
Depreciation and amortization (150.1)     (142.8)     (146.8)     
Gain (loss) on property (5.1)        23.7       1.4         
   Operating income 318.8      367.3      300.5      
Non-operating income (expenses) (8.4)        (13.0)      (13.1)      
Interest charges (83.0)      (76.2)      (87.4)      
Income taxes (54.5)      (78.6)      (51.3)      
Minority interest in subsidiaries 2.1         (7.8)        (10.8)      
Loss from equity investments (1.5)        (2.0)        (1.2)        
   Income from continuing operations 173.5      189.7      136.7      
Discontinued operations 7.3         (44.8)      (7.5)        
Cumulative effect of a change in
   accounting principle -           -           (3.0)        
   Net income 180.8      144.9      126.2      
Preferred dividends (1.6)        (1.6)        (1.7)        
      Earnings available for common stock 179.2$    143.3$    124.5$    

(millions)
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The increase in Great Plains Energy’s 2004 earnings is primarily due to an increase in KCP&L’s 
wholesale MWhs sold at higher wholesale prices, the May 2004 purchase of an additional 11.45% 
indirect interest in Strategic Energy and a $10.8 million favorable impact of state tax planning on the 
composite tax rate for the Company.  The increase in KCP&L’s wholesale MWh sales was primarily due 
to increased generation, bundling transmission with energy and lower retail loads during the summer 
months.  The Great Plains Energy earnings increase was offset by an increase in operating expenses 
at KCP&L and Strategic Energy, a $5.3 million impairment related to the first quarter 2005 sale of Worry 
Free, the net effect on 2003 earnings of the Hawthorn No. 5 litigation settlements and the $28.1 million 
net gain in 2003 related to the DTI bankruptcy.  Additionally, a continuing environment of higher and 
less volatile energy prices and flat to higher forward electricity prices continue to negatively impact 
Strategic Energy’s average gross margins.  Discontinued operations (KLT Gas) primarily reflect the 
gain on sales of assets in 2004 and the loss due to the impairment related to the exit of the business in 
2003.  Discontinued operations (RSAE) primarily reflect the loss on the sale of RSAE in 2003.  

Great Plains Energy’s 2003 earnings increased to $143.3 million, or $2.07 per share, from $124.5 
million, or $1.99 per share in 2002.  The issuance of 6.9 million shares in November 2002 diluted 2003 
EPS by $0.23.  The increase in Great Plains Energy’s 2003 earnings is primarily due to an increase in 
wholesale MWh sales, partial settlements of the Hawthorn No. 5 litigation, the fourth quarter 2002 
purchase of an additional 6.0% indirect interest in Strategic Energy and the $28.1 million net gain 
related to the DTI bankruptcy.  The increase in wholesale revenues was partially offset by the effect on 
retail revenues of the January 2003 Kansas rate reduction.  In 2003, discontinued operations (KLT 
Gas) reflect an operating loss, property impairments and impairments related to the exit of the 
business.  Discontinued operations (RSAE) primarily reflect the loss on the sale of RSAE in 2003.  

Great Plains Energy’s projected net income is expected to decrease in 2005.  The decrease in 
projected net income for 2005 is due to a significant increase in fuel costs at KCP&L, lower anticipated 
2005 average gross margins at Strategic Energy, expiration of a portion of the Company’s investment 
tax credits in 2005 and the absence of the 2004 impact of the lower composite tax rate on deferred tax 
balances.  These factors are projected to more than offset projected retail load growth and operational 
expense savings at KCP&L as well as lower holding company losses in 2005. 
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CONSOLIDATED KCP&L RESULTS OF OPERATIONS 

The following discussion of consolidated KCP&L results of operations includes KCP&L, an integrated 
electric utility and HSS, an unregulated subsidiary of KCP&L.  References to KCP&L, in the discussion 
that follows, reflect only the operations of the integrated electric utility.  The following table summarizes 
consolidated KCP&L's comparative results of operations.  

 
Consolidated KCP&L’s income from continuing operations increased $17.4 million in 2004 compared to 
2003.  Consolidated KCP&L’s operating revenues increased $34.6 million in 2004 compared to 2003, 
primarily due to a 14% increase in KCP&L’s wholesale MWhs sold and a 13% increase in the average 
wholesale market price.  The increase in wholesale MWhs sold was primarily due to increased 
generation, bundling transmission with energy and lower than expected retail loads during the summer 
months.  An increase in operating expenses more than offset these factors primarily due to the increase 
in MWhs generated, including higher coal and coal transportation costs, higher administrative 
expenses, a $7.3 million impairment charge related to the first quarter 2005 sale of Worry Free and the 
significant positive impact on 2003 of the Hawthorn No. 5 litigation settlements.  Income taxes 
decreased due to the $10.1 million favorable impact of state tax planning on the composite tax rate and 
a $5.9 million allocation of tax benefits from holding company losses pursuant to the Company’s 
intercompany tax allocation agreement.  

2004 2003 2002

Operating revenues 1,091.6$ 1,057.0$ 1,012.8$ 
Fuel (179.4)     (160.3)     (159.7)     
Purchased power (52.5)      (53.2)      (46.2)      
Other operating expenses (442.3)     (422.6)     (411.6)     
Depreciation and amortization (145.2)     (141.0)     (145.5)     
Gain (loss) on property (5.1)        1.6         0.2         
   Operating income 267.1      281.5      250.0      
Non-operating income (expenses) (1.9)        (3.1)        (4.1)        
Interest charges (74.2)      (70.3)      (80.3)      
Income taxes (52.8)      (83.5)      (62.9)      
Minority interest in subsidiary 5.1         1.3         -           
   Income from continuing operations 143.3      125.9      102.7      
Discontinued operations -           (8.7)        (4.0)        
Cumulative effect of a change
   in accounting principle -           -           (3.0)        
   Net income 143.3$    117.2$    95.7$      

(millions)
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As described in Item 3. Legal Proceedings, KCP&L filed suit against multiple defendants who are 
alleged to have responsibility for the 1999 Hawthorn No. 5 boiler explosion.  KCP&L and its primary 
insurance company have entered into a subrogation allocation agreement under which recoveries in 
this suit are generally allocated 55% to the primary insurance company and 45% to KCP&L.  Various 
defendants have settled with KCP&L in this litigation, resulting in KCP&L recording $2.4 million and 
$35.8 million in 2004 and 2003, respectively, under the terms of the subrogation allocation agreement.  
A portion of the settlements, $1.2 million and $17.3 million, for 2004 and 2003, respectively, was 
recorded as a recovery of capital expenditures.  The following table summarizes the income statement 
impact related to the remainder of the settlements for loss of use of Hawthorn No. 5.  

 
Consolidated KCP&L’s income from continuing operations increased $23.2 million in 2003 compared to 
2002.  Consolidated KCP&L’s operating revenues increased $44.2 million primarily due to a significant 
increase in wholesale MWhs sold at higher wholesale prices partially offset by the effect on retail 
revenues of the January 2003 Kansas rate reduction.  Wholesale MWhs sold increased 16% in 2003 
primarily due to increased generation and a more focused sales effort.  Additionally, the average 
market price increased 33% primarily due to higher natural gas prices.  Revenues also increased due 
to the partial settlements of Hawthorn No. 5 litigation.  This increase in revenues combined with 
decreases in interest expense and depreciation expense more than offset increases in purchased 
power, pension, power plant maintenance and transmission expenses.  The amortization of the 
Missouri jurisdictional portion of the January 2002 storm costs increased $3.1 million in 2003.  In 2002, 
KCP&L expensed $16.5 million for the Kansas jurisdictional portion of the January 2002 storm costs.  

Discontinued operations in 2003 includes a $7.1 million loss on the June 2003 disposition of HSS’ 
interest in RSAE and continuing losses through the date of disposition of $1.6 million.  Additionally, 
2002 net income reflects the $3.0 million cumulative effect to January 1, 2002, of a change in 
accounting principle for the adoption of SFAS No. 142 and the associated write-down of RSAE 
goodwill.  

Consolidated KCP&L’s net income is projected to decrease in 2005 primarily due to a significant 
increase in fuel costs and the absence of the 2004 impact of the lower composite tax rate on deferred 
tax balances.  These factors are projected to more than offset projected retail load growth and 
operational expense savings at KCP&L. 

2004 2003

Wholesale revenues 0.2$     2.7$     
Fuel 0.2      4.0      
Purchased power 0.8      11.8     
   Operating income 1.2      18.5     
Income taxes (0.5)     (7.2)     
   Net income 0.7$     11.3$   

(mil l ions)
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Consolidated KCP&L Sales Revenues and MWh Sales 
 

 

 
Retail revenues decreased $9.7 million in 2004 compared to 2003 primarily due to a $14.4 million 
reduction in residential revenues.  Residential usage per customer decreased 4% in 2004 compared to 
2003 as a result of significantly cooler summer weather in 2004.  The Kansas City area experienced 
one of the coolest summers in the past 30 years, which resulted in cooling degree days 18% below 
normal.  Weather most significantly affects residential customers’ usage patterns.  The impact of the 
cooler summer weather was partially offset by continued load growth in 2004.  Load growth consists of 
higher usage per customer and the addition of new customers.  The average number of residential and 
commercial customers continues to grow; both increased 1% to 2% in 2004 and 2003 compared to the 
respective prior years.  Retail revenues decreased $5.5 million in 2003 compared to 2002.  The Kansas 
rate reduction effective January 1, 2003, decreased 2003 retail revenues approximately $12.5 million 
and was partially offset by load growth in 2003. 

Bulk power sales, the major component of wholesale sales, vary with system requirements, generating 
unit and purchased power availability, fuel costs and requirements of other electric systems.  Wholesale 
revenues increased $42.7 million in 2004.  Wholesale MWhs sold increased 14% in 2004 compared to 
2003, primarily due to increased generation, bundling transmission with energy and lower than 
expected retail loads during the summer months, combined with successful marketing efforts.  KCP&L’s 
coal fleet equivalent availability factor increased to 84% in 2004 compared to 82% for 2003, which 
contributed to an increased volume of wholesale MWhs available to sell.  Average market prices per 
MWh increased 13% to $30.72 in 2004 compared to 2003, primarily due to more sales made during 
periods of higher natural gas prices and bundling transmission with energy to provide a delivered 
product.  Additionally, wholesale revenues were affected by the partial settlements of the Hawthorn No. 
5 litigation.  Wholesale revenues increased $49.5 million in 2003 compared to 2002, which in 2003 
included $2.7 million related to the partial settlements of Hawthorn No. 5 litigation.  Wholesale MWhs 

% %
2004 2003 2002

Retail revenues
   Residential  $    347.1 (4)     $    361.5 (2)     $    367.4 
   Commercial       421.1 1           417.6 -            418.6 
   Industrial         96.2 1             95.0 1             93.7 
   Other retail revenues           8.7 1               8.7 -                8.6 
      Total retail       873.1 (1)          882.8 (1)          888.3 
Wholesale revenues       200.2 27         157.5 46          108.0 
Other revenues         16.8 15           14.6 8             13.6 
   KCP&L electric revenues     1,090.1 3         1,054.9 4         1,009.9 
Subsidiary revenues           1.5 (25)            2.1 (28)             2.9 
   Consolidated KCP&L revenues  $ 1,091.6 3      $ 1,057.0 4      $ 1,012.8 

Change Change
(mil l ions)

% %
2004 2003 2002

Retail MWh sales
   Residential       4,903 (3)          5,047 1           5,004 
   Commercial       6,998 1           6,933 -            6,902 
   Industrial       2,058 1           2,035 3           1,968 
   Other retail MWh sales            85 -                 85 2                83 
      Total retail      14,044 -           14,100 1          13,957 
Wholesale MWh sales       6,603 14         5,777 16          4,969 
   KCP&L electric MWh sales      20,647 4          19,877 5          18,926 

(thousands)
ChangeChange
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sold increased 16% in 2003 compared to 2002, primarily due to increased generation and a more 
focused sales effort.  The revenue variance in 2003 compared to 2002 was primarily due to a 33% 
increase in average market price per MWh of power sold in 2003 to $27.27.  The increase was driven 
by higher natural gas prices.  Less than 1% of revenues reflect rates that include an automatic fuel 
adjustment provision. 

Consolidated KCP&L Fuel and Purchased Power 
The fuel cost per MWh generated and the purchased power cost per MWh has a significant impact on 
the results of operations for KCP&L.  Generation fuel mix can change the fuel cost per MWh generated 
substantially.  In 2004, KCP&L experienced a record coal base load capacity factor of 80%.  The coal 
fleet achieved a record level of generation of approximately 16 million MWhs, a 5% increase compared 
to 2003.  Nuclear fuel costs per MWh generated remain substantially less than the cost of coal per 
MWh generated.  Coal has a significantly lower cost per MWh generated than natural gas and oil.  
Fossil plants averaged over 75% of total generation and the nuclear plant the remainder over the last 
three years.  Replacement power costs for planned Wolf Creek outages are accrued evenly over the 
unit’s operating cycle.  KCP&L expects its cost of nuclear fuel to remain relatively stable through the 
year 2009.  The cost per MWh for purchased power is still significantly higher than the fuel cost per 
MWh of coal and nuclear generation.  KCP&L continually evaluates its system requirements, the 
availability of generating units, availability and cost of fuel supply, availability and cost of purchased 
power and the requirements of other electric systems to provide reliable power economically.   

Fuel expense increased $19.1 million in 2004 compared to 2003 primarily due to a 6% increase in 
MWhs generated, higher coal and coal transportation costs, higher natural gas costs and the net effect 
of $3.8 million from the Hawthorn No. 5 partial litigation settlements.  The increase was partially offset 
by a lower average fuel cost per MWh generated due to increased coal and nuclear fuel and less 
natural gas in the fuel mix.  The change in fuel mix was primarily due to the 2003 refueling outage at 
Wolf Creek and the cooler 2004 summer weather, which allowed coal and nuclear capacity to supply a 
greater percentage of the reduced retail load.  Fuel expense increased $0.6 million in 2003 compared 
to 2002 primarily due to a 3% increase in MWhs generated.  This increase was partially offset by a 
lower average fuel cost per MWh generated due to increased coal and less natural gas in the fuel mix 
and a $4.0 million decrease related to the partial settlements of Hawthorn No. 5 litigation.  

Purchased power expense decreased $0.7 million in 2004 compared to 2003.  MWhs purchased 
decreased 31% in 2004 compared to 2003 primarily due to lower retail customer demand and a 2% 
increase in the coal fleet equivalent availability factor in 2004 compared to 2003.  The decrease in 
MWhs purchased was partially offset by an 11% increase in the average purchased power price per 
MWh in 2004 compared to 2003 primarily due to higher natural gas market prices and increased 
demand in the market area earlier in 2004.  Another offset includes the net effect of the Hawthorn No. 5 
partial litigation settlements, which impacted purchased power expense by $11.0 million in 2004 
compared to 2003.  Purchased power expense increased $7.0 million in 2003 compared to 2002 
primarily due to a 31% increase in the price per MWh driven primarily by increased natural gas prices.  
MWhs purchased increased 27% in 2003 compared to 2002 due to increased customer needs.  These 
increases were partially offset by the $11.8 million related to the Hawthorn No. 5 litigation settlements in 
2003.     

KCP&L expects its fuel expense to increase significantly in 2005 due to projected increases in the cost 
of coal and coal transportation and in the volume and price of natural gas generation in the fuel mix.  
KCP&L expects to utilize its natural gas-fired peaking generating capacity more often to serve expected 
growth in retail customer demand, which will increase natural gas consumption.  High natural gas and 
fuel oil costs are also influencing the price of coal and coal transportation costs, which are also 
expected to increase.  The anticipated increase in delivered coal prices is expected to affect most 
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utilities; therefore, the increase is not expected to materially erode KCP&L’s position as a low cost 
regional electricity generator.   

Consolidated KCP&L Other Operating Expenses (including other operating, maintenance and 
general taxes) 
Consolidated KCP&L's other operating expenses increased $19.7 million in 2004 compared to 2003 
primarily due to the following:  

• increased pension expense of $3.5 million primarily due to lower discount rates, the 
amortization of investment losses from prior years and plan settlement losses,  

• increased other employee-related costs of $3.5 million including higher medical costs and 
incentive compensation costs, 

• increased property taxes of $4.3 million primarily due to increases in assessed property 
valuations and mill levies,  

• increased outside services of $4.4 million including costs associated with Sarbanes-Oxley 
compliance, 

• increased transmission and distribution expenses including $2.5 million primarily due to 
increased transmission usage charges as a result of the increased wholesale MWh sales, $2.3 
million related to SPP administration and $1.3 million in storm related expenses and 

• increased office expense including a $2.1 million expenditure to buy out computer equipment 
operating leases. 

Partial offsets to the increase in other operating expenses included:  

• decreased plant maintenance expense of $1.3 million primarily due to differences in timing and 
scope of outages and $0.9 million in lower gross receipts taxes as a result of lower retail 
revenues and 

• decreased expenses due to the reversal of an environmental accrual and the establishment of a 
regulatory asset for the probable recovery in the Kansas jurisdiction of enhanced security costs. 

Consolidated KCP&L's other operating expenses increased $11.0 million in 2003 compared to 2002 
primarily due to the following:  

• amortizing an additional $3.1 million of the Missouri jurisdictional portion of the January 2002 ice 
storm in 2003, 

• increased pension expense of $11.3 million primarily due to a significant decline in the market 
value of plan assets,  

• increased plant maintenance expense of $6.7 million for plant outages,   

• increased transmission expenses of $3.3 million primarily due to increased usage charges as a 
result of the increased wholesale MWh sales and increased MWh of purchased power, 

• partially offsetting the increases were lower maintenance expense in 2003 due to expensing in 
2002 the $16.5 million of the Kansas jurisdictional portion of the January 2002 ice storm. 

Consolidated KCP&L Depreciation and Amortization 
Consolidated KCP&L's depreciation and amortization expense increased $4.2 million in 2004 compared 
to 2003.  The increases are primarily due to an increase of $2.6 million related to capital additions and 
$3.8 million as a result of the consolidation of the Lease Trust.  The increase was partially offset by 
$1.9 million as a result of certain software becoming fully amortized in 2003.  
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Consolidated KCP&L's depreciation expense decreased $4.5 million in 2003 compared to 2002.  
Depreciation expense decreased approximately $7.7 million due to the change to a 60-year life for Wolf 
Creek pursuant to the 2002 KCC stipulation and agreement.  See Note 4 to the consolidated financial 
statements for additional information.  This decrease was partially offset by increased depreciation 
expense of $2.2 million related to capital additions and $1.3 million as a result of the consolidation of 
the Lease Trust.   

Consolidated KCP&L Interest Charges 
Consolidated KCP&L's interest charges increased $3.9 million in 2004 compared to 2003.  The 
increase was primarily due to a $10.1 million interest component related to the IRS 1995-1999 audit 
settlement.  Partially offsetting this increase was a $6.3 million decrease primarily due to the 2004 
redemption of KCP&L’s $154.6 million 8.3% Junior Subordinated Deferred Interest Bonds.  See Notes 
11 and 19 to the consolidated financial statements for further information.     

Consolidated KCP&L's interest charges decreased $10.0 million in 2003 compared to 2002.  KCP&L’s 
long-term debt interest expense decreased $9.3 million in 2003 compared to 2002 primarily due to 
lower levels of outstanding long-term debt as a result of the repayment of $124.0 million of medium-
term notes in 2003.  Lower average interest rates in 2003 compared to 2002 also contributed to the 
decrease.   

Consolidated KCP&L Income Taxes 
Consolidated KCP&L's income taxes decreased $30.7 million in 2004 compared to 2003.  Several 
factors contributed to the decreased taxes including lower income in 2004 compared to 2003.  The 
favorable impact of state tax planning on the composite tax rate decreased income taxes $10.1 million, 
including $8.6 million reflecting the composite tax rate change on deferred tax balances resulting from 
book to tax temporary differences.  An additional $10.1 million decrease is attributable to the reserves 
for the interest component of the IRS 1995-1999 audit settlement, which offset interest expense and 
had no impact on income from continuing operations.  Income taxes also decreased by $5.9 million due 
to the allocation of tax benefits from holding company losses pursuant to the Company's intercompany 
tax allocation agreement.  Income taxes increased $20.6 million in 2003 compared to 2002, primarily 
due to higher income. 

On October 22, 2004, the American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 (AJCA) became law.  Most significantly, 
the AJCA contains a provision that allows for a tax deduction of 9% (3% for 2005-2006; 6% for 2007-
2009; 9% thereafter) of qualified production activities income.  Income from electric generation activities 
is included in the definition of qualified production activities.  Because of its electric generation 
activities, KCP&L expects to be favorably impacted by the AJCA.  The IRS has recently issued interim 
guidance on which KCP&L may rely on until regulations are issued.  KCP&L is reviewing the recent 
guidance and has made preliminary estimates of the deduction.  For 2005, the deduction is estimated 
to be approximately $6 million.  The regulatory treatment regarding the qualified production deduction is 
unknown at this time.   
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STRATEGIC ENERGY RESULTS OF OPERATIONS 

The following table summarizes Strategic Energy's comparative results of operations. 

 
Strategic Energy’s net income increased $2.9 million in 2004 compared to 2003.  Retail MWhs 
delivered increased 22% in 2004 compared to 2003.  Great Plains Energy, through IEC, completed the 
purchase of an additional 11.45% indirect interest in Strategic Energy resulting in a $1.8 million 
increase in net income.  Income taxes decreased in 2004 primarily due to a $3.1 million allocation of tax 
benefits from holding company losses pursuant to the Company's intercompany tax allocation 
agreement and the Company’s income tax accounting policies for segment reporting.  The increase to 
net income was partially offset by a 16% decline in the average gross margin per MWh (revenues less 
purchased power divided by MWhs delivered) to $6.15 in 2004.  The decline in gross margin is 
primarily due to the roll-off of older, higher margin contracts, price discounts driven by a more 
competitive market and persistently higher commodity prices, and a $4.2 million increase in tax 
reserves.  A continuing environment of higher and less volatile energy prices and flat to higher forward 
electricity prices continue to negatively impact the average gross margins.  The negative impacts on 
average gross margin per MWh were partially offset by a $1.7 million change in fair value related to 
energy contracts that do not qualify for hedge accounting and from hedge ineffectiveness.   

Strategic Energy’s net income increased $9.9 million in 2003 compared to 2002.  The increased net 
income was primarily due to growth in retail electric revenues from the expansion into new markets and 
continued sales efforts in existing markets.  In addition, Great Plains Energy increased its indirect 
interest in Strategic Energy by 6% in the fourth quarter of 2002.  These increases were partially offset 
by increased general and administrative expenses including employee related expenses.  Also, the 
average gross margin per MWh decreased to $7.34 in 2003 compared to $8.70 in 2002.  The decrease 
in average gross margin per MWh in 2003 compared to 2002 was primarily due to the roll-off of higher 
margin contracts that were obtained during periods of high market price volatility in late 2000 and early 
2001 and to a lesser extent market conditions, including increased competition. 

Strategic Energy’s net income is projected to decrease in 2005.  The projected decrease in average 
gross margins per MWh to a range of $4.60 to $5.00 in 2005 from $6.15 in 2004 is anticipated to more 
than offset the expected increase in MWhs delivered from 20.3 million in 2004 to a range of 21 to 23 
million in 2005.

2004 2003 2002

Operating revenues 1,372.4$ 1,091.0$ 789.5$    
Purchased power (1,247.5)  (968.9)     (685.4)     
Other operating expenses (51.3)      (42.1)      (37.6)      
Depreciation and amortization (4.8)        (1.7)        (0.9)        
   Operating income 68.8       78.3       65.6       
Non-operating income (expenses) 1.7         1.0         0.4         
Interest charges (0.7)        (0.4)        (0.3)        
Income taxes (24.3)      (30.2)      (25.2)      
Minority interest (3.0)        (9.1)        (10.8)      
   Net income 42.5$      39.6$      29.7$      

(millions)
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Strategic Energy Operating Revenues 
Operating revenues from Strategic Energy increased $281.4 million in 2004 compared to 2003 and 
$301.5 million in 2003 compared to 2002 as shown in the following table.   

 
Retail electric revenues increased $292.1 million in 2004 compared to 2003 primarily due to increased 
retail MWhs delivered.  Retail MWhs delivered increased 22% to 20.3 million in 2004 compared to 
2003.  The increased MWhs delivered resulted primarily from strong sales efforts in customer retention 
as well as enrolling new customers primarily in Michigan and Texas where Strategic Energy continued 
to experience favorable conditions for growth.  Strategic Energy’s customer accounts totaled over 
54,000 accounts at the end of 2004, a 14% increase from approximately 48,000 accounts at the end of 
2003.  Several factors contribute to changes in the average retail price per MWh, including the 
underlying electricity price, the nature and type of products offered and the mix of sales by geographic 
market.  Average retail revenues per MWh increased 4% in 2004 compared to 2003 primarily due to a 
higher underlying electricity price that was driven by higher natural gas prices partially offset by price 
discounts driven by a more competitive market and persistently higher commodity prices.   

Retail electric revenues increased $303.7 million in 2003 compared to 2002 primarily due to increased 
retail MWhs delivered.  Retail MWhs delivered increased 41% to 16.6 million in 2003 from 11.8 million 
in 2002.  The increased MWhs delivered resulted primarily from effective sales efforts in re-signing 
approximately 80% of existing customers as well as enrolling new customers in markets in which 
Strategic Energy continued to experience favorable conditions for growth.  Customer accounts at the 
end of 2003 increased 44% from approximately 33,000 accounts at the end of 2002.  MWhs delivered 
in California increased 70% to 5.5 million in 2003 and MWhs delivered in Texas increased 58% to 4.5 
million in 2003 compared to 2002.   

Strategic Energy Purchased Power 
Strategic Energy primarily purchases power under forward physical delivery contracts to supply 
electricity to its retail energy customers based on projected usage.  Strategic Energy sells any excess 
retail supply of electricity back into the wholesale market.  The proceeds from the sale of excess supply 
of electricity are recorded as a reduction of purchased power.  The amount of excess retail supply sales 
that reduced purchased power was $265.2 million, $160.4 million and $126.4 million in 2004, 2003 and 
2002, respectively.  

Strategic Energy utilizes derivatives including forward physical delivery contracts in the procurement of 
electricity.  Changes in the fair value of derivative instruments that do not qualify for hedge accounting 
and cash flow hedge ineffectiveness reduced purchased power expense by $1.7 million in 2004 and 
were insignificant for 2003 and 2002. 

As previously discussed, Strategic Energy operates in several retail choice electricity markets.  The 
cost of supplying electricity to retail customers can vary widely by geographic market.  This variability 
can be affected by many factors including, among other items, geographic differences in the cost per 
MWh of purchased power and capacity charges due to regional purchased power availability and 
requirements of other electricity providers and differences in transmission charges.   

% %
2004 Change 2003 Change 2002

Electric - Retail 1,355.3$  27    1,063.2$  40    759.5$   
Electric - Wholesale 15.5        (41)   26.5        (8)     28.8      
Professional services 1.6          18    1.3          14    1.2        
Total operating revenues 1,372.4$  26    1,091.0$  38    789.5$   

(mill ions)
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Purchased power expense increased $278.6 million in 2004 compared to 2003 primarily due to 
increased MWhs delivered as discussed above.  Additionally, average prices per retail MWh purchased 
increased 7% in 2004 primarily due to the effect of the persistent environment of relatively high natural 
gas prices, increased competition, increased supply costs on certain contracts caused by customers 
selecting variable pricing mechanisms and increased tax reserves partially offset by the change in fair 
value of derivative instruments.  Purchased power increased $283.5 million in 2003 compared to 2002 
primarily due to increased MWhs delivered.   

Strategic Energy Other Operating Expenses 
Strategic Energy’s other operating expenses as a percentage of operating revenues decreased to 3.7% 
in 2004 from 3.9% and 4.8% in 2003 and 2002, respectively, due to Strategic Energy’s efforts in 
leveraging its infrastructure and the effects of achieving economies of scale.  Strategic Energy’s other 
operating expenses increased $9.2 million in 2004 compared to 2003; a 22% increase driven mainly by 
higher staffing levels associated with the continued growth of Strategic Energy.  Additionally, higher 
consulting expenses associated with new software development initiatives and higher general tax 
expenses primarily due to higher capital stock and franchise tax rates increased other operating 
expenses.   

Other operating expenses increased $4.5 million in 2003 compared to 2002 primarily due to higher 
staffing levels and higher other general and administrative expenses associated with higher sales 
volumes, geographic market expansion, and regulatory and market development initiatives.   

Strategic Energy Income Taxes 
Strategic Energy’s income taxes decreased $5.9 million in 2004 compared to 2003 reflecting lower 
income and additional tax benefits.  The additional benefits included $3.1 million due to the allocation of 
tax benefits from holding company losses pursuant to the Company's intercompany tax allocation 
agreement and a slight decrease due to the favorable impact of state tax planning on the composite tax 
rate.  Strategic Energy’s income taxes increased $5.0 million in 2003 compared to 2002 primarily 
reflecting higher income. 

Strategic Energy Minority Interest 
Minority interest represents the share of Strategic Energy’s net income not attributable to Great Plains 
Energy’s indirect ownership interest in Strategic Energy.  Minority interest decreased $6.1 million in 
2004 compared to 2003 primarily due to IEC’s acquisition of an additional 11.45% indirect interest in 
Strategic Energy in May 2004.  Minority interest decreased $1.7 million in 2003 compared to 2002 
primarily due to IEC’s acquisition of a 6% indirect ownership interest in Strategic Energy during the 
fourth quarter of 2002.  

OTHER NON REGULATED ACTIVITIES 

Investment in Affordable Housing Limited Partnerships - KLT Investments 
KLT Investments Inc.’s (KLT Investments) net income in 2004 totaled $11.2 million (including an after 
tax reduction of $4.6 million in its affordable housing investment) compared to net income of $8.1 
million in 2003 (including an after tax reduction of $6.7 million in its affordable housing investment) and 
net income of $10.4 million in 2002 (including an after tax reduction of $5.7 million in its affordable 
housing investment). 

On a quarterly basis, KLT Investments compares the cost of properties accounted for by the cost 
method to the total of projected residual value of the properties and remaining tax credits to be 
received.  Based on the latest comparison, KLT Investments reduced its investments in affordable 
housing limited partnerships by $7.5 million, $11.0 million and $9.0 million in 2004, 2003 and 2002, 
respectively.  Pre-tax reductions in affordable housing investments are estimated to be $10 million, $1 
million and $2 million in 2005 through and 2007, respectively.  These projections are based on the 
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latest information available but the ultimate amount and timing of actual reductions could be 
significantly different from the above estimates.  The properties underlying the partnership investment 
are subject to certain risks inherent in real estate ownership and management.  Even after these 
estimated reductions, net income from the investments in affordable housing is expected to be positive 
for 2005 through 2007.   

KLT Investments accrued tax credits related to its investments in affordable housing limited 
partnerships of $18.3 million, $19.1 million and $19.3 million in 2004, 2003 and 2002, respectively.  KLT 
Investments’ estimates tax credits will be $16 million, $10 million and $6 million for 2005 through 2007, 
respectively, and continue to decline through 2009.   

DTI Bankruptcy 
On December 31, 2001, a subsidiary of KLT Telecom, DTI Holdings, Inc. and its subsidiaries, Digital 
Teleport, Inc. and Digital Teleport of Virginia, Inc., filed separate voluntary petitions in the Bankruptcy 
Court for the Eastern District of Missouri for reorganization under Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy 
Code, which cases were procedurally consolidated.  DTI Holdings and its two subsidiaries are 
collectively called “DTI”.  In December 2002, Digital Teleport entered into an agreement to sell 
substantially all of its assets to CenturyTel Fiber Company II, LLC, a nominee of CenturyTel, Inc, which 
was approved by the Bankruptcy Court, and closed in 2003.     

The Company recorded a net gain of $28.1 million or $0.41 per share in 2003 related to the DTI 
bankruptcy.  The impact on 2003 net income was primarily due to the net effect of the Chapter 11 plan 
confirmation and the resulting distribution, the reversal of a $15.8 million tax valuation allowance and 
the reversal of $5 million debtor in possession financing previously reserved.  

Holding Company Income Taxes 
The Company maintains an intercompany tax allocation agreement among the companies that file a 
consolidated or combined income tax return.  Tax benefits from holding company losses are allocated 
to the subsidiaries based on income and these allocations are reflected in each segment’s provision for 
income taxes.  Holding company income taxes increased $6.5 million in 2004 compared to 2003 
primarily to reflect the allocation of tax benefits pursuant to the Company's intercompany tax allocation 
agreement. 

KLT GAS DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS  

In February 2004, the Great Plains Energy Board of Directors approved management’s 
recommendation to sell the KLT Gas portfolio and exit the gas business.  The Company evaluated this 
business and determined the amount of capital and the length of time required for development of 
reserves and production, combined with the income volatility of the exploration process, were no longer 
compatible with the Company’s strategic vision.   
 
In 2004, KLT Gas completed sales of substantially all of the KLT Gas portfolio for $23.5 million cash, 
net of $1.4 million of transaction costs.  The gain on the KLT Gas portfolio asset sales totaled $10.3 
million, or $0.14 per share.  The impact of the gain was partially offset by the loss from the wind down 
operations of $1.8 million in 2004.  Additionally, the 2004 write down of the KLT Gas portfolio to its 
estimated net realizable value reduced net income by $1.2 million.  Loss from discontinued operations 
in 2003 was $36.1 million including after tax impairments of $33.5 million and after tax operating losses 
of $2.6 million.  See Note 6 to the consolidated financial statements for additional information and see 
Note 15 to the consolidated financial statements for information regarding a pending arbitration 
proceeding. 
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GREAT PLAINS ENERGY AND CONSOLIDATED KCP&L SIGNIFICANT BALANCE SHEET 
CHANGES (December 31, 2004 compared to December 31, 2003)  

• Great Plains Energy’s restricted cash and supplier collateral decreased $13.2 million due to a 
reduction in the collateral provided from suppliers to cover portions of credit exposure as a 
result of lower market exposure with counterparties posting cash and one counterparty posting 
a letter of credit rather than cash. 

• Great Plains Energy’s receivables increased $6.8 million primarily due to a $35.0 million 
increase in Strategic Energy’s receivables, which was primarily the result of increased sales in 
late 2004 compared to late 2003.  This increase was mostly offset by a $32.3 million decrease 
in consolidated KCP&L’s receivables.  Consolidated KCP&L’s receivables decreased primarily 
due to KCP&L’s receipt of $30.8 million for the Hawthorn No. 5 insurance recovery. 

• Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s deferred income taxes (current assets) 
increased $12.4 million and $12.1 million, respectively, to reflect previously non-current deferred 
income taxes expected to reverse in 2005 and $4.4 million related to the timing of the Wolf 
Creek refueling outage. 

• Great Plains Energy’s assets of discontinued operations decreased $27.1 million due to the sale 
of KLT Gas’ assets in 2004. 

• Great Plains Energy’s goodwill increased $60.7 million due to the purchase of the additional 
indirect interest in Strategic Energy in May 2004. 

• Great Plains Energy’s other deferred charges increased $31.5 million primarily due to $36.1 
million in intangible assets, net of amortization, recorded as a result of the purchase of the 
additional indirect interest in Strategic Energy in May 2004.   

• Great Plains Energy’s notes payable decreased $67.0 million due to the net repayments of 
short-term borrowings.  Consolidated KCP&L’s notes payable to Great Plains Energy decreased 
$22.0 million primarily due to HSS’ repayment of an intercompany loan mostly related to the 
disposition of RSAE. 

• Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s current maturities of long-term debt increased 
$193.9 million and $195.5 million, respectively, to reflect KCP&L’s $250 million of senior notes 
scheduled to mature in 2005, partially offset by the retirement of KCP&L’s $54.5 million of 
medium-term notes in 2004. 

• Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s Environmental Improvement Revenue 
Refunding (EIRR) bonds classified as current decreased $43.4 million due to scheduled 
remarketings of EIRR bonds.  The new terms changed the classification of certain EIRR bonds 
to long-term debt. 

• Great Plains Energy’s other deferred credits and liabilities increased $9.4 million primarily due to 
an $18.8 million liability for the fair value of acquired retail contracts, net of amortization, partially 
offset by a $9.0 million reduction in minority interest recorded as a result of the purchase of an 
additional indirect interest in Strategic Energy in May 2004.  An additional increase of $6.7 
million was due to recording the FELINE PRIDESSM long-term forward contract fee, partially 
offset by a $5.3 million decrease in consolidated KCP&L’s other deferred credits and liabilities.  
Consolidated KCP&L’s decrease was primarily due to a $4.6 million decrease in minority 
interest, which was the result of losses at KCP&L’s Lease Trust.  

• Great Plains Energy’s common stock increased $154.1 million due to the issuance of five million 
shares of common stock in June 2004 and the issuance of shares for purchases under the 
Dividend Reinvestment and Direct Stock Purchase Plan plans.  Consolidated KCP&L’s common 
stock increased $225.0 million due to equity contributions from Great Plains Energy. 
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• Great Plains Energy’s capital stock premium and expense increased $24.9 million primarily due 
to recording $19.6 million of FELINE PRIDES purchase contract adjustment, allocated fees and 
expenses.  Additionally, the June 2004 common stock issuance costs totaled $5.4 million. 

• Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s long-term debt decreased $201.9 million and 
$362.3 million, respectively, to reflect KCP&L’s $250 million of senior notes scheduled to mature 
in 2005 as current and the 2004 redemption of KCP&L’s $154.6 million 8.3% Junior 
Subordinated Deferred Interest Bonds partially offset by KCP&L’s EIRR bonds totaling $43.4 
million now classified as long-term following the scheduled remarketing during 2004.  Great 
Plains Energy’s decrease was further offset by the issuance of $163.6 million of FELINE 
PRIDES senior notes in 2004. 

 
CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS AND LIQUIDITY  

Great Plains Energy operates through its subsidiaries and has no material assets other than the stock 
of its subsidiaries.  Great Plains Energy’s ability to make payments on its debt securities and its ability 
to pay dividends is dependent on its receipt of dividends or other distributions from its subsidiaries and 
proceeds from the issuance of its securities. 

Great Plains Energy’s capital requirements are principally comprised of KCP&L’s utility construction 
and other capital expenditures, debt maturities, pension benefit plan funding requirements discussed 
below and credit support provided to Strategic Energy.  Additional cash and capital requirements for the 
companies are discussed below. 

Great Plains Energy's liquid resources at December 31, 2004, consisted of $127.1 million of cash and 
cash equivalents on hand, including $51.6 million at KCP&L, and $795.8 million of unused bank lines of 
credit.  The unused lines consisted of $250.0 million from KCP&L's revolving credit facility, $55.8 million 
from Strategic Energy’s revolving credit facility, and $490.0 million from Great Plains Energy's revolving 
credit facility.  See the Debt Agreements section below for more information on these agreements. 

Cash Flows From Operations 
Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L generated positive cash flows from operating activities 
for the periods presented.  The increase in cash flows from operating activities for Great Plains Energy 
in 2004 compared to 2003 was primarily due to the changes in working capital detailed in Significant 
Balance Sheet Changes and in Note 2 to the consolidated financial statements.  The individual 
components of working capital vary with normal business cyc les and operations.  In addition, the timing 
of the Wolf Creek outage affects the refueling outage accrual, deferred income taxes and amortization 
of nuclear fuel.  Consolidated KCP&L’s cash flow from operations increased in 2004 compared to 2003 
partially due to a $17.4 million increase in income from continuing operations and the changes in 
working capital detailed in Significant Balance Sheet Changes and in Note 2 to the consolidated 
financial statements.       

The increase in cash flows from operating activities for Great Plains Energy in 2003 compared to 2002 
is primarily due to a $56.0 million increase in income from continuing operations and the changes in 
working capital detailed in Significant Balance Sheet Changes and in Note 2 to the consolidated 
financial statements.  Consolidated KCP&L’s cash flow from operations increased slightly in 2003 
compared to 2002 due to a $26.2 million increase in income from continuing operations and an 
increase in deferred taxes mostly offset by the changes in working capital detailed in Significant 
Balance Sheet Changes and in Note 2 to the consolidated financial statements.        

Investing Activities 
Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s cash used for investing activities varies with the 
timing of utility capital expenditures and purchases of investments and nonutility property.  Investing 
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activities are offset by the proceeds from the sale of properties and insurance recoveries.  Great Plains 
Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s utility capital expenditures increased $41.9 million in 2004 
compared to 2003 primarily due to the $28.5 million buyout of KCP&L’s operating lease for vehicles and 
heavy equipment in 2004.  Insurance recoveries and litigation settlements related to Hawthorn No. 5 in 
2004 of $31.9 million, a $10.7 million increase over 2003 recoveries, offset cash used in investing 
activities.  Additionally, Great Plains Energy paid $90.0 million to acquire an additional indirect interest 
in Strategic Energy during 2004. 

Utility capital expenditures and the allowance for borrowed funds used during construction increased 
$17.9 million in 2003 compared to 2002 primarily due to transmission plant and nuclear fuel additions 
partially offset by 2002 capital expenditures of $14.7 million related to the January 2002 ice storm and 
insurance proceeds and partial litigation settlements from Hawthorn No. 5 received in 2003.  In 2003, 
Great Plains Energy received proceeds of $19.2 million as a result of the DTI bankruptcy. 

Financing Activities 
The change in Great Plains Energy’s cash flows from financing activities in 2004 compared to 2003 
reflects Great Plains Energy’s June 2004 gross proceeds of $150.0 million from the issuance of five 
million shares of common stock at $30 per share and $163.6 million from the issuance of 6.5 million 
FELINE PRIDES.  Fees related to these issuances were $10.2 million.  Great Plains Energy used the 
proceeds to repay short-term borrowings and to make $225.0 million of equity contributions to KCP&L.  
In 2004, KCP&L redeemed $154.6 million of 8.3% Junior Subordinated Deferred Interest Bonds from 
KCPL Financing I.  KCPL Financing I used those proceeds to redeem the $4.6 million common 
securities held by KCP&L and the $150.0 million of 8.3% Trust Preferred Securities.  See Note 19 to 
the consolidated financial statements for additional information.  KCP&L also redeemed $54.5 million of 
its medium-term notes at maturity during 2004. 

The change in Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L’s cash flows from financing activities in 
2003 compared to 2002 reflects the 2003 equity infusion of $100.0 million from Great Plains Energy to 
KCP&L and KCP&L’s subsequent redemption of $104.0 million of medium-term notes.  Great Plains 
Energy essentially funded the infusion with proceeds from its $151.8 million common stock offering in 
late 2002; however, prior to the infusion, Great Plains Energy used the offering proceeds to repay 
short-term borrowings in late 2002 and then re-borrowed in early 2003 to make the equity infusion into 
KCP&L at the time of redemption.  An additional $20.0 million of KCP&L’s medium-term notes were 
retired during 2003.  The increase in dividends paid by Great Plains Energy is primarily attributable to 
the public offering of 6.9 million common shares in late 2002. 

In November 2002, Great Plains Energy entered into an Agreement and Plan of Merger (Agreement) 
with Environmental Lighting Concepts, Inc. (ELC), the ELC shareholders and IEC, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Great Plains Energy, to acquire ELC’s 6% indirect interest in Strategic Energy.  The ELC 
Shareholders received $15.1 million in merger consideration.  As part of the merger consideration, on 
November 7, 2002, Great Plains Energy issued 387,596 additional shares of its common stock to the 
ELC Shareholders.  The Agreement valued such shares at approximately $8 million.  The remainder of 
the merger consideration was in short-term notes, which were paid in January 2003. 

KCP&L expects to meet day-to-day operating requirements including interest payments, construction 
requirements (excluding new generating capacity and environmental compliance on existing generating 
units) and dividends to Great Plains Energy with internally generated funds.  However, it might not be 
able to meet these requirements with internally generated funds because of the effect of inflation on 
operating expenses, the level of MWh sales, regulatory actions, compliance with future environmental 
regulations and the availability of generating units.  The funds Great Plains Energy and consolidated 
KCP&L need to retire maturing debt will be provided from operations, the issuance of long and short-
term debt and/or the issuance of equity or equity-linked instruments.  In addition, the Company may 
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issue debt, equity and/or equity-linked instruments to finance growth or take advantage of new 
opportunities. 

Strategic Energy expects to meet day-to-day operating requirements including interest payments, credit 
support fees, capital expenditures and dividends to its indirect interest holders with internally generated 
funds.  However, it might not be able to meet these requirements with internally generated funds 
because of the effect of inflation on operating expenses, the level of MWh sales, commodity-price 
volatility and the effects of counterparty non-performance. 

Great Plains Energy filed a registration statement, which became effective in April 2004, for the 
issuance of an aggregate amount up to $500.0 million of any combination of senior debt securities, 
subordinated debt securities, trust preferred securities and related guarantees, common stock, 
warrants, stock purchase contracts or stock purchase units.  The prospectus filed with this registration 
statement also included $148.2 million of securities remaining available to be offered under a prior 
registration statement providing for an aggregate amount of availability of $648.2 million.  In June 2004, 
Great Plains Energy issued $150.0 million of common stock and $163.6 million of FELINE PRIDES.  
After these issuances, $171.0 million remains available under this registration statement, which reflects 
the effect of the $163.6 million stock purchase contract component of FELINE PRIDES. 

As a registered public utility holding company, Great Plains Energy must receive authorization from the 
SEC under the 35 Act to issue securities.  Great Plains Energy is currently authorized to issue up to 
$1.2 billion of debt and equity through December 31, 2005.  The following table reflects Great Plains 
Energy’s utilization of this amount.   
 

 
Under its current SEC authorization, Great Plains Energy cannot issue securities other than common 
stock unless (i) the security to be issued, if rated, is rated investment grade by one nationally 
recognized statistical rating organization, (ii) all of its outstanding securities that are rated (except for its 
preferred stock) are rated investment grade by one nationally recognized statistical rating organization, 
and (iii) it has maintained common equity as a percentage of consolidated capitalization (as reflected 
on its consolidated balance sheets as of the end of each quarter) of at least 30%.  Great Plains Energy 
was in compliance with these conditions as of December 31, 2004. 

 

December 31 2004
Preferred stock issued in connection with the (mil l ions)
   October 2001 reorganization 39.0$      
Five-year credit facility (a) 28.0        
November 2002 common equity offer 151.8      
Common equity issued in connection with IEC's
   2002 acquisition of an indirect ownership interest
   in Strategic Energy 8.0          
June 2004 common equity offer 150.0      
June 2004 FELINE PRIDES 163.6      
June 2004 FELINE PRIDES purchase contracts 163.6      
Issuance of common stock under the Dividend 
   Reinvestment and Direct Stock Purchase Plan 3.7          
Issuance of restricted stock to executives 2.3          
   Total utilized 710.0$    
(a) This is a $550 million facility; however, at December 31, 2004, the 
    Company could borrow a maximum of $518 million under the 35 Act 
    authorization of which $28 million was outstanding at December 31, 2004.
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In 2003, KCP&L filed a shelf registration statement for up to $255 million of senior and subordinated 
debt securities, trust preferred securities and related guarantees providing KCP&L flexibility to access 
the capital markets. 

KCP&L may issue equity and long-term debt only with the authorization of the MPSC.  In June 2004, 
the MPSC authorized KCP&L to issue up to $600 million of long-term debt through March 31, 2006.  
The authorization contains the following conditions, among others: (i) no more than $150.0 million of 
the authorized debt can be used for purposes other than refinancing existing securities and (ii) the 
proceeds of the authorized debt must be used exclusively for the benefit of KCP&L’s regulated 
operations.   

Issuances of short-term debt by KCP&L are subject to SEC authorization under the 35 Act.  Under the 
current authorization, KCP&L may issue and have outstanding at any given time up to $500 million of 
short-term debt.  Under this authorization, KCP&L cannot issue short-term debt (other than commercial 
paper or short-term bank facilities) unless (i) the short-term debt to be issued, if rated, is rated 
investment grade by one nationally recognized statistical rating organization, (ii) all of its outstanding 
securities that are rated are rated investment grade by one nationally recognized statistical rating 
organization, (iii) all of the outstanding rated securities of Great Plains Energy (except preferred stock) 
are rated investment grade and (iv) Great Plains Energy and KCP&L have maintained common equity 
as a percentage of consolidated capitalization (as reflected on their consolidated balance sheets as of 
the end of each quarter) of at least 30%.  KCP&L was in compliance with these conditions as of 
December 31, 2004. 

In 2004, KCP&L remarketed its secured 1994 series EIRR bonds totaling $35.9 million and its 
unsecured 1998 Series C EIRR bonds totaling $50.0 million.  The bonds are classified as current 
liabilities in the December 31, 2004, balance sheet.  The 1994 series bonds were remarketed with a 
one-year maturity at a fixed interest rate of 2.25%.  The 1998 Series C bonds were remarketed with a 
one-year maturity at a fixed interest rate of 2.38%.  KCP&L also remarketed its secured 1993 series 
EIRR bonds totaling $12.4 million at a fixed rate of 4.0% until maturity at January 2, 2012. 

In 2004, KCP&L secured a municipal bond insurance policy as a credit enhancement to its secured 
1992 series EIRR bonds totaling $31.0 million.  This municipal bond insurance policy replaced a 364-
day credit facility with a bank, which expired in August 2004 that previously supported full liquidity of 
these bonds.  These variable-rate secured EIRR bonds with a final maturity in 2017 are remarketed on 
a weekly basis through a Dutch auction process.   

KCP&L had entered into a revolving agreement to sell all of its right, title and interest in the majority of 
its customer accounts receivable to Kansas City Power & Light Receivables Company, which in turn 
sold most of the receivables to outside investors.  The agreement expired in January 2005 and was not 
renewed by KCP&L.  KCP&L is currently evaluating alternatives to replace this agreement and intends 
to enter into a new agreement in 2005.  See Note 3 to the consolidated financial statements.  

Debt Agreements 
In December 2004, Great Plains Energy syndicated a $550 million, five-year revolving credit facility with 
a group of banks replacing a $150.0 million 364-day revolving credit facility and a $150.0 million three-
year revolving credit facility with a group of banks that were syndicated earlier in 2004.  Those latter two 
facilities had replaced a prior $225.0 million revolving credit facility with a group of banks.  The new 
facility contains a Material Adverse Change (MAC) clause that requires Great Plains Energy to 
represent, prior to receiving funding, that no MAC has occurred.  The clause does, however, permit the 
Company to access the facility even in the event of a MAC in order to repay maturing commercial 
paper.  Available liquidity under this facility is not impacted by a decline in credit ratings unless the 
downgrade results in a MAC or occurs in the context of a merger, consolidation or sale.  A default by 
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Great Plains Energy or any of its significant subsidiaries of other indebtedness totaling more than $25.0 
million is a default under the current facility.  Under the terms of this agreement, Great Plains Energy is 
required to maintain a consolidated indebtedness to consolidated capitalization ratio, as defined in the 
agreement, not greater than 0.65 to 1.00 at all times.  At December 31, 2004, the Company was in 
compliance with this covenant.  At December 31, 2004, Great Plains Energy had $20.0 million of 
outstanding borrowings with an interest rate of 3.04% and had issued letters of credit totaling $8.0 
million under the credit facility as credit support for Strategic Energy.  At December 31, 2004, Great 
Plains Energy had $490 million available under this facility due to limitations under its 35 Act 
authorization. 

In December 2004, KCP&L syndicated a $250 million five-year revolving credit facility.  This facility 
replaced $155 million in 364-day bilateral credit lines KCP&L had in place with a group of banks.  
KCP&L uses this facility to provide support for its issuance of commercial paper and other general 
purposes.  The new facility contains a MAC clause that requires KCP&L to represent, prior to receiving 
funding, that no MAC has occurred.  The clause does, however, permit KCP&L to access the facility 
even in the event of a MAC in order to repay maturing commercial paper.  Available liquidity under this 
facility is not impacted by a decline in credit ratings unless the downgrade results in a MAC or occurs in 
the context of a merger, consolidation or sale.  A default by KCP&L on other indebtedness totaling 
more than $25.0 million is a default under the current facility.  Under the terms of the agreement, 
KCP&L is required to maintain a consolidated indebtedness to consolidated capitalization ratio, as 
defined in the agreement, not greater than 0.65 to 1.00 at all times.  At December 31, 2004, KCP&L 
was in compliance with this covenant.  At December 31, 2004, KCP&L had no short-term borrowings 
outstanding. 

During 2004, Strategic Energy syndicated a $125.0 million three-year revolving credit facility with a 
group of banks.  Great Plains Energy has guaranteed $25.0 million of this facility.  This facility replaced 
a $95.0 million revolving credit facility with a group of banks.  The existing facility contains a MAC 
clause that requires Strategic Energy to represent, prior to receiving funding, that no MAC has 
occurred.  A default by Strategic Energy of other indebtedness, as defined in the facility, totaling more 
than $7.5 million is a default under the facility.  Under the terms of this agreement, Strategic Energy is 
required to maintain a minimum net worth of $62.5 million, a maximum funded indebtedness to EBITDA 
ratio of 2.25 to 1.00, a minimum fixed charge coverage ratio of at least 1.05 to 1.00 and a minimum 
debt service coverage ratio of at least 4.00 to 1.00, as those terms are defined in the agreement.  In the 
event of a breach of one or more of these four covenants, so long as no other default has occurred, 
Great Plains Energy may cure the breach through a cash infusion, a guarantee increase or a 
combination of the two.  At December 31, 2004, Strategic Energy was in compliance with these 
covenants.  At December 31, 2004, $69.2 million in letters of credit had been issued and there were no 
borrowings under the agreement, leaving $55.8 million of capacity available for loans and additional 
letters of credit. 

Great Plains Energy has agreements with KLT Investments associated with notes KLT Investments 
issued to acquire its affordable housing investments.  Great Plains Energy has agreed not to take 
certain actions including, but not limited to, merging, dissolving or causing the dissolution of KLT 
Investments, or withdrawing amounts from KLT Investments if the withdrawals would result in KLT 
Investments not being in compliance with minimum net worth and cash balance requirements.  The 
agreements also give KLT Investments’ lenders the right to have KLT Investments repurchase the 
notes if Great Plains Energy’s senior debt rating falls below investment grade or if Great Plains Energy 
ceases to own at least 80% of KCP&L’s stock.  At December 31, 2004, KLT Investments had $5.8 
million in outstanding notes, including current maturities. 

Under stipulations with the MPSC and the KCC, Great Plains Energy and KCP&L maintain common 
equity at not less than 30% and 35%, respectively, of total capitalization.  Pursuant to an SEC order, 
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Great Plains Energy’s and KCP&L’s authorization to issue securities is conditioned on maintaining a 
consolidated common equity capitalization of at least 30% and complying with other conditions 
described above. 

KCP&L Projected Utility Capital Expenditures 
Total utility capital expenditures, excluding allowance for funds used to finance construction, were 
$190.5 million, $148.7 million and $132.0 million in 2004, 2003 and 2002, respectively.  Utility capital 
expenditures projected for the next three years are in the following table. 
 

 
This utility capital expenditure plan is subject to continual review and change and does not reflect utility 
capital expenditures for new capacity.  These projections could be significantly impacted by KCP&L’s 
comprehensive energy plan for environmental investments and new generation, which has the potential 
to add approximately $1.1 billion in capital investment for KCP&L over the next five years.  See 
Strategic Intent for additional information.   
 
Pensions  
The Company maintains defined benefit plans for substantially all employees of KCP&L, Services and 
WCNOC and incurs significant costs in providing the plans, with the majority incurred by KCP&L.  At a 
minimum, plans are funded on an actuarial basis to provide assets sufficient to meet benefits to be paid 
to plan participants consistent with the funding requirements of the Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) and further contributions may be made when deemed financially 
advantageous.  

The Company contributed $39.1 million to the plans in 2004, which included $35.0 million of additional 
funding above the minimum ERISA funding requirements.  In 2003, the Company contributed $41.2 
million to the plans, which included $26.8 million to cover the 2003 and a portion of the 2004 minimum 
funding requirements.  KCP&L contributed $32.7 million and $39.3 million of the contributions in 2004 
and 2003, respectively. 

The ERISA funding requirement for 2005 is projected to be $4.7 million, all of which will be paid by 
KCP&L.  Management believes the Company has adequate access to capital resources  through cash 
flows from operations or through existing lines of credit to support the funding requirement.  Participants 
in the plans may request a lump-sum cash payment upon termination of their employment.  A change in 
payment assumptions could result in increased cash requirements from pension plan assets with the 
Company being required to accelerate future funding. 

Under the terms of the pension plans, the Company reserves the right to amend or terminate the plans, 
and from time to time benefits have changed.  See Note 9 to the consolidated financial statements for 
additional information. 

2005 2006 2007

Generating facilities 43.4$   61.3$   47.7$   
Nuclear fuel 4.6      18.6     23.7     
Distribution and transmission facilities 69.1     76.5     90.4     
General facilities 18.2     17.7     13.6     
   Total 135.3$ 174.1$ 175.4$ 

(millions)
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Credit Ratings  
At December 31, 2004, the major credit rating agencies rated the companies’ securities as detailed in 
the following table.  
 

 
The ratings presented reflect the current views of these rating agencies and are subject to change.  The 
companies view maintenance of strong credit ratings as being extremely important and to that end an 
active and ongoing dialogue is maintained with the agencies with respect to the companies’ results of 
operations, financial position, and future prospects. 
 
None of the companies’ outstanding debt, except for the notes associated with affordable housing 
investments, requires the acceleration of interest and/or principal payments in the event of a ratings 
downgrade, unless the downgrade occurs in the context of a merger, consolidation, or sale.  In the 
event of a downgrade the companies and/or their subsidiaries may be subject to increased interest 
costs on their credit facilities.  Additionally, in KCP&L’s bond insurance policies on its secured 1992 
series EIRR bonds totaling $31.0 million and its Series 1993A and 1993B EIRR bonds totaling $79.5 
million, KCP&L has agreed to limits on its ability to issue additional mortgage bonds based on the 
mortgage bond’s credit ratings.  See Note 19 to the consolidated financial statements. 

Supplemental Capital Requirements and Liquidity Information 
The information in the following tables is provided to summarize cash obligations and commercial 
commitments. 

Great Plains Energy Contractual Obligations 

 

Moody's Standard
Investors Service and Poor's

Great Plains Energy
   Outlook Negative Stable
   Corporate Credit Rating - BBB
   Preferred Stock Ba1 BB+
   Senior Unsecured Debt Baa2 BBB-

KCP&L
   Outlook Stable Stable
   Senior Secured Debt A 2 BBB
   Senior Unsecured Debt A 3 BBB
   Commercial Paper P-2 A-2

Payment due by period 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 After 2009 Total
Long-term debt

Principal 253.2$    147.0$ 389.6$ 0.3$     -$     505.3$    1,295.4$ 
Interest 70.5       53.9     25.9     21.3     21.2   101.9      294.7      

Lease obligations 21.4       21.7     13.4     11.1     8.7     85.2        161.5      
Pension plans 4.7         -        -        -        -      -           4.7         
Purchase obligations

Fuel 74.2       80.7     63.7     30.9     7.3     43.2        300.0      
Purchased capacity 10.9       5.4      5.5      5.6      4.4     24.8        56.6       
Purchased power 697.2      201.5   65.6     10.3     3.7     3.7         982.0      
Other 32.9       5.2      4.0      4.7      -      -           46.8       

Total contractual obligations 1,165.0$ 515.4$ 567.7$ 84.2$   45.3$ 764.1$    3,141.7$ 

(mil l ions)
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Consolidated KCP&L Contractual Obligations 

 
Long-term debt includes current maturities.  Long-term debt principal excludes $0.5 million discount on 
senior notes and the $0.7 million fair value adjustment to the EIRR bonds related to SFAS No. 133.  
EIRR bonds classified as current liabilities of $85.9 million due at various dates during the years 2015 
through 2018 are included here on their final maturity date.  Variable rate interest obligations are based 
on rates as of January 1, 2005.  See Note 19 to the consolidated financial statements for additional 
information. 

Lease obligations include capital and operating lease obligations; capital lease obligations are $0.2 
million per year for the years 2005 through 2009 and total $4.1 million after 2009.  Lease obligations 
also include leases for railcars to serve jointly-owned generating units where KCP&L is the managing 
partner.  KCP&L will be reimbursed by the other owners for about $2.0 million per year ($21.9 million 
total) of the amounts included in the table above.  See Note 13, contractual commitments, to the 
consolidated financial statements for additional information regarding leases. 

Pension plans represent only the minimum funding requirements under ERISA.  Minimum funding 
requirements for future periods are not yet known.  The Company’s funding policy is to contribute 
amounts sufficient to meet the minimum funding requirements plus additional amounts as deemed 
fiscally appropriate; therefore, actual contributions may differ from expected contributions.  See Note 9 
to the consolidated financial statements for additional information regarding pensions. 

Fuel represents KCP&L’s 47% share of Wolf Creek nuclear fuel commitments, KCP&L’s share of coal 
purchase commitments based on estimated prices to supply coal for generating plants and KCP&L’s 
share of rail transportation commitments for moving coal to KCP&L’s generating units. 

KCP&L purchases capacity from other utilities and nonutility suppliers.  Purchasing capacity provides 
the option to purchase energy if needed or when market prices are favorable.  This can be a cost-
effective alternative to new construction.  KCP&L has capacity sales agreements not included above 
that total $11.7 million for 2005, $11.4 million for 2006, $11.2 million per year for 2007 through 2009 
and $23.5 million after 2009. 

Purchased power represents Strategic Energy’s agreements to purchase electricity at various fixed 
prices to meet estimated supply requirements.  Strategic Energy has energy sales contracts not 
included above for 2005 through 2007 totaling $69.1 million, $8.7 million and $0.6 million, respectively. 

Other purchase obligations represent individual commitments entered into in the ordinary course of 
business. 

Payment due by period 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 After 2009 Total
Long-term debt

Principal 250.0$    145.2$ 225.5$ -$      -$     505.3$    1,126.0$ 
Interest 57.1       40.6     24.0     21.2     21.2   101.9      266.0      

Lease obligations 20.1       20.5     12.4     10.3     8.7     85.2        157.2      
Pension plans 4.7         -        -        -        -      -           4.7         
Purchase obligations

Fuel 74.2       80.7     63.7     30.9     7.3     43.2        300.0      
Purchased capacity 10.9       5.4      5.5      5.6      4.4     24.8        56.6       
Other 32.9       5.2      4.0      4.7      -      -           46.8       

Total contractual obligations 449.9$    297.6$ 335.1$ 72.7$   41.6$ 760.4$    1,957.3$ 

(mil l ions)
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Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L have long-term liabilities recorded on their consolidated 
balance sheets at December 31, 2004, under GAAP that do not have a definitive cash payout date and 
are not included in the table above. 

Off-Balance Sheet Arrangements 
In the normal course of business, Great Plains Energy and certain of its subsidiaries enter into various 
agreements providing financial or performance assurance to third parties on behalf of certain 
subsidiaries.  Such agreements include, for example, guarantees, stand-by letters of credit and surety 
bonds.  These agreements are entered into primarily to support or enhance the creditworthiness 
otherwise attributed to a subsidiary on a stand-alone basis, thereby facilitating the extension of 
sufficient credit to accomplish the subsidiaries’ intended business purposes. 

As a registered public utility holding company system, Great Plains Energy must receive authorization 
from the SEC, under the 35 Act, to issue guarantees on behalf of its subsidiaries.  Under its current 
SEC authorization, guarantees cannot be issued unless (i) all of its outstanding securities that are rated 
(except for its preferred stock) are rated investment grade and (ii) it has maintained common equity as 
a percentage of consolidated capitalization (as reflected on its consolidated balance sheets as of the 
end of each quarter) of at least 30%.  Great Plains Energy was in compliance with these conditions as 
of December 31, 2004.  Great Plains Energy is currently authorized to issue up to $600 million of 
guarantees on behalf of its subsidiaries and the nonutility subsidiaries have $300 million of 
authorization for guarantees they can issue on behalf of other nonutility subsidiaries.  The nonutility 
subsidiaries cannot issue guarantees unless Great Plains Energy is in compliance with its conditions to 
issue guarantees. 

Other Commercial Commitments Outstanding 

 
KCP&L is contingently liable for guaranteed energy savings under agreements with several customers.  
KCP&L has entered agreements guaranteeing an aggregate value of approximately $6.4 million over 
the next six years.  In most cases, a subcontractor would indemnify KCP&L for any payments made by 
KCP&L under these guarantees. 

Great Plains Energy and KLT Inc. have provided $116.3 million of guarantees to support certain 
Strategic Energy power purchases and regulatory requirements.  At December 31, 2004, guarantees 
related to Strategic Energy are as follows: 

• Great Plains Energy direct guarantees to counterparties totaling $53.3 million and KLT Inc. 
direct guarantees to counterparties totaling $0.1 million, with varying expiration dates, 

• Great Plains Energy provides indemnifications to the issuers of surety bonds totaling $29.9 
million which expire in 2005, 

• Great Plains Energy guarantees related to letters of credit totaling $25.0 million, which expire in 
2005 and 2006 and 

• Great Plains Energy letters of credit totaling $8.0 million. 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 After 2009 Total

Consolidated KCP&L Guarantees 1.4$     1.0$   1.0$   1.0$   1.0$   1.0$   6.4$     
Great Plains Energy Guarantees,
   including consolidated KCP&L 117.6$ 1.0$   1.0$   1.0$   1.0$   1.1$   122.7$ 

Amount of commitment expiration per period

(mill ions)
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The table above does not include guarantees related to bond insurance policies that KCP&L has as a 
credit enhancement to its secured 1992 series EIRR bonds totaling $31.0 million and its Series 1993A 
and 1993B EIRR bonds totaling $79.5 million.  The insurance agreement between KCP&L and the 
issuer of the bond insurance policies provides for reimbursement by KCP&L for any amounts the 
insurer pays under the bond insurance policies. 

RISK FACTORS 

Actual results in future periods for Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L could differ materially 
from historical results and the forward-looking statements contained in this report.  Factors that might 
cause or contribute to such differences include, but are not limited to, those discussed below.  These 
and many other factors described in this report, including the factors listed in the “Cautionary 
Statements Regarding Certain Forward-Looking Information” and “Quantitative and Qualitative 
Disclosures About Market Risks” sections of this report, could adversely affect the results of operations 
and financial position of Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L.  Risk factors of consolidated 
KCP&L are also risk factors for Great Plains Energy. 

KCP&L Has Operations Risks 
The operation of KCP&L’s electric generation, transmission and distribution systems involves many 
risks, including breakdown or failure of equipment or processes; operating limitations that may be 
imposed by equipment conditions, environmental or other regulatory requirements; fuel supply or fuel 
transportation reductions or interruptions; and catastrophic events such as fires, explosions, severe 
weather or other similar occurrences.  These events may reduce revenues or increase costs, or both, at 
KCP&L, and may materially affect KCP&L’s results of operations and financial position. 

KCP&L And Strategic Energy Are Affected By Demand, Seasonality And Weather  
The results of operations of KCP&L and Strategic Energy can be materially affected by changes in 
weather and customer demand.  KCP&L and Strategic Energy estimate customer demand based on 
historical trends, to procure fuel and purchased power.  Differences in customer usage from these 
estimates due to weather or other factors could materially affect KCP&L’s and Strategic Energy’s 
results of operations.  

Weather conditions directly influence the demand for electricity and natural gas and affect the price of 
energy commodities.  KCP&L is significantly impacted by seasonality with approximately one-third of its 
retail revenues recorded in the third quarter.  Strategic Energy is impacted by seasonality, but to a 
much lesser extent.  In addition, severe weather, including but not limited to tornados, snow, rain and 
ice storms can be destructive causing outages and property damage that can potentially result in 
additional expenses and lower revenues.  KCP&L’s Iatan and Hawthorn power plants use water from 
the Missouri River for cooling purposes.  A continuing drought in the north central United States has led 
to record low river levels in the Missouri River reservoir system, resulting in lower water and flow levels 
in the Missouri River.  Low water and flow levels can increase KCP&L’s maintenance costs and, if 
these levels are low enough, could cause KCP&L to modify plant operations. 

KCP&L Has Nuclear Exposure 
KCP&L owns 47% (548 MW) of Wolf Creek.  The NRC has broad authority under Federal law to 
impose licensing and safety-related requirements for the operation of nuclear generation facilities, 
including Wolf Creek.  In the event of non-compliance, the NRC has the authority to impose fines, 
shutdown the facilities, or both, depending upon its assessment of the severity of the situation, until 
compliance is achieved.  Any revised safety requirements promulgated by the NRC could result in 
substantial capital expenditures at Wolf Creek.   

Wolf Creek has the lowest fuel cost per MWh of any of KCP&L's generating units.  Although not 
expected, an extended shut-down of Wolf Creek, whether resulting from NRC action, an incident at the 
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plant or otherwise, could have a substantial adverse effect on KCP&L's results of operations and 
financial position in the event KCP&L incurs higher replacement power and other costs that are not 
recovered through rates.  If a long-term shut down occurred, the state regulatory commissions could 
reduce rates by excluding the Wolf Creek investment from rate base. 

Ownership and operation of a nuclear generating unit exposes KCP&L to risks regarding 
decommissioning costs at the end of the unit's life.  KCP&L contributes annually to a tax-qualified trust 
fund to be used to decommission Wolf Creek.  The funding level assumes a projected level of return on 
trust assets.  If the actual return on trust assets is below the anticipated level, KCP&L could be 
responsible for the balance of funds required.  If returns are lower than the expected level, KCP&L 
believes a rate increase would be allowed ensuring full recovery of decommissioning costs over the 
remaining life of the unit. 

KCP&L is also exposed to other risks associated with the ownership and operation of a nuclear 
generating unit, including but not limited to potential liability associated with the potential harmful effects 
on the environment and human health resulting from the operation of a nuclear generating unit and the 
storage, handling and disposal of radioactive materials, and to potential retrospective assessments and 
losses in excess of insurance coverage. 

The Company Is Subject to Environmental Laws and the Incurrence of Environmental Liabilities 
The Company is subject to regulation by federal, state and local authorities with regard to air and other 
environmental matters primarily through KCP&L’s operations.  The generation, transmission and 
distribution of electricity produces and requires disposal of certain hazardous products, which are 
subject to these laws and regulations.  In addition to imposing continuing compliance obligations, these 
laws and regulations authorize the imposition of substantial penalties for noncompliance, including 
fines, injunctive relief and other sanctions.  Failure to comply with these laws and regulations could 
have a material adverse effect on Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L results of operations 
and financial position.  KCP&L regularly conducts environmental audits designed to ensure compliance 
with governmental regulations and to detect contamination. 

New environmental laws and regulations affecting KCP&L’s operations may be adopted, and new 
interpretations of existing laws and regulations could be adopted or become applicable to KCP&L or its 
facilities, which may substantially increase its environmental expenditures in the future.  New facilities, 
or modifications of existing facilities, may require new environmental permits or amendments to existing 
permits.  Delays in the environmental permitting process, denials of permit applications or conditions 
imposed in permits may materially affect KCP&L’s results of operations and financial position.  In 
addition, KCP&L may not be able to recover all of its costs for environmental expenditures through 
rates at current levels in the future.  Under current law, KCP&L is also generally responsible for any on-
site liabilities associated with the environmental condition of its facilities that it has previously owned or 
operated, regardless of whether the liabilities arose before, during or after the time it owned or operated 
the facilities.  The incurrence of material environmental costs or liabilities, without related rate recovery, 
could have a material adverse effect on KCP&L’s results of operations and financial position.  See Note 
13 to the consolidated financial statements for additional information regarding environmental matters. 

KCP&L and Strategic Energy Have Commodity Price Risks 
KCP&L and Strategic Energy engage in the wholesale and retail marketing of electricity and, 
accordingly, are exposed to risks associated with the price of electricity.  Strategic Energy routinely 
enters into contracts to purchase and sell electricity in the normal course of business.  KCP&L 
generates, purchases and sells electricity in the retail and wholesale markets. 
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Fossil Fuel and Transportation Prices Impact KCP&L’s Costs 
The majority of KCP&L's rates do not contain an automatic fuel adjustment provision, exposing KCP&L 
to risk from changes in the market prices of coal and natural gas used to generate power and in the 
cost of coal and natural gas transportation.  Changes in KCP&L’s fuel mix due to electricity demand, 
plant availability, transportation issues, fuel prices and other factors can also adversely affect KCP&L’s 
fuel costs.  KCP&L’s net income may be adversely affected until increased costs are recovered in rates.   
 
KCP&L manages its exposure to coal and coal rail transportation prices through the structure of 
commercial contracts.  KCP&L enters into coal purchase contracts with various suppliers in Wyoming’s 
Powder River Basin to hedge significant portions of its projected coal requirements for upcoming years 
consistent with KCP&L risk management policies.  The remainder of KCP&L’s coal requirements are 
generally insignificant and are fulfilled through additional contracts or spot market purchases.  About 
half of KCP&L's delivered cost of coal is for rail transportation.  KCP&L enters into rail transportation 
contracts to reduce the degree of variability in the delivered cost of coal.  Coal rail transportation prices 
are generally trending upwards, primarily due to rail transportation companies moving away from 
contract rates to tariff rates, which could impact KCP&L as it renegotiates rail contracts expiring at the 
end of 2005.  KCP&L also hedges its expected natural gas usage for retail load and firm MWh sales 
consistent with its risk management policies. 
 
KCP&L does not hedge its entire exposure from fossil fuel and transportation price volatility.  As a 
consequence, its results of operations and financial position may be materially impacted by changes in 
these prices. 
 
Wholesale Electricity Prices Affect Costs and Revenues 
KCP&L's ability to maintain or increase its level of wholesale sales depends on the wholesale market 
price, transmission availability and the availability of KCP&L’s generation for wholesale sales, among 
other factors.  A substantial portion of KCP&L’s wholesale sales are made in the spot market, and thus 
KCP&L has immediate exposure to wholesale price changes.  Declines in wholesale market price or 
availability of generation or transmission constraints in the wholesale markets, could reduce KCP&L's 
wholesale sales and adversely affect KCP&L’s results of operations and financial position. 
 
KCP&L is also exposed to risk because at times it purchases power to meet its customers’ needs.  The 
cost of these purchases may be affected by the timing of customer demand and/or unavailability of 
KCP&L’s lower-priced generating units.  Wholesale power prices can be volatile and generally increase 
in times of high regional demand and high natural gas prices. 
 
As described below, Strategic Energy operates in competitive retail electricity markets, competing 
against the host utilities and other retail suppliers.  Wholesale electricity costs, which account for a 
significant portion of its operating expenses, can materially affect Strategic Energy’s ability to attract 
and retain retail electricity customers at profitable prices.  There is also a regulatory lag that slows the 
adjustment of host public utility rates in response to changes in wholesale prices.  This lag can 
negatively affect Strategic Energy’s ability to compete in a rising wholesale price environment, which is 
the current environment.  Strategic Energy manages wholesale electricity risk by establishing risk limits 
and entering into contracts to offset some of its positions to balance energy supply and demand; 
however, Strategic Energy does not hedge its entire exposure to electricity price volatility.  As a 
consequence, its results of operations and financial position may be materially impacted by changes in 
the wholesale price of electricity. 

Strategic Energy Operates in Competitive Retail Electricity Markets 
Strategic Energy has several competitors that operate in most or all of the same states in which 
Strategic Energy serves customers.  Some of these competitors also operate in states other than where 
Strategic Energy has operations.  It also faces competition in certain markets from regional suppliers 
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and deregulated utility affiliates formed by holding companies affiliated with regulated utilities to provide 
retail load in their home market territories.  Strategic Energy's competitors vary in size from small 
companies to large corporations, some of which have significantly greater financial, marketing and 
procurement resources than Strategic Energy.  Additionally, Strategic Energy, as well as its other 
competitors, must compete with the host utility in order to convince customers to switch from the host 
utility.  Strategic Energy’s results of operations and financial position are impacted by the success 
Strategic Energy has in attracting and retaining customers in these markets. 

Strategic Energy has Wholesale Electricity Supplier Concentration and Credit Risk 
Credit risk represents the loss that Strategic Energy could incur if a counterparty failed to perform under 
its contractual obligations.  To reduce its credit exposure, Strategic Energy enters into payment netting 
agreements with certain counterparties that permit Strategic Energy to offset receivables and payables 
with such counterparties.  Strategic Energy further reduces credit risk with certain counterparties by 
entering into agreements that enable Strategic Energy to terminate the transaction or modify collateral 
thresholds upon the occurrence of credit-related events. 

Based on guidelines set by Strategic Energy’s Exposure Management Committee, counterparty credit 
risk is monitored by routinely evaluating the credit quality and performance of its suppliers.  Among 
other things, Strategic Energy monitors counterparty credit ratings, liquidity and results of operations.  
As a result of these evaluations, Strategic Energy establishes counterparty credit limits and adjusts the 
amount of collateral required from its suppliers, among other measures. 

Strategic Energy enters into forward contracts with multiple suppliers.  At December 31, 2004, Strategic 
Energy’s five largest suppliers under forward supply contracts represented 70% of the total future 
committed purchases.  Four of Strategic Energy’s five largest suppliers, or their guarantors, are rated 
investment grade and the non-investment grade rated supplier collateralizes its position with Strategic 
Energy.  In the event of supplier non-delivery or default, Strategic Energy’s results of operations could 
be affected to the extent the cost of replacement power exceeded the combination of the contracted 
price with the supplier and the amount of collateral held by Strategic Energy to mitigate its credit risk 
with the supplier.  In addition to the collateral, if any, that the supplier provides, Strategic Energy’s risk 
is further mitigated by the obligation of the supplier to make a default payment equal to the shortfall and 
to pay liquidated damages in the event of a failure to deliver power.  Strategic Energy’s results of 
operations could also be affected, in a given period, if it was required to make a payment upon 
termination of a supplier contract to the extent that the contracted price with the supplier exceeded the 
market value of the contract at the time of termination. 
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The following table provides information on Strategic Energy’s credit exposure to suppliers, net of 
collateral, as of December 31, 2004.  It further delineates the exposure by the credit rating of 
counterparties and provides guidance on the concentration of credit risk and an indication of the 
maturity of the credit risk by credit rating of the counterparties.  
 

 

 
External ratings are determined by using publicly available credit ratings of the counterparty.  If a 
counterparty has provided a guarantee by a higher rated entity, the determination has been based on 
the rating of its guarantor.  Internal ratings are determined by, among other things, an analysis of the 
counterparty’s financial statements and consideration of publicly available credit ratings of the 
counterparty’s parent.  Investment grade counterparties are those with a minimum senior unsecured 
debt rating of BBB- from Standard & Poor’s or Baa3 from Moody’s.  Exposure before credit collateral 
has been calculated considering all netting agreements in place, netting accounts payable and 
receivable exposure with net mark-to-market exposure.  Exposure before credit collateral, after 
consideration of all netting agreements, is impacted significantly by the power supply volume under 
contract with a given counterparty and the relationship between current market prices and contracted 
power supply prices.  Credit collateral includes the amount of cash deposits and letters of credit 
received from counterparties.  Net exposure has only been calculated for those counterparties to which 
Strategic Energy is exposed and excludes counterparties exposed to Strategic Energy. 

At December 31, 2004, Strategic Energy had exposure before collateral to non-investment grade 
counterparties totaling $23.6 million, of which 75% is scheduled to mature in less than two years.  In 
addition, Strategic Energy held collateral totaling $19.5 million limiting its exposure to these non-
investment grade counterparties to $4.1 million.  

Strategic Energy is continuing to pursue a strategy of contracting with national and regional 
counterparties that have direct supplies and assets in the region of demand.  Strategic Energy is also 

Exposure
Less Than  Greater Than Total

Rating 2 Years 2 - 5 Years 5 Years Exposure
External rating
  Investment Grade 46.1$    3.3$      -$       49.4$    
  Non-Investment Grade 13.5      3.8       0.7       18.0      
Internal rating
  Investment Grade 3.8       0.1       -         3.9       
  Non-Investment Grade 4.2       1.1       0.3       5.6       
      Total 67.6$    8.3$      1.0$      76.9$    

Maturity Of Credit Risk Exposure Before Credit Collateral

(millions)

 
Number Of Net Exposure Of

 Counterparties Counterparties
Exposure Greater Than Greater Than

Before Credit Credit Net 10% Of Net 10% of Net
Rating Collateral Collateral Exposure Exposure Exposure

External rating (mill ions)
  Investment Grade 49.4$    $        - 49.4$    2       43.9$    
  Non-Investment Grade 18.0      14.0      4.0       -        -         
Internal rating
  Investment Grade 3.9       -           3.9       -        -         
  Non-Investment Grade 5.6       5.5       0.1       -        -         
      Total 76.9$    19.5$    57.4$    2       43.9$    

(mil l ions)
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continuing to manage its counterparty portfolio through strict margining, collateral requirements and 
contract based netting of credit exposures against payable balances. 

Great Plains Energy’s Ability to Pay Dividends and Meet Financial Obligations Depends on its 
Subsidiaries 
Great Plains Energy is a holding company with no significant operations of its own.  The primary source 
of funds for payment of dividends to its shareholders and its financial obligations is dividends paid to it 
by its subsidiaries.  The ability of Great Plains Energy’s subsidiaries to pay dividends or make other 
distributions, and, accordingly, Great Plains Energy’s ability to pay dividends on its common stock and 
meet its financial obligations, will depend on the actual and projected earnings and cash flow, capital 
requirements and general financial position of its subsidiaries, as well as on regulatory factors, financial 
covenants, general business conditions and other matters. 

The Company has Regulatory Risks 
The Company is subject to extensive regulation under the 35 Act and Federal and state utility 
regulation, as described below.  Failure to obtain in a timely manner adequate rates or regulatory 
approvals, adoption of new regulations by Federal or State agencies, or changes to current regulations 
and interpretations of such regulations may materially affect the Company’s business and its results of 
operations and financial position. 
 
The Company is a Registered Holding Company Under the 35 Act 
Great Plains Energy and its subsidiaries comprise a registered holding company system under the 35 
Act, and are subject to certain limitations and approval requirements with respect to matters such as 
the structure of the holding company system, payment of dividends out of capital, transactions among 
affiliates, acquisitions, business combinations, the issuance, sale and acquisition of securities and 
engaging in business activities not directly related to the utility or energy business. 
 
KCP&L and Strategic Energy are Impacted by Federal and State Utility Regulation 
KCP&L is also regulated by the MPSC and KCC with respect to retail rates, accounting matters, 
standards of service and, in certain cases, the issuance of securities and certification of facilities and 
service territories.  Pursuant to a stipulation entered into in 2002, KCP&L has agreed to file a rate case 
with the KCC by May 15, 2006.  KCP&L currently is engaged in discussions with interested participants, 
seeking an agreement on a proposed comprehensive energy plan relating to generation additions, 
environmental and infrastructure improvements, rate recovery and other matters.  KCP&L is also 
subject to regulation by the FERC with respect to wholesale electricity sales and transmission matters 
and the NRC as to nuclear operations. 
 
Strategic Energy is a participant in the wholesale electricity and transmission markets, and is subject to 
FERC regulation with respect to wholesale electricity sales.  Additionally, Strategic Energy is subject to 
regulation by state regulatory agencies in states where it has retail customers.  Each state has a public 
utility commission and rules related to retail choice.  Each state's rules are distinct and may conflict.  
These rules do not restrict the amount Strategic Energy can charge for its services, but can have an 
impact on Strategic Energy's ability to provide retail electricity services in each state.  Additionally, each 
state regulates the rates of the host public utility, and the timing and amount of changes in host public 
utility rates can materially affect Strategic Energy’s results of operations and financial position. 
 
The Company has Financial Market and Ratings Risks 
The Company relies on access to both short-term money markets and longer-term capital markets as a 
significant source of liquidity for capital requirements not satisfied by cash flows from operations.  
KCP&L’s capital requirements are expected to increase substantially over the next several years if its 
regulatory plan, which includes environmental and generation investments, is approved.  The Company 
believes that it will maintain sufficient access to these financial markets based upon current credit 
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ratings and market conditions.  However, changes in market conditions or credit ratings could adversely 
affect the companies’ ability to access financial markets and could materially affect their results of 
operations and financial position. 

Great Plains Energy, KCP&L and certain of their securities are rated by Moody's and Standard & 
Poor's. These ratings impact the Company’s cost of funds and Great Plains Energy’s ability to provide 
credit support for its subsidiaries.  Additionally, Great Plains Energy and KCP&L must maintain 
investment-grade ratings from at least one nationally recognized rating agency as a condition of their 
35 Act authorization to issue securities. 

The Company’s Financial Statements Reflect the Application of Critical Accounting Policies 
The application of the Company’s critical accounting policies reflects complex judgments and 
estimates.  These policies include industry-specific accounting applicable to regulated public utilities, 
accounting for pensions, long-lived assets, derivative instruments and goodwill.  The adoption of new 
GAAP or changes to current accounting policies or interpretations of such policies may materially affect 
the Company’s results of operations and financial position. 

QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK 

In the normal course of business, Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L face risks that are 
either non-financial or non-quantifiable.  Such risks principally include business, legal, operations and 
credit risks and are not represented in the following analysis.  See Item 7. Management’s Discussion 
and Analysis for further discussion of the companies’ risk factors. 

Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L are exposed to market risks associated with commodity 
price and supply, interest rates and equity prices.  Management has established risk management 
policies and strategies to reduce the potentially adverse effects that the volatility of the markets may 
have on its operating results.  During the normal course of business, under the direction and control of 
internal risk management committees, the companies’ hedging strategies are reviewed to determine 
the hedging approach deemed appropriate based upon the circumstances of each situation.  Derivative 
instruments are frequently utilized to execute risk management and hedging strategies.  Derivative 
instruments are instruments, such as futures, forward contracts, swaps or options that derive their value 
from underlying assets, indices, reference rates or a combination of these factors.  These derivative 
instruments include negotiated contracts, which are referred to as over-the-counter derivatives and 
instruments that are listed and traded on an exchange.  The companies maintain commodity-price risk 
management strategies that use derivative instruments to minimize significant, unanticipated net 
income fluctuations caused by commodity price volatility.  

Interest Rate Risk 
Great Plains Energy manages interest expense and short and long-term liquidity through a combination 
of fixed rate and variable rate debt.  Generally, the amount of each type of debt is managed through 
market issuance, but interest rate swap and cap agreements with highly rated financial institutions may 
be used to achieve the desired combination.  Using outstanding balances and annualized interest rates 
as of December 31, 2004, a hypothetical 10% increase in the interest rates associated with variable 
rate debt would result in an increase of less than $1.0 million in interest expense for 2005.  Additionally, 
interest rates impact the fair value of long-term debt.  A change in interest rates would impact the 
Company to the extent it redeemed any of its outstanding long-term debt.  Great Plains Energy’s and 
consolidated KCP&L’s book values of long-term debt were between 3% and 4% below fair values at 
December 31, 2004.   

Commodity Risk 
KCP&L and Strategic Energy engage in the wholesale and retail marketing of electricity and are 
exposed to risk associated with the price of electricity.   
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KCP&L's wholesale operations include the physical delivery and marketing of power obtained through 
its generation capacity and long, intermediate and short-term capacity or power purchase agreements.  
The agreements contain penalties for non-performance to limit KCP&L’s energy price risk on the 
contracted energy.  KCP&L also enters into additional power purchase agreements with the objective of 
obtaining the most economical energy to meet its physical delivery obligations to its customers.  KCP&L 
is required to maintain a capacity margin of at least 12% of its peak summer demand.  This net positive 
supply of capacity and energy is maintained through its generation assets and capacity and power 
purchase agreements to protect it from the potential operational failure of one of its owned or 
contracted power generating units.  KCP&L continually evaluates the need for additional risk mitigation 
measures in order to minimize its financial exposure to, among other things, spikes in wholesale power 
prices during periods of high demand.   

KCP&L's sales include the sales of electricity to its retail customers and bulk power sales of electricity 
in the wholesale market.  KCP&L continually evaluates its system requirements, the availability of 
generating units, availability and cost of fuel supply, the availability and cost of purchased power and 
the requirements of other electric systems; therefore, the impact of the hypothetical amounts that follow 
could be significantly reduced depending on the system requirements and market prices at the time of 
the increases.  A hypothetical 10% decrease in the market price of power could result in a $3.5 million 
decrease in operating income for 2005 related to wholesale sales of electricity and purchased power.  
In 2005, approximately 77% of KCP&L’s net MWhs generated are expected to be coal fired.  KCP&L 
currently has almost all of its coal requirements for 2005 under contract.  A hypothetical 10% increase 
in the market price of coal could result in less than a $1.0 million increase in fuel expense for 2005.  
KCP&L has also implemented price risk mitigation measures to reduce its exposure to high natural gas 
prices.  A hypothetical 10% increase in natural gas and oil market prices could result in an increase of 
less than $1.0 million in fuel expense for 2005.  As of December 31, 2004, KCP&L had slightly under 
half of its 2005 projected natural gas usage for retail load and firm MWh sales hedged, which is less 
than the percentages for 2004 hedged as of December 31, 2003.   

Strategic Energy maintains a commodity-price risk management strategy that uses forward physical 
energy purchases and derivative instruments to minimize significant, unanticipated net income 
fluctuations caused by commodity-price volatility.  In certain markets where Strategic Energy operates, 
entering into forward fixed price contracts is cost prohibitive.  Derivative instruments, primarily swaps, 
are used to limit the unfavorable effect that price increases will have on electricity purchases, effectively 
fixing the future purchase price of electricity for the applicable forecasted usage and protecting 
Strategic Energy from significant price volatility.  A hypothetical 10% increase in the cost of purchased 
power could result in less than $1.0 million increase in purchased power expense for 2005. 

The effectiveness of the companies’ policies and procedures for managing risk exposure can never be 
completely estimated or fully assured.  The Company could experience losses, which could have a 
material adverse effect on its results of operations or financial position, from unexpectedly large or rapid 
movements or disruptions in the energy markets, from regulatory-driven market rule changes and/or 
bankruptcy of customers or counterparties. 

Equity Price Risk 
KCP&L maintains trust funds, as required by the NRC, to fund certain costs of decommissioning its 
Wolf Creek nuclear power plant.  KCP&L does not expect Wolf Creek decommissioning to start before 
2025.  As of December 31, 2004, these funds were invested primarily in domestic equity securities and 
fixed income securities and are reflected at fair value on KCP&L’s balance sheets.  The mix of 
securities is designed to provide returns to be used to fund decommissioning and to compensate for 
inflationary increases in decommissioning costs; however, the equity securities in the trusts are 
exposed to price fluctuations in equity markets and the value of fixed rate fixed income securities are 
exposed to changes in interest rates.  Investment performance and asset allocation are periodically 
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reviewed.  A hypothetical increase in interest rates resulting in a hypothetical 10% decrease in the 
value of the fixed income securities would have resulted in a $4.2 million reduction in the value of the 
decommissioning trust funds at December 31, 2004.  A hypothetical 10% decrease in equity prices 
would have resulted in a $3.9 million reduction in the fair value of the equity securities at December 31, 
2004.  KCP&L's exposure to equity price market risk associated with the decommissioning trust funds 
is in large part mitigated due to the fact that KCP&L is currently allowed to recover its decommissioning 
costs in its rates. 

KLT Investments has affordable housing notes that require the greater of 15% of the outstanding note 
balances or the next annual installment to be held as cash, cash equivalents or marketable securities.  
A hypothetical 10% decrease in market prices of the securities held as collateral could result in a 
decrease of less than $1.0 million in pre-tax net income for 2005. 



Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002
Operating Revenues
   Electric revenues - KCP&L 1,090,067$   1,054,900$   1,009,868$   
   Electric revenues - Strategic Energy 1,370,760     1,089,663     788,278        
   Other revenues 3,191            3,482            4,147            
      Total 2,464,018     2,148,045     1,802,293     
Operating Expenses
   Fuel 179,362        160,327        159,666        
   Purchased power - KCP&L 52,533          53,163          46,214          
   Purchased power - Strategic Energy 1,247,522     968,967        685,370        
   Other 324,237        295,383        276,632        
   Maintenance 83,603          85,416          91,419          
   Depreciation and amortization 150,071        142,763        146,757        
   General taxes 102,756        98,461          97,146          
   (Gain) loss on property 5,133            (23,703)         (1,376)           
      Total 2,145,217     1,780,777     1,501,828     
Operating income 318,801        367,268        300,465        
Non-operating income 6,799            7,414            5,839            
Non-operating expenses (15,184)         (20,462)         (18,948)         
Interest charges (83,030)         (76,171)         (87,380)         
Income from continuing operations before income taxes, minority
   interest in subsidiaries and loss from equity investments 227,386        278,049        199,976        
Income taxes (54,451)         (78,565)         (51,348)         
Minority interest in subsidiaries 2,131            (7,764)           (10,753)         
Loss from equity investments (1,531)           (2,018)           (1,173)           
Income from continuing operations 173,535        189,702        136,702        
Discontinued operations, net of income taxes (Notes 6 and 7) 7,276            (44,779)         (7,514)           
Cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle (Note 5) -                    -                    (3,000)           
Net income 180,811        144,923        126,188        
Preferred stock dividend requirements 1,646            1,646            1,646            
Earnings available for common stock 179,165$      143,277$      124,542$      

Average number of common shares outstanding 72,028          69,206          62,623          

Basic and diluted earnings (loss) per common share
   Continuing operations 2.39$            2.72$            2.16$            
   Discontinued operations 0.10              (0.65)             (0.12)             
   Cumulative effect -                    -                    (0.05)             
Basic and diluted earnings per common share 2.49$            2.07$            1.99$            

Cash dividends per common share 1.66$            1.66$            1.66$            

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.

GREAT PLAINS ENERGY
Consolidated Statements of Income

(thousands, except per share amounts)
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GREAT PLAINS ENERGY
Consolidated Balance Sheets

2004 2003
ASSETS
Current Assets
   Cash and cash equivalents 127,129$       114,227$       
   Restricted cash 7,700             20,850           
   Receivables, net 247,184         240,344
   Fuel inventories, at average cost 21,121           22,543
   Materials and supplies, at average cost 54,432           56,599
   Deferred income taxes 13,065           686
   Assets of discontinued operations 749                27,830
   Other 20,857           14,293
      Total 492,237         497,372
Nonutility Property and Investments
   Affordable housing limited partnerships 41,317           52,644           
   Nuclear decommissioning trust fund 84,148           74,965           
   Other 32,739           44,428           
      Total 158,204         172,037         
Utility Plant, at Original Cost
   Electric 4,841,355      4,700,983      
   Less-accumulated depreciation 2,196,835      2,082,419      
      Net utility plant in service 2,644,520      2,618,564
   Construction work in progress 53,821           53,250
   Nuclear fuel, net of amortization of $127,631 and $113,472 36,109           29,120
      Total 2,734,450      2,700,934
Deferred Charges
   Regulatory assets 144,345         145,627
   Prepaid pension costs 119,811         108,247         
   Goodwill 86,767           26,105           
   Other deferred charges 63,087           31,628
      Total 414,010         311,607
      Total 3,798,901$    3,681,950$    

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.

December 31

(thousands)
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GREAT PLAINS ENERGY
Consolidated Balance Sheets

2004 2003
Current Liabilities
   Notes payable 20,000$         87,000$         
   Current maturities of long-term debt 253,230         59,303
   EIRR bonds classified as current 85,922           129,288
   Accounts payable 199,952         186,747
   Accrued taxes 46,993           39,886
   Accrued interest 11,598           11,937
   Accrued payroll and vacations 32,462           34,762
   Accrued refueling outage costs 13,180           1,760
   Supplier collateral 7,700             20,850           
   Liabilities of discontinued operations 2,129             4,607             
   Other 24,931           28,944
      Total 698,097         605,084
Deferred Credits and Other Liabilities
   Deferred income taxes 632,160         609,333
   Deferred investment tax credits 33,587           37,571
   Asset retirement obligations 113,674         106,694         
   Pension liability 95,805           89,488           
   Other 88,524           79,141
      Total 963,750         922,227
Capitalization
   Common stock equity
      Common stock-150,000,000 shares authorized without par value
         74,394,423 and 69,259,203 shares issued, stated value 765,482         611,424         
      Unearned compensation (1,393)            (1,633)            
      Capital stock premium and expense (32,112)          (7,240)            
      Retained earnings 451,491         391,750         
      Treasury stock-28,488 and 3,265 shares, at cost (856)               (121)               
      Accumulated other comprehensive loss (41,018)          (36,886)          
         Total 1,141,594      957,294         
   Cumulative preferred stock $100 par value
      3.80% - 100,000 shares issued 10,000           10,000           
      4.50% - 100,000 shares issued 10,000           10,000           
      4.20% - 70,000 shares issued 7,000             7,000             
      4.35% - 120,000 shares issued 12,000           12,000           
         Total 39,000           39,000           
   Long-term debt (Note 19) 956,460         1,158,345      
         Total 2,137,054      2,154,639      
Commitments and Contingencies (Note 13) 
      Total 3,798,901$    3,681,950$    

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.

December 31
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GREAT PLAINS ENERGY
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002
Cash Flows from Operating Activities (thousands)
Net income 180,811$   144,923$   126,188$   
   Less: Discontinued operations, net of income taxes 7,276         (44,779)      (7,514)        
      Income from continuing operations 173,535     189,702     133,702     
Adjustments to reconcile income to net cash from operating activities:
      Cumulative effect of a change in accounting principles -                 -                 3,000         
      Depreciation and amortization 150,071     142,763     146,757     
      Amortization of:
         Nuclear fuel 14,159       12,334       13,109       
         Other 11,827       11,626       12,461       
      Deferred income taxes, net 20,286       30,471       12,009       
      Investment tax credit amortization (3,984)        (3,994)        (4,183)        
      Loss from equity investments 1,531         2,018         1,173         
      (Gain) loss on property 5,133         (23,703)      (1,376)        
      Deferred storm costs -                 -                 (20,149)      
      Minority interest in subsidiaries (2,131)        7,764         10,753       
      Other operating activities (Note 2) 6,693         (2,254)        25,067       
            Net cash from operating activities 377,120     366,727     332,323     
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Utility capital expenditures (190,548)    (148,675)    (131,158)    
Allowance for borrowed funds used during construction (1,498)        (1,368)        (979)           
Purchases of investments (38,556)      (3,520)        (7,134)        
Purchases of nonutility property (6,108)        (3,256)        (2,788)        
Proceeds from sale of assets and investments 43,949       32,556       7,821         
Purchase of additional indirect interest in Strategic Energy (90,033)      -                 -                 
Hawthorn No. 5 partial insurance recovery 30,810       3,940         -                 
Hawthorn No. 5 partial litigation settlements 1,139         17,263       -                 
Other investing activities (7,081)        (1,220)        (3,748)        
            Net cash from investing activities (257,926)    (104,280)    (137,986)    
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Issuance of common stock 153,662     -                 151,800     
Issuance of long-term debt 163,600     -                 224,539     
Issuance costs (14,496)      (266)           (9,962)        
Repayment of long-term debt (213,943)    (133,181)    (238,384)    
Net change in short-term borrowings (67,000)      43,846       (172,001)    
Dividends paid (120,806)    (116,527)    (107,424)    
Other financing activities (7,309)        (7,598)        (5,517)        
            Net cash from financing activities (106,292)    (213,726)    (156,949)    
Net Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents 12,902       48,721       37,388       
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Continuing Operations 
   at Beginning of Year 114,227     65,506       28,118       
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Continuing Operations 
   at End of Year 127,129$   114,227$   65,506$     

Net Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents from
   Discontinued Operations 458$          73$            (821)$         
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Discontinued Operations 
   at Beginning of Year 168            95               916            
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Discontinued Operations
   at End of Year 626$          168$          95$            

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.
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Shares Amount Shares Amount Shares Amount
Common Stock
Beginning balance 69,259,203  611,424$     69,196,322  609,497$   61,908,726  449,697$   
Issuance of common stock 5,121,887    153,662       -                   -                 7,287,596    159,800     
Issuance of restricted common stock 13,333         396               62,881         1,927         -                   -                 
      Ending balance 74,394,423  765,482       69,259,203  611,424     69,196,322  609,497     
Unearned Compensation
Beginning balance (1,633)          -                 -                 
Issuance of restricted common stock (396)             (1,927)        -                 
Compensation expense recognized 636               294            -                 
      Ending balance (1,393)          (1,633)        -                 
Capital Stock Premium and Expense
Beginning balance (7,240)          (7,744)        (1,656)        
Issuance of common stock (5,434)          -                 (6,096)        
FELINE PRIDESSM purchase contract
   adjustment, allocated fees and expenses (19,603)        -                 -                 
Other 165               504            8                 
      Ending balance (32,112)        (7,240)        (7,744)        
Retained Earnings
Beginning balance 391,750       363,579     344,815     
Net income 180,811       144,923     126,188     
Loss on reissuance of treasury stock (193)             -                 -                 
Dividends:
   Common stock (119,160)      (114,881)    (105,778)    
   Preferred stock - at required rates (1,646)          (1,646)        (1,646)        
   Options (71)               (225)           -                 
      Ending balance 451,491       391,750     363,579     
Treasury Stock
Beginning balance (3,265)          (121)             (152)             (4)               (35,916)        (903)           
Treasury shares acquired (54,683) (1,645)          (85,000)        (2,332)        (17,000)        (435)           
Treasury shares reissued 29,460 910               81,887         2,215         52,764         1,334         
      Ending balance (28,488)        (856)             (3,265)          (121)           (152)             (4)               
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss
Beginning balance (36,886)        (25,858)      (13,141)      
Derivative hedging activity, net of tax 931               (598)           13,037       
Minimum pension obligation, net of tax (5,063)          (10,430)      (25,754)      
      Ending balance (41,018)        (36,886)      (25,858)      
Total Common Stock Equity 1,141,594$  957,294$   939,470$   

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.

2002

(thousands, except share amounts)

GREAT PLAINS ENERGY
Consolidated Statements of Common Stock Equity

2004 2003
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GREAT PLAINS ENERGY

Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002

Net income 180,811$    144,923$    126,188$    
Other comprehensive income
   Gain on derivative hedging instruments 2,649          7,712          17,584        
   Income taxes (1,126)         (3,359)         (7,138)         
      Net gain on derivative hedging instruments 1,523          4,353          10,446        
   Reclassification to revenues and expenses, net of tax (592)            (4,951)         2,591          
         Derivative hedging activity, net of tax 931             (598)            13,037        
   Change in minimum pension obligation (7,624)         (17,100)       (42,218)       
   Income taxes 2,561          6,670          16,464        
         Net change in minimum pension obligation (5,063)         (10,430)       (25,754)       
Comprehensive income 176,679$    133,895$    113,471$    

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

(thousands)
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Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002
Operating Revenues
   Electric revenues 1,090,067$   1,054,900$   1,009,868$   
   Other revenues 1,568            2,101            2,918            
      Total 1,091,635     1,057,001     1,012,786     
Operating Expenses
   Fuel 179,362        160,327        159,666        
   Purchased power 52,533          53,163          46,214          
   Other 259,699        241,701        224,618        
   Maintenance 83,535          85,391          91,333          
   Depreciation and amortization 145,246        140,955        145,569        
   General taxes 98,984          95,590          95,546          
   (Gain) loss on property 5,133            (1,603)           (178)              
      Total 824,492        775,524        762,768        
Operating income 267,143        281,477        250,018        
Non-operating income 5,402            5,251            4,641            
Non-operating expenses (7,407)           (8,280)           (8,830)           
Interest charges (74,170)         (70,294)         (80,306)         
Income from continuing operations before
   income taxes and minority interest in subsidiaries 190,968        208,154        165,523        
Income taxes (52,763)         (83,572)         (62,857)         
Minority interest in subsidiaries 5,087            1,263            -                    
Income from continuing operations 143,292        125,845        102,666        
Discontinued operations, net of income taxes (Note 7) -                    (8,690)           (3,967)           
Cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle (Note 5) -                    -                    (3,000)           
Net income 143,292$      117,155$      95,699$        

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part
of these statements.

KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
Consolidated Statements of Income

(thousands)
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2004 2003
ASSETS
Current Assets
   Cash and cash equivalents 51,619$        26,520$        
   Receivables, net 63,366          95,635          
   Fuel inventories, at average cost 21,121          22,543          
   Materials and supplies, at average cost 54,432          56,599          
   Deferred income taxes 12,818          686               
   Other 12,874          8,611            
      Total 216,230        210,594        
Nonutility Property and Investments
   Nuclear decommissioning trust fund 84,148          74,965          
   Other 20,576          34,255          
      Total 104,724        109,220        
Utility Plant, at Original Cost
   Electric 4,841,355     4,700,983     
   Less-accumulated depreciation 2,196,835     2,082,419     
      Net utility plant in service 2,644,520     2,618,564     
   Construction work in progress 53,821          53,046          
   Nuclear fuel, net of amortization of $127,631 and $113,472 36,109          29,120          
      Total 2,734,450     2,700,730     
Deferred Charges
   Regulatory assets 144,345        145,627        
   Prepaid pension costs 116,024        106,888        
   Other deferred charges 21,621          29,517          
      Total 281,990        282,032        
      Total 3,337,394$   3,302,576$   

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an 
integral part of these statements.

(thousands)

KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
Consolidated Balance Sheets

December 31
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2004 2003
Current Liabilities
   Notes payable to Great Plains Energy 24$                21,983$         
   Current maturities of long-term debt 250,000         54,500           
   EIRR bonds classified as current 85,922           129,288         
   Accounts payable 84,105           82,353           
   Accrued taxes 34,497           41,114           
   Accrued interest 9,800             11,763           
   Accrued payroll and vacations 22,870           20,486           
   Accrued refueling outage costs 13,180           1,760             
   Other 8,327             8,619             
      Total 508,725         371,866         
Deferred Credits and Other Liabilities
   Deferred income taxes 654,055         641,673         
   Deferred investment tax credits 33,587           37,571           
   Asset retirement obligations 113,674         106,694         
   Pension liability 90,491           84,434           
   Other 46,933           52,196           
      Total 938,740         922,568         
Capitalization
   Common stock equity
      Common stock-1,000 shares authorized without par value
                                       1 share issued, stated value 887,041         662,041         
      Retained earnings 252,893         228,761         
      Accumulated other comprehensive loss (40,334)          (35,244)          
         Total 1,099,600      855,558         
   Long-term debt (Note 19) 790,329         1,152,584      
      Total 1,889,929      2,008,142      
Commitments and Contingencies (Note 13)
      Total 3,337,394$    3,302,576$    

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an 
integral part of these statements.

KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
Consolidated Balance Sheets

December 31
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Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Net income 143,292$   117,155$   95,699$     
   Less:  Discontinued operations, net of income taxes -                 (8,690)        (3,967)        
      Income from continuing operations 143,292     125,845     99,666       
Adjustments to reconcile income to net cash from operating activities:
      Cumulative effect of a change in accounting principles -                 -                 3,000         
      Depreciation and amortization 145,246     140,955     145,569     
      Amortization of:
         Nuclear fuel 14,159       12,334       13,109       
         Other 7,719         9,350         9,546         
      Deferred income taxes, net 10,861       34,285       11,355       
      Investment tax credit amortization (3,984)        (3,994)        (4,183)        
      (Gain) loss on property 5,133         (1,603)        (178)           
      Deferred storm costs -                 -                 (20,149)      
      Minority interest in subsidiaries (5,087)        (1,263)        -                 
      Other operating activities (Note 2) (1,080)        (34,536)      21,178       
            Net cash from operating activities 316,259     281,373     278,913     
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Utility capital expenditures (190,548)    (148,675)    (132,039)    
Allowance for borrowed funds used during construction (1,498)        (1,368)        (979)           
Purchases of investments (3,553)        (3,520)        (3,421)        
Purchases of nonutility property (254)           (147)           (225)           
Proceeds from sale of assets 7,465         4,135         -                 
Hawthorn No. 5 partial insurance recovery 30,810       3,940         -                 
Hawthorn No. 5 partial litigation settlements 1,139         17,263       -                 
Other investing activities (7,100)        (4,045)        (4,084)        
            Net cash from investing activities (163,539)    (132,417)    (140,748)    
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Issuance of long-term debt -                 -                 224,539     
Repayment of long-term debt (209,140)    (124,000)    (227,000)    
Net change in short-term borrowings (21,959)      (341)           (61,750)      
Dividends paid to Great Plains Energy (119,160)    (98,000)      (105,617)    
Equity contribution from Great Plains Energy 225,000     100,000     36,000       
Issuance costs (2,362)        (266)           (4,269)        
            Net cash from financing activities (127,621)    (122,607)    (138,097)    
Net Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents 25,099       26,349 68
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Continuing
   Operations at Beginning of Year 26,520       171            103            
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Continuing
   Operations at End of Year 51,619$     26,520$     171$          

Net Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents from
   Discontinued Operations -$               (307)$         (552)$         
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Discontinued
   Operations at Beginning of Year -                 307            859            
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Discontinued
   Operations at End of Year -$               -$               307$          

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part 
of these statements.

KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

(thousands)
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Shares Amount Shares Amount Shares Amount
Common Stock
Beginning balance 1            662,041$     1             562,041$     1             526,041$     
Equity contribution from Great Plains Energy -             225,000       -              100,000       -              36,000         
    Ending balance 1            887,041       1             662,041       1             562,041       
Retained Earnings
Beginning balance 228,761       209,606       219,524       
Net income 143,292       117,155       95,699         
Dividends:
   Common stock held by Great Plains Energy (119,160)      (98,000)        (105,617)      
      Ending balance 252,893       228,761       209,606       
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss
Beginning balance (35,244)        (26,614)        (1,182)          
Derivative hedging activity, net of tax (233)             (83)               322              
Minimum pension obligation, net of tax (4,857)          (8,547)          (25,754)        
    Ending balance (40,334)        (35,244)        (26,614)        
Total Common Stock Equity 1,099,600$  855,558$     745,033$     

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an  integral part of these
statements.

(thousands, except share amounts)

KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
Consolidated Statements of Common Stock Equity

2004 2003 2002
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KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002

Net income 143,292$    117,155$    95,699$      
Other comprehensive income
   Gain on derivative hedging instruments 280             657             702             
   Income taxes (111)            (256)            (274)            
      Net gain on derivative hedging instruments 169             401             428             
   Reclassification to revenues and expenses, net of tax (402)            (484)            (106)            
         Derivative hedging activity, net of tax (233)            (83)              322             
   Change in minimum pension obligation (7,321)         (14,012)       (42,218)       
   Income taxes 2,464          5,465          16,464        
         Net change in minimum pension obligation (4,857)         (8,547)         (25,754)       
Comprehensive income 138,202$    108,525$    70,267$      

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an
integral part of these statements.

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

(thousands)
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Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002
Operating Revenues
   Electric revenues - KCP&L 1,090,067$   1,054,900$   1,009,868$   
   Electric revenues - Strategic Energy 1,370,760     1,089,663     788,278        
   Other revenues 3,191            3,482            4,147            
      Total 2,464,018     2,148,045     1,802,293     
Operating Expenses
   Fuel 179,362        160,327        159,666        
   Purchased power - KCP&L 52,533          53,163          46,214          
   Purchased power - Strategic Energy 1,247,522     968,967        685,370        
   Other 324,237        295,383        276,632        
   Maintenance 83,603          85,416          91,419          
   Depreciation and amortization 150,071        142,763        146,757        
   General taxes 102,756        98,461          97,146          
   (Gain) loss on property 5,133            (23,703)         (1,376)           
      Total 2,145,217     1,780,777     1,501,828     
Operating income 318,801        367,268        300,465        
Non-operating income 6,799            7,414            5,839            
Non-operating expenses (15,184)         (20,462)         (18,948)         
Interest charges (83,030)         (76,171)         (87,380)         
Income from continuing operations before income taxes, minority
   interest in subsidiaries and loss from equity investments 227,386        278,049        199,976        
Income taxes (54,451)         (78,565)         (51,348)         
Minority interest in subsidiaries 2,131            (7,764)           (10,753)         
Loss from equity investments (1,531)           (2,018)           (1,173)           
Income from continuing operations 173,535        189,702        136,702        
Discontinued operations, net of income taxes (Notes 6 and 7) 7,276            (44,779)         (7,514)           
Cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle (Note 5) -                    -                    (3,000)           
Net income 180,811        144,923        126,188        
Preferred stock dividend requirements 1,646            1,646            1,646            
Earnings available for common stock 179,165$      143,277$      124,542$      

Average number of common shares outstanding 72,028          69,206          62,623          

Basic and diluted earnings (loss) per common share
   Continuing operations 2.39$            2.72$            2.16$            
   Discontinued operations 0.10              (0.65)             (0.12)             
   Cumulative effect -                    -                    (0.05)             
Basic and diluted earnings per common share 2.49$            2.07$            1.99$            

Cash dividends per common share 1.66$            1.66$            1.66$            

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.

GREAT PLAINS ENERGY
Consolidated Statements of Income

(thousands, except per share amounts)



GREAT PLAINS ENERGY
Consolidated Balance Sheets

2004 2003
ASSETS
Current Assets
   Cash and cash equivalents 127,129$       114,227$       
   Restricted cash 7,700             20,850           
   Receivables, net 247,184         240,344
   Fuel inventories, at average cost 21,121           22,543
   Materials and supplies, at average cost 54,432           56,599
   Deferred income taxes 13,065           686
   Assets of discontinued operations 749                27,830
   Other 20,857           14,293
      Total 492,237         497,372
Nonutility Property and Investments
   Affordable housing limited partnerships 41,317           52,644           
   Nuclear decommissioning trust fund 84,148           74,965           
   Other 32,739           44,428           
      Total 158,204         172,037         
Utility Plant, at Original Cost
   Electric 4,841,355      4,700,983      
   Less-accumulated depreciation 2,196,835      2,082,419      
      Net utility plant in service 2,644,520      2,618,564
   Construction work in progress 53,821           53,250
   Nuclear fuel, net of amortization of $127,631 and $113,472 36,109           29,120
      Total 2,734,450      2,700,934
Deferred Charges
   Regulatory assets 144,345         145,627
   Prepaid pension costs 119,811         108,247         
   Goodwill 86,767           26,105           
   Other deferred charges 63,087           31,628
      Total 414,010         311,607
      Total 3,798,901$    3,681,950$    

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.

December 31

(thousands)



GREAT PLAINS ENERGY
Consolidated Balance Sheets

2004 2003
December 31

LIABILITIES AND CAPITALIZATION
Current Liabilities
   Notes payable 20,000$         87,000$         
   Current maturities of long-term debt 253,230         59,303
   EIRR bonds classified as current 85,922           129,288
   Accounts payable 199,952         186,747
   Accrued taxes 46,993           39,886
   Accrued interest 11,598           11,937
   Accrued payroll and vacations 32,462           34,762
   Accrued refueling outage costs 13,180           1,760
   Supplier collateral 7,700             20,850           
   Liabilities of discontinued operations 2,129             4,607             
   Other 24,931           28,944
      Total 698,097         605,084
Deferred Credits and Other Liabilities
   Deferred income taxes 632,160         609,333
   Deferred investment tax credits 33,587           37,571
   Asset retirement obligations 113,674         106,694         
   Pension liability 95,805           89,488           
   Other 88,524           79,141
      Total 963,750         922,227
Capitalization
   Common stock equity
      Common stock-150,000,000 shares authorized without par value
         74,394,423 and 69,259,203 shares issued, stated value 765,482         611,424         
      Unearned compensation (1,393)            (1,633)            
      Capital stock premium and expense (32,112)          (7,240)            
      Retained earnings 451,491         391,750         
      Treasury stock-28,488 and 3,265 shares, at cost (856)               (121)               
      Accumulated other comprehensive loss (41,018)          (36,886)          
         Total 1,141,594      957,294         
   Cumulative preferred stock $100 par value
      3.80% - 100,000 shares issued 10,000           10,000           
      4.50% - 100,000 shares issued 10,000           10,000           
      4.20% - 70,000 shares issued 7,000             7,000             
      4.35% - 120,000 shares issued 12,000           12,000           
         Total 39,000           39,000           
   Long-term debt (Note 19) 956,460         1,158,345      
         Total 2,137,054      2,154,639      
Commitments and Contingencies (Note 13) 
      Total 3,798,901$    3,681,950$    

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.

(thousands)



GREAT PLAINS ENERGY
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002
Cash Flows from Operating Activities (thousands)
Net income 180,811$   144,923$   126,188$   
   Less: Discontinued operations, net of income taxes 7,276         (44,779)      (7,514)        
      Income from continuing operations 173,535     189,702     133,702     
Adjustments to reconcile income to net cash from operating activities:
      Cumulative effect of a change in accounting principles -                 -                 3,000         
      Depreciation and amortization 150,071     142,763     146,757     
      Amortization of:
         Nuclear fuel 14,159       12,334       13,109       
         Other 11,827       11,626       12,461       
      Deferred income taxes, net 20,286       30,471       12,009       
      Investment tax credit amortization (3,984)        (3,994)        (4,183)        
      Loss from equity investments 1,531         2,018         1,173         
      (Gain) loss on property 5,133         (23,703)      (1,376)        
      Deferred storm costs -                 -                 (20,149)      
      Minority interest in subsidiaries (2,131)        7,764         10,753       
      Other operating activities (Note 2) 6,693         (2,254)        25,067       
            Net cash from operating activities 377,120     366,727     332,323     
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Utility capital expenditures (190,548)    (148,675)    (131,158)    
Allowance for borrowed funds used during construction (1,498)        (1,368)        (979)           
Purchases of investments (38,556)      (3,520)        (7,134)        
Purchases of nonutility property (6,108)        (3,256)        (2,788)        
Proceeds from sale of assets and investments 43,949       32,556       7,821         
Purchase of additional indirect interest in Strategic Energy (90,033)      -                 -                 
Hawthorn No. 5 partial insurance recovery 30,810       3,940         -                 
Hawthorn No. 5 partial litigation settlements 1,139         17,263       -                 
Other investing activities (7,081)        (1,220)        (3,748)        
            Net cash from investing activities (257,926)    (104,280)    (137,986)    
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Issuance of common stock 153,662     -                 151,800     
Issuance of long-term debt 163,600     -                 224,539     
Issuance costs (14,496)      (266)           (9,962)        
Repayment of long-term debt (213,943)    (133,181)    (238,384)    
Net change in short-term borrowings (67,000)      43,846       (172,001)    
Dividends paid (120,806)    (116,527)    (107,424)    
Other financing activities (7,309)        (7,598)        (5,517)        
            Net cash from financing activities (106,292)    (213,726)    (156,949)    
Net Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents 12,902       48,721       37,388       
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Continuing Operations 
   at Beginning of Year 114,227     65,506       28,118       
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Continuing Operations 
   at End of Year 127,129$   114,227$   65,506$     

Net Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents from
   Discontinued Operations 458$          73$            (821)$         
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Discontinued Operations 
   at Beginning of Year 168            95               916            
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Discontinued Operations
   at End of Year 626$          168$          95$            

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.



Shares Amount Shares Amount Shares Amount
Common Stock
Beginning balance 69,259,203  611,424$     69,196,322  609,497$   61,908,726  449,697$   
Issuance of common stock 5,121,887    153,662       -                   -                 7,287,596    159,800     
Issuance of restricted common stock 13,333         396               62,881         1,927         -                   -                 
      Ending balance 74,394,423  765,482       69,259,203  611,424     69,196,322  609,497     
Unearned Compensation
Beginning balance (1,633)          -                 -                 
Issuance of restricted common stock (396)             (1,927)        -                 
Compensation expense recognized 636               294            -                 
      Ending balance (1,393)          (1,633)        -                 
Capital Stock Premium and Expense
Beginning balance (7,240)          (7,744)        (1,656)        
Issuance of common stock (5,434)          -                 (6,096)        
FELINE PRIDESSM purchase contract
   adjustment, allocated fees and expenses (19,603)        -                 -                 
Other 165               504            8                 
      Ending balance (32,112)        (7,240)        (7,744)        
Retained Earnings
Beginning balance 391,750       363,579     344,815     
Net income 180,811       144,923     126,188     
Loss on reissuance of treasury stock (193)             -                 -                 
Dividends:
   Common stock (119,160)      (114,881)    (105,778)    
   Preferred stock - at required rates (1,646)          (1,646)        (1,646)        
   Options (71)               (225)           -                 
      Ending balance 451,491       391,750     363,579     
Treasury Stock
Beginning balance (3,265)          (121)             (152)             (4)               (35,916)        (903)           
Treasury shares acquired (54,683) (1,645)          (85,000)        (2,332)        (17,000)        (435)           
Treasury shares reissued 29,460 910               81,887         2,215         52,764         1,334         
      Ending balance (28,488)        (856)             (3,265)          (121)           (152)             (4)               
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss
Beginning balance (36,886)        (25,858)      (13,141)      
Derivative hedging activity, net of tax 931               (598)           13,037       
Minimum pension obligation, net of tax (5,063)          (10,430)      (25,754)      
      Ending balance (41,018)        (36,886)      (25,858)      
Total Common Stock Equity 1,141,594$  957,294$   939,470$   

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.

2002

(thousands, except share amounts)

GREAT PLAINS ENERGY
Consolidated Statements of Common Stock Equity

2004 2003



GREAT PLAINS ENERGY

Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002

Net income 180,811$    144,923$    126,188$    
Other comprehensive income
   Gain on derivative hedging instruments 2,649          7,712          17,584        
   Income taxes (1,126)         (3,359)         (7,138)         
      Net gain on derivative hedging instruments 1,523          4,353          10,446        
   Reclassification to revenues and expenses, net of tax (592)            (4,951)         2,591          
         Derivative hedging activity, net of tax 931             (598)            13,037        
   Change in minimum pension obligation (7,624)         (17,100)       (42,218)       
   Income taxes 2,561          6,670          16,464        
         Net change in minimum pension obligation (5,063)         (10,430)       (25,754)       
Comprehensive income 176,679$    133,895$    113,471$    

The accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part of these statements.

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

(thousands)



Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002
Operating Revenues
   Electric revenues 1,090,067$   1,054,900$   1,009,868$   
   Other revenues 1,568            2,101            2,918            
      Total 1,091,635     1,057,001     1,012,786     
Operating Expenses
   Fuel 179,362        160,327        159,666        
   Purchased power 52,533          53,163          46,214          
   Other 259,699        241,701        224,618        
   Maintenance 83,535          85,391          91,333          
   Depreciation and amortization 145,246        140,955        145,569        
   General taxes 98,984          95,590          95,546          
   (Gain) loss on property 5,133            (1,603)           (178)              
      Total 824,492        775,524        762,768        
Operating income 267,143        281,477        250,018        
Non-operating income 5,402            5,251            4,641            
Non-operating expenses (7,407)           (8,280)           (8,830)           
Interest charges (74,170)         (70,294)         (80,306)         
Income from continuing operations before
   income taxes and minority interest in subsidiaries 190,968        208,154        165,523        
Income taxes (52,763)         (83,572)         (62,857)         
Minority interest in subsidiaries 5,087            1,263            -                    
Income from continuing operations 143,292        125,845        102,666        
Discontinued operations, net of income taxes (Note 7) -                    (8,690)           (3,967)           
Cumulative effect of a change in accounting principle (Note 5) -                    -                    (3,000)           
Net income 143,292$      117,155$      95,699$        

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part
of these statements.

KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
Consolidated Statements of Income

(thousands)



2004 2003
ASSETS
Current Assets
   Cash and cash equivalents 51,619$         26,520$         
   Receivables, net 63,366           95,635           
   Fuel inventories, at average cost 21,121           22,543           
   Materials and supplies, at average cost 54,432           56,599           
   Deferred income taxes 12,818           686                
   Other 12,874           8,611             
      Total 216,230         210,594         
Nonutility Property and Investments
   Nuclear decommissioning trust fund 84,148           74,965           
   Other 20,576           34,255           
      Total 104,724         109,220         
Utility Plant, at Original Cost
   Electric 4,841,355      4,700,983      
   Less-accumulated depreciation 2,196,835      2,082,419      
      Net utility plant in service 2,644,520      2,618,564      
   Construction work in progress 53,821           53,046           
   Nuclear fuel, net of amortization of $127,631 and $113,472 36,109           29,120           
      Total 2,734,450      2,700,730      
Deferred Charges
   Regulatory assets 144,345         145,627         
   Prepaid pension costs 116,024         106,888         
   Other deferred charges 21,621           29,517           
      Total 281,990         282,032         
      Total 3,337,394$    3,302,576$    

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an 
integral part of these statements.

(thousands)

KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
Consolidated Balance Sheets

December 31



2004 2003

KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
Consolidated Balance Sheets

December 31

LIABILITIES AND CAPITALIZATION
Current Liabilities
   Notes payable to Great Plains Energy 24$                21,983$         
   Current maturities of long-term debt 250,000         54,500           
   EIRR bonds classified as current 85,922           129,288         
   Accounts payable 84,105           82,353           
   Accrued taxes 34,497           41,114           
   Accrued interest 9,800             11,763           
   Accrued payroll and vacations 22,870           20,486           
   Accrued refueling outage costs 13,180           1,760             
   Other 8,327             8,619             
      Total 508,725         371,866         
Deferred Credits and Other Liabilities
   Deferred income taxes 654,055         641,673         
   Deferred investment tax credits 33,587           37,571           
   Asset retirement obligations 113,674         106,694         
   Pension liability 90,491           84,434           
   Other 46,933           52,196           
      Total 938,740         922,568         
Capitalization
   Common stock equity
      Common stock-1,000 shares authorized without par value
                                       1 share issued, stated value 887,041         662,041         
      Retained earnings 252,893         228,761         
      Accumulated other comprehensive loss (40,334)          (35,244)          
         Total 1,099,600      855,558         
   Long-term debt (Note 19) 790,329         1,152,584      
      Total 1,889,929      2,008,142      
Commitments and Contingencies (Note 13)
      Total 3,337,394$    3,302,576$    

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an 
integral part of these statements.

(thousands)



Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Net income 143,292$   117,155$   95,699$     
   Less:  Discontinued operations, net of income taxes -                 (8,690)        (3,967)        
      Income from continuing operations 143,292     125,845     99,666       
Adjustments to reconcile income to net cash from operating activities:
      Cumulative effect of a change in accounting principles -                 -                 3,000         
      Depreciation and amortization 145,246     140,955     145,569     
      Amortization of:
         Nuclear fuel 14,159       12,334       13,109       
         Other 7,719         9,350         9,546         
      Deferred income taxes, net 10,861       34,285       11,355       
      Investment tax credit amortization (3,984)        (3,994)        (4,183)        
      (Gain) loss on property 5,133         (1,603)        (178)           
      Deferred storm costs -                 -                 (20,149)      
      Minority interest in subsidiaries (5,087)        (1,263)        -                 
      Other operating activities (Note 2) (1,080)        (34,536)      21,178       
            Net cash from operating activities 316,259     281,373     278,913     
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Utility capital expenditures (190,548)    (148,675)    (132,039)    
Allowance for borrowed funds used during construction (1,498)        (1,368)        (979)           
Purchases of investments (3,553)        (3,520)        (3,421)        
Purchases of nonutility property (254)           (147)           (225)           
Proceeds from sale of assets 7,465         4,135         -                 
Hawthorn No. 5 partial insurance recovery 30,810       3,940         -                 
Hawthorn No. 5 partial litigation settlements 1,139         17,263       -                 
Other investing activities (7,100)        (4,045)        (4,084)        
            Net cash from investing activities (163,539)    (132,417)    (140,748)    
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Issuance of long-term debt -                 -                 224,539     
Repayment of long-term debt (209,140)    (124,000)    (227,000)    
Net change in short-term borrowings (21,959)      (341)           (61,750)      
Dividends paid to Great Plains Energy (119,160)    (98,000)      (105,617)    
Equity contribution from Great Plains Energy 225,000     100,000     36,000       
Issuance costs (2,362)        (266)           (4,269)        
            Net cash from financing activities (127,621)    (122,607)    (138,097)    
Net Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents 25,099       26,349 68
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Continuing
   Operations at Beginning of Year 26,520       171            103            
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Continuing
   Operations at End of Year 51,619$     26,520$     171$          

Net Change in Cash and Cash Equivalents from
   Discontinued Operations -$               (307)$         (552)$         
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Discontinued
   Operations at Beginning of Year -                 307            859            
Cash and Cash Equivalents from Discontinued
   Operations at End of Year -$               -$               307$          

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an integral part 
of these statements.

KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

(thousands)



Shares Amount Shares Amount Shares Amount
Common Stock
Beginning balance 1            662,041$     1             562,041$     1             526,041$     
Equity contribution from Great Plains Energy -             225,000       -              100,000       -              36,000         
    Ending balance 1            887,041       1             662,041       1             562,041       
Retained Earnings
Beginning balance 228,761       209,606       219,524       
Net income 143,292       117,155       95,699         
Dividends:
   Common stock held by Great Plains Energy (119,160)      (98,000)        (105,617)      
      Ending balance 252,893       228,761       209,606       
Accumulated Other Comprehensive Loss
Beginning balance (35,244)        (26,614)        (1,182)          
Derivative hedging activity, net of tax (233)             (83)               322              
Minimum pension obligation, net of tax (4,857)          (8,547)          (25,754)        
    Ending balance (40,334)        (35,244)        (26,614)        
Total Common Stock Equity 1,099,600$  855,558$     745,033$     

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an  integral part of these
statements.

(thousands, except share amounts)

KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
Consolidated Statements of Common Stock Equity

2004 2003 2002



KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

Year Ended December 31 2004 2003 2002

Net income 143,292$    117,155$    95,699$      
Other comprehensive income
   Gain on derivative hedging instruments 280             657             702             
   Income taxes (111)            (256)            (274)            
      Net gain on derivative hedging instruments 169             401             428             
   Reclassification to revenues and expenses, net of tax (402)            (484)            (106)            
         Derivative hedging activity, net of tax (233)            (83)              322             
   Change in minimum pension obligation (7,321)         (14,012)       (42,218)       
   Income taxes 2,464          5,465          16,464        
         Net change in minimum pension obligation (4,857)         (8,547)         (25,754)       
Comprehensive income 138,202$    108,525$    70,267$      

The disclosures regarding KCP&L included in the accompanying Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements are an
integral part of these statements.

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

(thousands)
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GREAT PLAINS ENERGY INCORPORATED 
KANSAS CITY POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements 

The notes to consolidated financial statements that follow are a combined presentation for Great Plains 
Energy Incorporated and Kansas City Power & Light Company, both registrants under this filing.  The 
terms “Great Plains Energy,” “Company,” “KCP&L” and “consolidated KCP&L” are used throughout this 
report.  “Great Plains Energy” and the “Company” refer to Great Plains Energy Incorporated and its 
consolidated subsidiaries, unless otherwise indicated.  “KCP&L” refers to Kansas City Power & Light 
Company, and “consolidated KCP&L” refers to KCP&L and its consolidated subsidiaries. 

1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 

Organization 
Great Plains Energy, a Missouri corporation incorporated in 2001, is a public utility holding company 
registered with and subject to the regulation of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) under 
the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, as amended (35 Act).  Great Plains Energy does not 
own or operate any significant assets other than the stock of its subsidiaries. 

Great Plains Energy has five direct subsidiaries: 

• KCP&L is an integrated, regulated electric utility, which provides electricity to customers 
primarily in the states of Missouri and Kansas.  KCP&L’s wholly owned subsidiary, Home 
Service Solutions Inc. (HSS) has invested in Worry Free Service, Inc. (Worry Free).  HSS 
entered into a letter of intent to sell Worry Free in December 2004 and closed the sale in 
February 2005.  Prior to the June 2003 disposition of R.S. Andrews Enterprises, Inc. (RSAE), 
HSS held an investment in RSAE.  See Note 7 for additional information concerning the June 
2003 disposition of RSAE.   

• KLT Inc. is an intermediate holding company that primarily holds, directly or indirectly, interests 
in Strategic Energy, L.L.C. (Strategic Energy) and affordable housing limited partnerships.  
Strategic Energy provides competitive electricity supply services in several electricity markets 
offering retail choice.  KLT Inc. wholly owns KLT Gas Inc. (KLT Gas).  In February 2004, the 
Board of Directors approved the sale of the KLT Gas natural gas properties (KLT Gas portfolio) 
and discontinuation of the gas business.  KLT Gas completed sales of substantially all of the 
KLT Gas portfolio in 2004.  See Note 6 for additional information.   

• Great Plains Power Incorporated (GPP) focuses on the development of wholesale generation.  
Management decided during 2002 to limit the operations of GPP to the siting and permitting 
process that began in 2001 for potential new generation.  GPP has made no significant 
investments to date. 

• Innovative Energy Consultants Inc. (IEC) is an intermediate holding company that holds an 
indirect interest in Strategic Energy.  IEC does not own or operate any assets other than its 
indirect interest in Strategic Energy.  When combined with KLT Inc.’s indirect interest in 
Strategic Energy, the Company owns just under 100% of the indirect interest in Strategic 
Energy. 

• Great Plains Energy Services Incorporated (Services) was formed to provide services at cost to 
Great Plains Energy and its subsidiaries, including consolidated KCP&L, as a service company 
under the 35 Act. 

The operations of Great Plains Energy and its subsidiaries are divided into two reportable segments, 
KCP&L and Strategic Energy.  Great Plains Energy’s legal structure differs from the functional 
management and financial reporting of its reportable segments.  Other activities not considered a 
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reportable segment include the operations of HSS, GPP, Services, all KLT Inc. operations other than 
Strategic Energy, and holding company operations.    

Financial Statement Presentation 
Certain prior year amounts have been reclassified to conform to current year presentation. 

Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Cash equivalents consist of highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less.  
For Great Plains Energy this includes Strategic Energy’s cash held in trust of $21.0 million and 
$16.1 million at December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively.  

Strategic Energy has entered into collateral arrangements with selected electricity power suppliers that 
require selected customers to remit payment to lockboxes that are held in trust and managed by a 
Trustee.  As part of the trust administration, the Trustee remits payment to the supplier of electricity 
purchased by Strategic Energy.  On a monthly basis, any remittances into the lockboxes in excess of 
disbursements to the supplier are remitted back to Strategic Energy.   

Restricted Cash 
Strategic Energy has entered into Master Power Purchase and Sale Agreements with its power 
suppliers.  Certain of these agreements contain provisions whereby, to the extent Strategic Energy has 
a net exposure to the purchased power supplier, collateral requirements are to be maintained.  
Collateral posted in the form of cash to Strategic Energy is restricted by agreement, but would become 
unrestricted in the event of a default by the purchased power supplier.  Restricted cash collateral at 
December 31, 2004 and 2003, was $7.7 million and $20.9 million, respectively.   

Fair Value of Financial Instruments  
The following methods and assumptions were used to estimate the fair value of each class of financial 
instruments for which it is practicable to estimate that value. 

Nonutility Property and Investments – Consolidated KCP&L's investments and nonutility property 
includes the nuclear decommissioning trust fund recorded at fair value.  Fair value is based on quoted 
market prices of the investments held by the fund.  In addition to consolidated KCP&L’s investments, 
Great Plains Energy’s investments and nonutility property include KLT Investments Inc.’s (KLT 
Investments) affordable housing limited partnerships.  The fair value of KLT Investments' affordable 
housing limited partnership total portfolio, based on the discounted cash flows generated by tax credits, 
tax deductions and sale of properties, approximates book value.  The fair values of other various 
investments are not readily determinable and the investments are therefore stated at cost. 

Long-term Debt – The incremental borrowing rate for similar debt was used to determine fair value if 
quoted market prices were not available.  Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s book 
values of long-term debt were between 3% and 4% below fair values at December 31, 2004.   

Derivative Instruments  
The Company accounts for derivative instruments in accordance with Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 133, “Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities,” 
as amended.  This statement generally requires derivative instruments to be recorded on the balance 
sheet at fair value and establishes criteria for designation and effectiveness of hedging relationships.  
The Company enters into derivative contracts to manage its exposure to commodity price fluctuations 
and interest rate risk.  All derivative instruments are used solely for hedging purposes and are not 
issued or held for speculative reasons. 
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The Company’s policy is to elect normal purchases and normal sales exception (NPNS), in accordance 
with SFAS No. 133, for derivative contracts that qualify for this accounting treatment.  The appropriate 
accounting treatment for NPNS designation for derivative contracts is accrual accounting, which 
requires the effects of the derivative to be recorded when the derivative contract settles. 

The Company records derivative instruments that are not accounted for as NPNS as assets or liabilities 
on the consolidated balance sheets at fair value.  The fair value of derivative instruments is estimated 
using market quotes, over-the-counter forward price and volatility curves and correlation among power 
and fuel prices, net of estimated credit risk.  Changes in the fair value of derivatives are recorded each 
period in net income unless specific hedge accounting criteria are met.  Changes in the fair value of 
derivative instruments recorded to other comprehensive income (OCI) are reclassified to revenues and 
expenses in the period when the forecasted transaction occurs.  The portion of the change in fair value 
of a derivative instrument determined to be ineffective is immediately recognized in net income.  See 
Note 21 for additional information regarding derivative financial instruments and hedging activities. 

Investments in Affordable Housing Limited Partnerships  
At December 31, 2004, KLT Investments had $41.3 million in affordable housing limited partnerships.  
Approximately 65% of these investments were recorded at cost; the equity method was used for the 
remainder.  Tax expense is reduced in the year tax credits are generated.  The investments generate 
future cash flows from tax credits and tax losses of the partnerships.  The investments also generate 
cash flows from the sales of the properties.  For most investments, tax credits are received over ten 
years.  A change in accounting principle relating to investments made after May 19, 1995, requires the 
use of the equity method when a company owns more than 5% in a limited partnership investment.  Of 
the investments recorded at cost, $26.0 million exceed this 5% level but were made before 
May 19, 1995.  Management does not anticipate making additional investments in affordable housing 
limited partnerships at this time. 

On a quarterly basis, KLT Investments compares the cost of those properties accounted for by the cost 
method to the total of projected residual value of the properties and remaining tax credits to be 
received.  Based on the latest comparison, KLT Investments reduced its investments in affordable 
housing limited partnerships by $7.5 million, $11.0 million and $9.0 million in 2004, 2003 and 2002, 
respectively.  These amounts are included in Non-operating expenses on Great Plains Energy’s 
consolidated statements of income.  The properties underlying the partnership investments are subject 
to certain risks inherent in real estate ownership and management.   

Natural Gas Properties Included in Assets of Discontinued Operations 
During 2004, KLT Gas completed sales of substantially all of the KLT Gas portfolio, and natural gas 
properties had a zero-balance at December 31, 2004.  At December 31, 2003, natural gas property and 
equipment included in Assets of Discontinued Operations on Great Plains Energy’s consolidated 
balance sheets totaled $9.8 million, net of $63.8 million of accumulated depreciation and impairments.  
See Note 6 for information regarding the impairment and sale of KLT Gas assets and discontinued 
operations. 

Other Nonutility Property 
Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s other nonutility property includes land, buildings, 
vehicles, general office equipment and software and is recorded at historical cost, net of accumulated 
depreciation, and has a range of estimated useful lives of 3 to 50 years. 

Utility Plant  
KCP&L's utility plant is stated at historical costs of construction.  These costs include taxes, an 
allowance for the cost of borrowed and equity funds used to finance construction and payroll-related 
costs, including pensions and other fringe benefits.  Replacements, improvements and additions to 
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units of property are capitalized.  Repairs of property and replacements of items not considered to be 
units of property are expensed as incurred (except as discussed under Wolf Creek Refueling Outage 
Costs).  When property units are retired or otherwise disposed, the original cost, net of salvage, is 
charged to accumulated depreciation.  Substantially all utility plant is pledged as collateral for KCP&L’s 
mortgage bonds under the General Mortgage Indenture and Deed of Trust dated December 1, 1986, as 
supplemented. 

The balances of utility plant in service with a range of estimated useful lives are listed in the following 
table. 

 
Through December 31, 2004, KCP&L had received $194.8 million in insurance recoveries related to 
property destroyed in the 1999 explosion at the Hawthorn No. 5 generating unit.  An additional $10.0 
million in insurance recoveries was received in early 2005.  Additionally, KCP&L filed suit against 
multiple defendants who are alleged to have responsibility for the explosion.  Various defendants have 
settled with KCP&L for a total of $38.2 million through December 31, 2004, of which $18.5 million was 
recorded as a recovery of capital expenditures.  Recoveries received related to property destroyed and 
subrogation settlements recorded as a recovery of capital expenditures have been recorded as an 
increase in accumulated depreciation. 

As prescribed by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), Allowance for Funds used 
During Construction (AFDC) is charged to the cost of the plant.  AFDC is included in the rates charged 
to customers by KCP&L over the service life of the property.  AFDC equity funds are included as a non-
cash item in non-operating income and AFDC borrowed funds are a reduction of interest charges.  The 
rates used to compute gross AFDC are compounded semi-annually and averaged 8.6% in 2004, 8.2% 
in 2003 and 4.4% in 2002. 

In 2001, the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants issued an exposure draft on a proposed 
Statement of Position (SOP) “Accounting for Certain Costs and Activities Related to Property, Plant, 
and Equipment.”  In 2004, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) objected to final 
clearance of the proposed SOP and removed the project from its agenda.  No further discussion or 
action related to this SOP is expected. 

Depreciation, Depletion and Amortization 
Depreciation and amortization of KCP&L’s utility plant other than nuclear fuel is computed using the 
straight-line method over the estimated lives of depreciable property based on rates approved by state 
regulatory authorities.  Annual depreciation rates average about 3%.  Nuclear fuel is amortized to fuel 
expense based on the quantity of heat produced during the generation of electricity.     

Depreciation of nonutility property is computed using the straight-line method.  Consolidated KCP&L’s 
nonutility property annual depreciation rates for 2004, 2003 and 2002 were 12.3%, 11.5% and 10.7%, 
respectively.  Other Great Plains Energy nonutility property annual depreciation rates for 2004, 2003 
and 2002 were 24.2%, 21.2% and 15.7%, respectively.  Other Great Plains Energy’s nonutility property 

December 31 2004 2003
Utility Plant In Service
   Production (23 - 42 years) 2,938.5$    2,913.9$    
   Transmission (27 - 76 years) 315.5        308.3        
   Distribution (8 - 75 years) 1,320.0     1,261.6     
   General (5 - 50 years) 267.4        217.2        
Total (a) 4,841.4$    4,701.0$    
(a) Includes $89.1 million and $66.7 million of land and other assets for 
    which depreciation was not recorded in 2004 and 2003, respectively.

(mi l l ions)
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includes Strategic Energy’s depreciable assets, which are primarily software costs and are amortized 
over a shorter time period, three years, resulting in a higher annual depreciation rate. 

As part of the acquisition of additional interest in Strategic Energy, IEC recorded intangible assets that 
have finite lives and are subject to amortization.  These intangible assets include the fair value of 
acquired supply contracts, customer relationships and asset information systems, which are being 
amortized over 28, 72 and 44 months, respectively.  See Note 8 for additional discussion of the May 
2004 acquisition of an additional indirect interest in Strategic Energy. 

Natural gas properties sold in 2004 were included in Assets of Discontinued Operations in 2003.  
Depletion, depreciation and amortization of natural gas properties were calculated using the units of 
production method.  After deciding to exit the gas business, the Company ceased recording depletion 
and as such, there was no significant depletion recorded in 2004.  The depletion per mmBtu was $2.78 
in 2003 and $4.61 in 2002.  The depletion per mmBtu in 2002 reflected downward revisions in reserve 
estimates.  Unproved gas properties were not amortized but were assessed for impairment either 
individually or on an aggregated basis.   

Spent Nuclear Fuel and Radioactive Waste 
Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for the 
permanent disposal of spent nuclear fuel.  KCP&L pays the DOE a quarterly fee of one-tenth of a cent 
for each kilowatt-hour of net nuclear generation delivered and sold for the future disposal of spent 
nuclear fuel.  These disposal costs are charged to fuel expense.  In 2002, the U.S. Senate approved 
Yucca Mountain, Nevada as a long-term geologic repository.  The DOE is currently in the process of 
preparing an application to obtain the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) license to proceed with 
construction of the repository.  Management cannot predict when this site may be available.  Under 
current DOE policy, once a permanent site is available, the DOE will accept spent nuclear fuel first from 
the owners with the oldest spent fuel.  Wolf Creek Generating Station (Wolf Creek) has completed an 
on-site storage facility that is designed to hold all spent fuel generated at the plant through the end of its 
40-year licensed life in 2025.   

In January 2004, KCP&L and the other two Wolf Creek owners filed suit against the United States in 
the U.S. Court of Federal Claims seeking an unspecified amount of monetary damages resulting from 
the government’s failure to begin accepting spent fuel for disposal in January 1998, as the government 
was required to do by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.  About sixty other similar cases are 
pending before that court, four of which went to trial in 2004.  Another federal court already has 
determined that the government breached its obligation to begin accepting spent fuel for disposal.  The 
questions now before the court in the pending cases are whether and to what extent the utilities are 
entitled to monetary damages for that breach.  KCP&L cannot predict the outcome of the Wolf Creek 
case. 

Wolf Creek Refueling Outage Costs 
KCP&L accrues forecasted incremental costs to be incurred during scheduled Wolf Creek refueling 
outages monthly over the unit's operating cycle, normally about 18 months.  Estimated incremental 
costs, which include operating, maintenance and replacement power expenses, are based on budgeted 
outage costs and the estimated outage duration.  Changes to or variances from those estimates are 
recorded when known or are probable. 

Nuclear Plant Decommissioning Costs  
The Missouri Public Service Commission (MPSC) and The State Corporation Commission of the State 
of Kansas (KCC) require KCP&L and the other owners of Wolf Creek to submit an updated 
decommissioning cost study every three years.  The most recent study was submitted to the MPSC and 
the KCC on August 30, 2002, and is the basis for the decommissioning cost estimates in the following 
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table.  Both the MPSC and the KCC have accepted the 2002 cost estimate as filed and have approved 
funding schedules for this cost estimate.  The MPSC-approved schedule assumes funding through the 
expiration of Wolf Creek’s current NRC operating license (2025).  The KCC-approved schedule 
assumes that Wolf Creek will be granted a 20-year license extension and, thus, assumes funding 
through 2045.  At this time, the owners of Wolf Creek have neither sought nor received a license 
extension from the NRC.  The escalation rates and return on assets assumptions shown in the 
following table are those that were last explicitly approved by the MPSC and the KCC.  The 
decommissioning cost estimates are based on the immediate dismantlement method and include the 
costs of decontamination, dismantlement and site restoration.  KCP&L does not expect plant 
decommissioning to start before 2025. 

 
KCP&L currently contributes about $3.6 million annually to a tax-qualified trust fund to be used to 
decommission Wolf Creek.  These costs are charged to other operating expense and recovered in 
billings to customers.  If the actual return on trust assets is below the anticipated level, KCP&L believes 
a rate increase would be allowed ensuring full recovery of decommissioning costs over the remaining 
life of the station. 

The trust fund balance, including reinvested earnings, was $84.1 million and $75.0 million at 
December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively.  The related liabilities for decommissioning are included in 
Asset Retirement Obligations (ARO). 

The Company adopted SFAS No. 143, "Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations" on January 1, 
2003.  See Note 16 for discussion of ARO including those associated with nuclear plant 
decommissioning costs. 

Regulatory Matters 
KCP&L is subject to the provisions of SFAS No. 71, “Accounting for the Effects of Certain Types of 
Regulation.”  Pursuant to SFAS No. 71, KCP&L defers items on the balance sheet resulting from the 
effects of the ratemaking process, which would not be recorded in accordance with Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (GAAP) if KCP&L were not regulated.  See Note 4 for additional information 
concerning regulatory matters. 

Revenue Recognition  
KCP&L and Strategic Energy recognize revenues on sales of electricity when the service is provided.  
Receivables recorded at December 31, 2004 and 2003, include $31.2 million and $28.4 million, 

KCC MPSC
Current cost of decommissioning (in 2002 dollars):
     Total Station 468$     468$     
     47% share 220       220       
Future cost of decommissioning (in 2025 dollars):
     Total Station 1,288$  
     47% share 606       
Future cost of decommissioning (in 2045 dollars):
     Total Station 2,527$  
     47% share 1,188    

Annual escalation factor 4.00% 4.50%
Annual return on trust assets (a) 6.02% 7.66%
(a) The 6.02% rate of return in Kansas is thru 2025.  The rate systematically 
    decreases to 3.99% from 2025 to decommissioning at the end of the extended 
    60-year life of 2045.

(mil l ions)
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respectively, for electric services provided but not yet billed by KCP&L, and $103.0 million and 
$81.2 million, respectively, for electric services provided, but not yet billed by Strategic Energy.  See 
Note 3 for additional information on receivables. 

Strategic Energy primarily purchases power under forward physical delivery contracts to supply 
electricity to its retail energy customers.  Strategic Energy sells any excess retail supply of electricity 
back into the wholesale market.  The proceeds from the sale of excess supply of electricity are 
recorded as a reduction of purchased power.  The amount of excess retail supply sales that reduced 
purchased power was $265.2 million, $160.4 million and $126.4 million in 2004, 2003 and 2002, 
respectively. 

Allowance for Doubtful Accounts  
This reserve represents estimated uncollectible accounts receivable and is based on management’s 
judgment considering historical loss experience and the characteristics of existing accounts.  Provisions 
for losses on receivables are charged to income to maintain the allowance at a level considered 
adequate to cover losses.  Receivables are charged off against the reserve when they are deemed to 
be uncollectible. 

Property Gains and Losses 
Net gains and losses from the sales of assets, businesses and asset impairments are recorded in 
operating expenses.  See Note 2 for information regarding the sale of RSAE.   

Asset Impairments 
Long-lived assets and finite lived intangible assets subject to amortization are periodically reviewed for 
impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount of an asset 
may not be recoverable as prescribed under SFAS No. 144 “Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal 
of Long-lived Assets.”  SFAS No. 144 requires that if the sum of the undiscounted expected future cash 
flows from an asset to be held and used is less than the carrying value of the asset, an asset 
impairment must be recognized in the financial statements.  The amount of impairment recognized is 
the excess of the carrying value of the asset over its fair value.  In December 2004, HSS entered into a 
letter of intent to sell Worry Free and recorded an asset impairment based on the valuation performed 
in connection with the sale.   

Goodwill and indefinite lived intangible assets are tested for impairment at least annually and more 
frequently when indicators of impairment exist as prescribed under SFAS No. 142.  SFAS No. 142 
requires that if the fair value of a reporting unit is less than its carrying value including goodwill, an 
impairment charge for goodwill must be recognized in the financial statements.  To measure the 
amount of the impairment loss to recognize, the implied fair value of the reporting unit goodwill would 
be compared with its carrying value.  See Note 5 for additional information. 

Income Taxes  
In accordance with SFAS No. 109, “Accounting for Income Taxes,” Great Plains Energy has recognized 
deferred taxes for all temporary book to tax differences using the liability method.  The liability method 
requires that deferred tax balances be adjusted to reflect enacted tax rates that are anticipated to be in 
effect when the temporary differences reverse.  Deferred tax assets are reduced by a valuation 
allowance when, in the opinion of management, it is more likely than not that some portion of the 
deferred tax assets will not be realized. 

Great Plains Energy and its subsidiaries file consolidated federal and combined and separate state 
income tax returns.  Income taxes for consolidated or combined subsidiaries are allocated to the 
subsidiaries based on separate company computations of income or loss.  In accordance with 35 Act 
requirements and the Company’s intercompany tax allocation agreement, the holding company also 
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allocates its own net income tax benefits to its direct subsidiaries based on the positive income of each 
company in the consolidated federal or combined state returns.  Consistent with the ratemaking 
treatment, KCP&L uses the separate return method, adjusted for the allocation of parent company tax 
benefits, to compute its income tax provision.  

KCP&L has established a regulatory asset for the additional future revenues to be collected from 
customers for deferred income taxes.  Tax credits are recognized in the year generated except for 
certain KCP&L investment tax credits that have been deferred and amortized over the remaining 
service lives of the related properties. 

Environmental Matters 
Environmental costs are accrued when it is probable a liability has been incurred and the amount of the 
liability can be reasonably estimated. 

Stock Options 
The Company has an equity compensation plan, which is described more fully in Note 10.  The 
Company adopted the fair value recognition provisions of SFAS No. 123, “Accounting for Stock-Based 
Compensation,” for its stock options as of January 1, 2003.  The Company has elected to use the 
modified prospective method of adoption as prescribed under SFAS No. 148, “Accounting for Stock-
Based Compensation-Transition and Disclosure.”  Under the modified prospective method of adoption, 
stock option compensation cost recognized beginning January 1, 2003, is the same as if the fair value 
recognition provisions of SFAS No. 123 had been applied to all stock options granted after 
October 1, 1995.   

In December 2004, FASB issued SFAS No. 123 (revised 2004) “Share-Based Payment,” effective for 
reporting periods beginning after June 15, 2005.  Management has determined that this statement will 
not have a significant impact on the Company’s results of operations and financial position. 

The following table illustrates the effect on net income and earnings per common share (EPS) for Great 
Plains Energy as if the fair value method had been applied in preparing the 2002 financial statements. 

 
Basic and Diluted Earnings per Common Share Calculation 
There was no significant dilutive effect on Great Plains Energy’s EPS from other securities in 2004, 
2003 and 2002.  To determine basic EPS, preferred stock dividend requirements are deducted from 
income from continuing operations and net income before dividing by average number of common 
shares outstanding.  The earnings (loss) per share impact of discontinued operations, net of income 
taxes, is determined by dividing discontinued operations, net of income taxes, by the average number 
of common shares outstanding.  Diluted EPS assumes the issuance of common shares applicable to 

2002

Net income, as reported 126,188$    
Add: Stock-based employee compensation expense included 
        in net income as reported, net of income taxes 57               
Less: Total stock-based employee compensation expense 
         determined under fair value based method for all 
         awards, net of income taxes 255             
Pro forma net income as if fair value method were applied 125,990$    

Basic and diluted EPS, as reported 1.99$          
Basic and diluted EPS, pro forma 1.99$          

(thousands, except per share amounts)
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stock options, performance shares, restricted stock and FELINE PRIDES calculated using the treasury 
stock method. 

The following table reconciles Great Plains Energy’s basic and diluted EPS from continuing operations. 

 
As of December 31, 2004 and 2003, there were no anti-dilutive shares applicable to stock options, 
performance shares or restricted stock.  As of December 31, 2004, 6.5 million FELINE PRIDES had no 
dilutive effect because the number of common shares to be issued in accordance with the settlement 
rate described in Note 19, assuming applicable market value equal to the average price during the 
period, would be equal to the number of shares Great Plains Energy could re-purchase in the market at 
the average price during the period.  Options to purchase 394,723 shares of common stock as of 
December 31, 2002, were excluded from the computation of diluted EPS because they were anti-
dilutive due to the option exercise prices being greater than the average market price of the common 
shares during the period.   

In February 2005, the Board of Directors declared a quarterly dividend of $0.415 per share on Great 
Plains Energy’s common stock.  The common dividend is payable March 21, 2005, to shareholders of 
record as of February 28, 2005.  The Board of Directors also declared regular dividends on the 
preferred stock, payable June 1, 2005, to shareholders of record on May 10, 2005. 

2004 2003 2002
Income
Income from continuing operations 173,535$ 189,702$ 136,702$ 
Less: preferred stock dividend requirements 1,646      1,646      1,646      
Income available to common stockholders 171,889$ 188,056$ 135,056$ 
Common Shares Outstanding
Average number of common shares outstanding 72,028     69,206     62,623     
Add: effect of dilutive securities 64           42           1             
Diluted average number of common shares outstanding 72,092     69,248     62,624     

Basic EPS from continuing operations 2.39$      2.72$      2.16$      
Diluted EPS from continuing operations 2.39$      2.72$      2.16$      

(thousands, except per share amounts)
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2. SUPPLEMENTAL CASH FLOW INFORMATION 

 

 
Significant Non-Cash Items 
Asset Retirement Obligations 
KCP&L adopted SFAS No. 143 on January 1, 2003, and recorded a liability for ARO of $99.2 million 
and increased property and equipment, net of accumulated depreciation, by $18.3 million.  KCP&L is a 
regulated utility subject to the provisions of SFAS No. 71, and management believes it is probable that 
any differences between expenses under SFAS No. 143 and expenses recovered currently in rates will 
be recoverable in future rates.  As a result, the $16.3 million net cumulative effect of the adoption of 
SFAS No. 143 was recorded as a regulatory asset; therefore, it had no impact on net income.  The 
adoption of SFAS No. 143 had no effect on Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L’s cash flows. 

FIN 46 
KCP&L consolidated the Lease Trust and de-consolidated KCPL Financing I in 2003, as required by 
FASB Interpretation (FIN) No. 46, “Consolidation of Variable Interest Entities,” as amended.  As a result 
of the consolidation of the Lease Trust, Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s long-term 

Consolidated KCP&L Other Operating Activities
2004 2003 2002

Cash flows affected by changes in:
    Receivables 1,649$     (1,444)$    (8,565)$    
    Fuel inventories 1,840      (821)        1,339      
    Materials and supplies 2,167      (5,799)     (104)        
    Accounts payable 1,752      7,735      (35,963)    
    Accrued taxes (6,617)     (2,792)     49,584     
    Accrued interest (1,963)     (3,413)     4,107      
Wolf Creek refueling outage accrual 11,420     (6,532)     (4,687)     
Pension and postretirement benefit assets and obligations (8,059)     (20,272)    3,774      
Allowance for equity funds used during construction (2,087)     (1,424)     (299)        
Other (1,182)     226         11,992     
        Total other operating activities (1,080)$    (34,536)$  21,178$   
Cash paid during the period:
    Interest 73,840$   71,399$   74,068$   
    Income taxes 64,878$   68,112$   11,897$   

(thousands)

Great Plains Energy Other Operating Activities
2004 2003 2002

Cash flows affected by changes in:
    Receivables (36,517)$  (13,077)$  (50,200)$  
    Fuel inventories 1,840      (821)        1,339      
    Materials and supplies 2,167      (5,799)     (104)        
    Accounts payable 43,261     6,331      (2,982)     
    Accrued taxes 7,107      21,777     48,756     
    Accrued interest (1,006)     (4,184)     3,117      
Wolf Creek refueling outage accrual 11,420     (6,532)     (4,687)     
Pension and postretirement benefit assets and obligations (10,387)    (20,545)    3,774      
Allowance for equity funds used during construction (2,087)     (1,424)     (299)        
Other (9,105)     22,020     26,353     
        Total other operating activities 6,693$     (2,254)$    25,067$   
Cash paid during the period:
    Interest 84,082$   78,049$   82,132$   
    Income taxes 38,611$   42,440$   17,709$   

(thousands)
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debt increased $143.8 million.  The consolidation of the Lease Trust had no effect on Great Plains 
Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s cash flows.  See Note 13 for additional information concerning the 
consolidation of the Lease Trust. 

Prior to the de-consolidation of KCPL Financing I, Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L 
reflected $150 million of 8.3% preferred securities issued by KCPL Financing I on their respective 
balance sheets.  As a result of the de-consolidation, Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s 
other nonutility property and investments increased $4.6 million representing the investment in the 
common securities of KCPL Financing I, and long-term debt increased $154.6 million representing the 
8.3% Junior Subordinated Deferrable Interest Debentures issued by KCP&L and held by KCPL 
Financing I.  The de-consolidation of KCPL Financing I had no effect on Great Plains Energy’s and 
consolidated KCP&L’s cash flows.   

Minimum Pension Liability 
Primarily as a result of lower discount rates and historical losses in the market value of plan assets, the 
Company recorded a minimum pension liability of $84.2 million offset by an intangible asset of $15.6 
million and OCI of $68.6 million ($42.3 million net of tax) in 2004.  In 2003, the Company’s minimum 
pension liability was $78.4 million offset by an intangible asset of $17.4 million and OCI of $61.0 million 
($37.2 million net of tax).  Recording the minimum pension liabilities had no effect on Great Plains 
Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s cash flows. 

RSAE Disposition 
In 2003, HSS completed the disposition of its interest in RSAE.  See Note 7 for additional information 
concerning the disposition of RSAE.  The following table summarizes Great Plains Energy’s and 
consolidated KCP&L’s loss from discontinued operations as a result of this transaction. 

 
DTI Bankruptcy 
On December 31, 2001, a subsidiary of KLT Telecom Inc. (KLT Telecom), DTI Holdings, Inc. and its 
subsidiaries, Digital Teleport, Inc. and Digital Teleport of Virginia, Inc., filed separate voluntary petitions 
in the Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of Missouri for reorganization under Chapter 11 of the 
U.S. Bankruptcy Code, which cases were procedurally consolidated.  DTI Holdings and its two 
subsidiaries are collectively called “DTI.”  In December 2002, Digital Teleport entered into an 
agreement to sell substantially all of its assets to CenturyTel Fiber Company II, LLC, a nominee of 
CenturyTel, Inc., which was approved by the Bankruptcy Court and closed in 2003. 

KLT Telecom received $19.2 million in 2003 related to the confirmation of the DTI bankruptcy.  Pending 
final resolution of the MODOR Claim and the litigation regarding the put option of a minority 
shareholder, the effect of the DTI bankruptcy on the Company has been resolved.  See Note 15 for 
information regarding the MODOR Claim and the put option.     

Year to Date June 30 2003
(thousands)

Cash repayment of supported bank line (22,074)$    
Write-off of intercompany balance and investment 4,760         
Accrued transaction costs (1,550)        
Income tax benefit 11,793       

Loss on disposition (7,071)        
Pre-disposition operating losses (1,619)        

Discontinued operations (8,690)$      
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The following table summarizes Great Plains Energy’s gain on the sale of DTI assets. 

 
Strategic Energy Acquisition 
During November 2002, Great Plains Energy indirectly acquired an additional 6% ownership in 
Strategic Energy through its subsidiary IEC.  The $15.1 million consideration paid for the 6% ownership 
consisted of $8.0 million in Great Plains Energy common stock and promissory notes of $4.7 million 
(issued by Great Plains Energy) and $2.4 million (issued by IEC).  The promissory notes were paid in 
January 2003.  This transaction had no effect on Great Plains Energy’s cash flows for the year ended 
December 31, 2002.  See Note 8 for information regarding the purchase of an additional indirect 
interest in Strategic Energy in 2004. 

3. RECEIVABLES 

The Company’s receivables are detailed in the following table. 

 
KCP&L entered into a revolving agreement to sell all of its right, title and interest in the majority of its 
customer accounts receivable to Kansas City Power & Light Receivables Company (Receivables 
Company), which in turn sold most of the receivables to outside investors.  Accounts receivable sold 
under this revolving agreement totaled $84.9 million and $87.9 million at December 31, 2004 and 2003, 
respectively.  These sales included unbilled receivables of $31.2 million and $28.4 million at 
December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively.  As a result of the sale to outside investors, Receivables 
Company received up to $70 million in cash, which was forwarded to KCP&L as consideration for its 
sale.  At December 31, 2004 and 2003, Receivables Company had received $65.0 million and 
$70.0 million in cash, respectively.  The agreement was structured as a true sale under which the 
creditors of Receivables Company were entitled to be satisfied out of the assets of Receivables 
Company prior to any value being returned to KCP&L or its creditors.  The agreement expired in 
January 2005 and was not renewed by KCP&L.  KCP&L is currently evaluating alternatives to replace 
this agreement and intends to enter into a new agreement in 2005. 

Under the agreement, KCP&L sold its receivables at a fixed price based upon the expected cost of 
funds and charge-offs.  These costs comprised KCP&L’s loss on the sale of accounts receivable.  

DTI 2003
(thousands)

Cash proceeds from bankruptcy estates 19,234$     
Cash proceeds from sale of office building 1,186         
Receivables 1,300         

Total proceeds 21,720       
Book basis of office building sold (2,720)        
DIP financing accrual reversal 5,000         
Accounts payable (1,900)        
Income tax (9,810)        
Reversal of tax valuation allowance 15,779       

Gain on sale of assets 28,069$     

December 31 2004 2003
Customer accounts receivable sold to
   Receivables Company  $     19,866  $     17,902 
Consolidated KCP&L other receivables         43,500         77,733 
   Consolidated KCP&L receivables         63,366         95,635 
Great Plains Energy other receivables       183,818       144,709 
      Great Plains Energy receivables  $    247,184  $    240,344 

(thousands)
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KCP&L serviced the receivables and received an annual servicing fee of 0.25% of the outstanding 
principal amount of the receivables sold and retained any late fees charged to customers. 

Information regarding KCP&L’s sale of accounts receivable is reflected in the following table. 

 
Consolidated KCP&L’s other receivables at December 31, 2004 and 2003, consist primarily of 
receivables from partners in jointly owned electric utility plants, wholesale sales receivables and 
accounts receivable held by Worry Free.  The December 31, 2003, amounts also included insurance 
recoveries.  Great Plains Energy’s other receivables at December 31, 2004 and 2003, are primarily the 
accounts receivable held by Strategic Energy including unbilled receivables of $103.0 million and 
$81.2 million, respectively. 

4. REGULATORY MATTERS 

Regulatory Assets and Liabilities 
KCP&L is subject to the provisions of SFAS No. 71.  Accordingly, KCP&L has recorded assets and 
liabilities on its balance sheet resulting from the effects of the ratemaking process, which would not be 
recorded under GAAP for non-regulated entities.  Regulatory assets represent costs incurred that have 
been deferred because future recovery in customer rates is probable.  Regulatory liabilities generally 
represent probable future reductions in revenue or refunds to customers.  KCP&L’s continued ability to 
meet the criteria for application of SFAS No. 71 may be affected in the future by competitive forces and 
restructuring in the electric industry.  In the event that SFAS No. 71 no longer applied to all, or a 
separable portion, of KCP&L’s operations, the related regulatory assets and liabilities would be written 
off unless an appropriate regulatory recovery mechanism is provided.  Additionally, these factors could 
result in an impairment of utility plant assets if the cost of the assets could not be expected to be 
recovered in customer rates.  Whether an asset has been impaired is determined pursuant to SFAS 
No. 144. 

2004 2003 2002
Gross proceeds on sale of 
     accounts receivable 929,122$   939,498$   957,222$   
Collections 927,986     949,484     974,669     
Loss on sale of accounts receivable 2,529        3,714        4,558        
Late fees 2,210        2,256        2,572        

(thousands)
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The Company adopted SFAS No. 143 on January 1, 2003, and recorded liabilities for legal obligations 
to retire assets.  In conjunction with the adoption of SFAS No. 143, non-legal costs of removal were 
reclassified for all periods presented from accumulated depreciation to a regulatory asset.  See Note 16 
for discussion of ARO.  The change in the depreciable life of Wolf Creek in 2003 was the result of the 
KCC stipulation and agreement discussed below.     

Retail Rate Matters  
At the end of January 2002, a severe ice storm occurred throughout large portions of the Midwest, 
including the greater Kansas City metropolitan area.  In 2002, the KCC approved a stipulation and 
agreement regarding the treatment of the $16.5 million Kansas jurisdictional portion of the ice storm 
costs.  Pursuant to the stipulation and agreement, KCP&L implemented a retail rate reduction 
January 1, 2003, and began calculating depreciation expense on Wolf Creek using a 60-year life 
instead of a 40-year life.  As a result of the stipulation and agreement, KCP&L’s retail revenues 
decreased approximately $12.5 million and depreciation expense decreased approximately $7.7 million 
annually beginning in 2003.  The reduction in depreciation expense has been recorded as a regulatory 
asset, as discussed above.  KCP&L also agreed to file a rate case by May 15, 2006.   

In 2002, the MPSC approved KCP&L’s application for an accounting authority order related to the 
Missouri jurisdictional portion of the storm costs.  The order allows KCP&L to defer and amortize 
$20.1 million, representing the Missouri portion of the storm costs, through January 2007.  The 
amortization, which began in September 2002, is approximately $4.6 million annually for the remainder 
of the amortization period.  The amortization totaled $1.5 million in 2002. 

5. GOODWILL AND INTANGIBLE PROPERTY 

In accordance with SFAS No. 142, goodwill is tested for impairment upon adoption and at least 
annually thereafter.  The annual test must be performed at the same time each year.   

Strategic Energy’s annual impairment tests, conducted September 1, have been completed and there 
were no impairments of the Strategic Energy goodwill in 2004, 2003 or 2002.  Goodwill reported on 
Great Plains Energy’s consolidated balance sheets associated with the Company’s ownership in 
Strategic Energy was $86.8 million and $26.1 million at December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively.  

Amortization
ending period 2004 2003

Regulatory Assets
Taxes recoverable through future rates 81.0$     89.0$     
Decommission and decontaminate federal uranium 

enrichment facilities 2007 2.0        2.6        
Loss on reacquired debt 2023 7.7        4.3        
January 2002 incremental ice storm costs (Missouri) 2007 9.5        14.1      
Change in depreciable life of Wolf Creek (Kansas) 2045 15.5      7.7        
Cost of removal 13.9      14.5      
Asset retirement obligations 11.4      12.9      
Other (a) Various 3.3        0.5        

Total Regulatory Assets 144.3$   145.6$   
Regulatory Liabilities

Emission allowances (b) (4.1)$     (3.8)$     
Total Regulatory Liabilities (4.1)$     (3.8)$     

(a) An insignificant amount at December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively, earns a return on investment 
in the rate making process.

(b) Consistent with the MPSC order establishing regulatory treatment, no amortization is being recorded.

December 31

(mil l ions)
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See Note 8 for additional information concerning the acquisition of an additional indirect interest in 
Strategic Energy in 2004. 

As a result of the transition impairment test of RSAE goodwill related to the adoption of SFAS No. 142 
in 2002, the Company recorded a $3.0 million write-down of goodwill as a cumulative effect of a change 
in accounting principle.  See Note 7 for additional information concerning the June 2003 disposition of 
RSAE. 

Other Intangible Assets and Liabilities 
KCP&L’s electric utility plant on the consolidated balance sheets included intangible computer software 
of $27.4 million, net of accumulated amortization of $61.3 million, in 2004 and $33.6 million, net of 
accumulated amortization of $52.5 million, in 2003. 

Other intangible assets on Great Plains Energy’s consolidated balance sheets include other intangible 
computer software of $2.0 million, net of accumulated amortization of $3.4 million, in 2004 and 
$2.7 million, net of accumulated amortization of $1.8 million, in 2003.  See Note 8 for information 
concerning the intangible assets and liabilities recorded as a result of the acquisition of an additional 
indirect interest in Strategic Energy.  

Assets of Discontinued Operations on Great Plains Energy’s consolidated balance sheets included no 
intangible assets at December 31, 2004, and included gross intangible drilling costs, before 
impairments, of $32.0 million at December 31, 2003.  Assets of Discontinued Operations, including 
intangible drilling costs, were significantly written down at the end of 2003 in aggregate at the property 
level.  See Note 6 for additional information. 

6. KLT GAS DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS 

In February 2004, the Board of Directors approved the sale of the KLT Gas portfolio and 
discontinuation of the gas business.  Consequently, in 2004, the KLT Gas portfolio was reported as 
discontinued operations and KLT Gas’ historical activities were reclassified in accordance with SFAS 
No. 144 for all periods presented.   

In 2004, KLT Gas completed sales of substantially all of the KLT Gas portfolio for $23.5 million cash, 
net of $1.4 million of transaction costs.  During 2003, the Company recorded a loss of $33.5 million in 
Discontinued Operations, net of income taxes, as a result of impairments recognized in accordance 
with SFAS No. 144.  The following table summarizes the discontinued operations.

2004 2003 2002

Revenues 1.6$     1.5$     1.1$     
Loss from operations, including impairments, 

before income taxes (4.5)     (59.1)    (6.6)     
Gain on sales of assets 16.8     -        -        
Discontinued operations before income taxes 12.3     (59.1)    (6.6)     
Income taxes (5.0)     23.0     3.1      

Discontinued operations, net of income taxes 7.3$     (36.1)$  (3.5)$    

(mil l ions)
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Assets and liabilities of the discontinued operations are summarized in the following table. 

 
7. DISPOSITION OF OWNERSHIP INTEREST IN R.S. ANDREWS ENTERPRISES, INC. 

On June 13, 2003, HSS’ board of directors approved a plan to dispose of its interest in residential 
services provider RSAE.  On June 30, 2003, HSS completed the disposition of its interest in RSAE.  
The financial statements reflect RSAE as discontinued operations for all periods presented as 
prescribed under SFAS No. 144.  The following table summarizes the discontinued operations. 

 
8. ACQUISITION OF ADDITIONAL INDIRECT INTEREST IN STRATEGIC ENERGY 

Effective May 6, 2004, Great Plains Energy, through IEC, completed its purchase of an additional 
11.45% indirect interest in Strategic Energy bringing Great Plains Energy’s indirect ownership interest 
in Strategic Energy to just under 100%.  The Company paid cash of $90.0 million, including $1.2 million 
of transaction costs.  In accordance with the purchase terms, the Company also recorded a $0.9 million 
liability for 2004 fractional dividends to the previous owner for its share of 2004 budgeted Strategic 
Energy dividends.  See Notes 12 and 15 for additional discussion of the acquisition. 

2003 2002

Revenues 31.8$   58.5$   

Loss from operations before income taxes (1.6)     (4.0)     
Loss on disposal before income taxes (18.9)    -        
Total loss on discontinued operations before income taxes (20.5)    (4.0)     
Income tax benefit (a) 11.8     -          
   Discontinued operations, net of income taxes (8.7)$    (4.0)$    
(a) Since RSAE was not included in Great Plains Energy's consolidated income tax returns, 

an income tax benefit was not recognized on RSAE's 2002 losses.  RSAE had continual 
losses and therefore did not recognize tax benefits.  The 2003 tax benefit reflects the tax 
effect of Great Plains Energy's disposition of its interest in RSAE.  See Note 11 on 
income taxes.

(millions)

December 31 2004 2003

Current assets 0.7$      1.0$     
Gas property and investments -         9.8      
Other nonutility property and investments -         0.3      
Accrued taxes -         6.7      
Deferred income taxes -         10.0     

Total assets of discontinued operations 0.7$      27.8$   

Current liabilities 2.1$      2.8$     
Asset retirement obligations -         1.8      

Total liabilities of discontinued operations 2.1$      4.6$     

(mill ions)
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The purchase price allocation for the net assets acquired is detailed in the following table. 

 
A third party valuation was prepared to assist in the Company’s determination of the purchase price 
allocation.  The acquired share of identifiable intangible assets and liabilities were recorded by IEC at 
fair value as part of the purchase price allocation.  The acquired share of the fair value of the 
identifiable intangibles was a net asset of $19.6 million.  The fair value of acquired supply (intangible 
asset) and retail (liability) contracts is being amortized over approximately 28 months.  Other intangible 
assets recorded that have finite lives and are subject to amortization include customer relationships and 
asset information systems, which are being amortized over 72 and 44 months, respectively.  Net 
amortization for 2004 was $2.2 million.  A $0.7 million intangible asset for the Strategic Energy trade 
name was also recorded and deemed to have an indefinite life, and as such, is not being amortized. 

9. PENSION PLANS AND OTHER EMPLOYEE BENEFITS  

Pension Plans and Other Employee Benefits 
The Company maintains defined benefit pension plans for substantially all employees, including 
officers, of KCP&L, Services and Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCNOC).  Pension 
benefits under these plans reflect the employees’ compensation, years of service and age at 
retirement.  The funding policy for the pension plans is to contribute amounts sufficient to meet the 
minimum funding requirements under the Employee Retirement Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) plus 
additional amounts as considered appropriate.   

For defined benefit pension plans sponsored by Great Plains Energy, contributions and expense are 
allocated to KCP&L and Services based on labor costs of plan participants.  Any additional minimum 
pension liability is allocated based on each companies’ funded status per plan.  The Company 
recognizes gains and losses incurred by the pension plans by amortizing over a five-year period the 
rolling five-year average of unamortized actuarial gains and losses. 

In addition to providing pension benefits, the Company provides certain postretirement health care and 
life insurance benefits for substantially all retired employees of KCP&L, Services and WCNOC.  The 
cost of postretirement benefits charged to KCP&L are accrued during an employee's years of service 
and recovered through rates.  The Company funds the portion of net periodic postretirement benefit 
costs that are tax deductible.  For post-retirement health care plans sponsored by Great Plains Energy, 
contributions and expense are allocated to KCP&L and Services based upon the number of plan 
participants. 

In December 2003, the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003 
(Medicare Act) was signed into law.  The Medicare Act, among other things, provides a federal subsidy 
to sponsors of retiree health care benefit plans.  In 2004, the Company adopted FASB Staff Position 
No. FAS 106-2, “Accounting and Disclosure Requirements Related to the Medicare Prescription Drug, 
Improvement and Modernization Act of 2003.”  The 2004 actuarial measurements include the effects of 

2004
(mil l ions)

Other non-utility property and investments 10.6$     
Goodwill 60.7       
Other deferred charges 46.1       
   Total assets 117.4     
Accounts payable 0.9         
Other deferred credits and liabilities 26.5       
   Net assets acquired 90.0$     
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the Medicare Act.  The Medicare Act did not materially impact plan obligations and it is not expected to 
materially impact future health care costs and participation rates. 

The following pension benefits tables provide information relating to the funded status of all defined 
benefit pension plans on an aggregate basis.  The plan measurement date for the majority of plans is 
September 30.  In 2004, contributions of $20.7 million were made to the pension plans after the 
measurement date and in 2003, contributions of $32.0 million and $4.8 million were made to the 
pension and postretirement benefit plans, respectively, after the measurement date.  Net periodic 
benefit costs reflect total plan benefit costs prior to the effects of capitalization and sharing with joint-
owners of power plants. 

 

2004 2003 2004 2003
Change in projected benefit obligation (PBO)

PBO at beginning of year 501,497$  450,800$  52,119$  48,936$  
Service cost 16,695      14,969      948        851        
Interest cost 30,137      29,892      3,094      3,210      
Contribution by participants -              -              1,082      858        
Amendments -              34            -             230        
Actuarial loss (gain) 25,117      42,496      (3,193)     2,176      
Benefits paid (54,702)     (36,122)     (4,331)     (3,655)     
Benefits paid by Company (348)         (572)         (585)       (487)       
Settlements (2,660)      -              -             -             
PBO at end of plan year 515,736$  501,497$  49,134$  52,119$  

Change in plan assets
Fair value of plan assets at beginning of year 340,986$  324,169$  8,353$    11,054$  
Actual return on plan assets 33,893      43,663      287        122        
Contributions by employer and participants 50,345      9,276       10,424    970        
Benefits paid (54,702)     (36,122)     (4,331)     (3,793)     
Fair value of plan assets at end of plan year 370,522$  340,986$  14,733$  8,353$    

Prepaid (accrued) benefit cost
Funded status (145,214)$ (160,511)$ (34,401)$ (43,766)$ 
Unrecognized actuarial loss 195,978    182,555    10,467    13,984    
Unrecognized prior service cost 36,271      40,556      1,045      1,282      
Unrecognized transition obligation 398          455          9,395      10,570    
Net prepaid (accrued) benefit cost 87,433$    63,055$    (13,494)$ (17,930)$ 

Amounts recognized in the consolidated balance sheets
Prepaid benefit cost 89,229$    80,881$    -$           -$           
Accrued benefit cost (1,796)      (17,826)     (13,494)   (17,930)   
Minimum pension liability adjustment (84,245)     (78,435)     -             -             
Intangible asset 15,613      17,426      -             -             
Accumulated other comprehensive income 68,632      61,009      -             -             
Net amount recognized in balance sheets 87,433      63,055      (13,494)   (17,930)   
Contributions and changes after
     measurement date 20,740      34,139      -             4,790      
Net amount recognized at December 31 108,173$  97,194$    (13,494)$ (13,140)$  

(thousands)

Pension Benefits Other Benefits
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The accumulated benefit obligation (ABO) for all defined benefit pension plans was $445.4 million and 
$429.9 million at December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively.  The projected benefit obligation, 
accumulated benefit obligation and the fair value of plan assets at plan year-end are aggregated by 
funded and underfunded plans in the following table. 

 
Pension plan assets are managed in accordance with “prudent investor” guidelines contained in the 
ERISA requirements.  The investment strategy supports the objective of the fund, which is to earn the 
highest possible return on plan assets within a reasonable and prudent level of risk.  Investments are 
diversified across classes and within each class to minimize risks.  At December 31, 2004 and 2003, 
the fair value of plan assets was $370.5 million, not including a $20.7 million contribution made after the 
plan year-end, and $341.0 million, not including a $32.0 million subsequent contribution, respectively.  
The asset allocation for the Company’s pension plans at the end of 2004 and 2003, and the target 
allocation for 2005 are reported in the following table.  The portfolio is rebalanced when the targets are 
exceeded. 

 
The expected long-term rate of return on plan assets is based on historical and projected rates of return 
for current and planned asset classes in the plan’s investment portfolio.  Assumed projected rates of 
return for each asset class were selected after analyzing historical experience and future expectations 
of the returns of various asset classes.  Based on the target asset allocation for each asset class, the 

2004 2003 2002 2004 2003 2002
Components of net periodic benefit cost (thousands)
Service cost 16,695$ 14,969$ 13,360$  948$    851$    757$    
Interest cost 30,137   29,892   30,272    3,094   3,210   2,951   
Expected return on plan assets (31,701)  (27,702)  (34,144)   (669)     (572)     (503)     
Amortization of prior service cost 4,285     4,286     4,313      237      216      194      
Recognized net actuarial loss (gain) 7,746     1,377     (7,237)     737      574      100      
Transition obligation 57         57         (742)       1,175   1,175   1,174   
Amendment -            -            -             -          110      -          
Net settlements 1,798     -            284        -          -          -          
Net periodic benefit cost 29,017$ 22,879$ 6,106$    5,522$ 5,564$ 4,673$ 

Pension Benefits Other Benefits

2004 2003
Pension plans with the ABO in excess of plan assets (thousands)
Projected benefit obligation 309,799$   297,392$   
Accumulated benefit obligation 266,081     252,209     
Fair value of plan assets 179,980     156,389     
Pension plans with plan assets in excess of the ABO 
Projected benefit obligation 205,937$   204,105$   
Accumulated benefit obligation 179,327     177,725     
Fair value of plan assets 190,542     184,597     

Plan Assets at
Target December 31

Asset Category Allocation 2004 2003
Equity securities 59% 59% 62%
Debt securities 30% 31% 34%
Real estate 6% 8% 4%
Other 5% 2% 0%
Total 100% 100% 100%
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overall expected rate of return for the portfolio was developed and adjusted for the effect of projected 
benefits paid from plan assets and future plan contributions.  

The following tables provide the weighted-average assumptions used to determine benefit obligations 
and net costs. 

 
Primarily as a result of lower discount rates and historical losses in the market value of plan assets, the 
Company recorded a minimum pension liability offset by an intangible asset and OCI.  The amounts 
recognized in Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s balance sheets related to the minimum 
pension liability are detailed in the following table. 

 
Assumed health care cost trend rates have a significant effect on the amounts reported for the health 
care plans.  The health care plan requires retirees to share in the cost when premiums exceed a certain 
amount.  The following table provides information on the assumed health care rate trends. 

 

Assumed Health Care Cost Trends at December 31 2004 2003
Health care cost trend rate assumed for next year 10% 9%
Rate to which the cost trend rate is assumed to
   decline (the ultimate trend rate) 5% 5%
Year that the rate reaches the ultimate trend rate 2010 2008   

Weighted average assumptions used to determine Pension Benefits Other Benefits
  the benefit obligation at plan year-end 2004 2003 2004 2003
Discount rate 5.82% 6.00% 5.82% 6.00%
Rate of compensation increase 3.06% 3.30% 3.05% 3.25%

Weighted average assumptions used to determine Pension Benefits Other Benefits
  net costs for years ended at December 31 2004 2003 2004 2003
Discount rate 6.00% 6.75% 6.00% 6.75%
Expected long-term return on plan assets 9.00% 9.00% 9.00% 9.00%
Rate of compensation increase 3.30% 4.10% 3.25% 4.00%     

Great Plains Energy Consolidated KCP&L

2004 2003 2004 2003

Additional minimum pension liability 84.2$   78.4$   79.8$   74.4$   
Intangible asset 15.6     17.4     14.6     16.5     
Deferred taxes 26.3     23.8     25.0     22.6     
OCI, net of tax 42.3     37.2     40.2     35.3     

December 31 December 31

(millions)
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The effects of a one-percentage point change in the medical cost trend rates, holding all other 
assumptions constant, as of December 31, 2004, are detailed in the following table. 

 
The Company expects to contribute $4.7 million to its pension plans and $4.3 million to its other 
postretirement benefit plans in 2005.  The Company’s funding policy is to contribute amounts sufficient 
to meet the minimum funding requirements of employee benefit and tax regulations plus additional 
amounts as deemed fiscally appropriate, therefore actual contributions may differ from expected 
contributions. 

The following benefit payments, which reflect expected future service, as appropriate, are expected to 
be paid through fiscal 2014. 

 
Employee Savings Plans 
Great Plains Energy has defined contribution savings plans that cover substantially all employees.  The 
Company matches employee contributions, subject to limits.  The annual cost of the plans was 
$4.3 million in 2004 and $4.1 million in 2003 and 2002. 

Strategic Energy Phantom Stock Plan 
Strategic Energy had a phantom stock plan that provided incentive in the form of deferred 
compensation based upon the award of performance units, the value of which was related to the 
increase in profitability of Strategic Energy.  The plan was terminated and an insignificant amount of 
costs were recorded in 2004.  Strategic Energy’s annual cost for the plan was $4.6 million and 
$5.9 million in 2003 and 2002, respectively. 

10. EQUITY COMPENSATION  

The Company’s Long-Term Incentive Plan is an equity compensation plan approved by its 
shareholders.  The Long-Term Incentive Plan permits the grant of restricted stock, stock options, limited 
stock appreciation rights and performance shares to officers and other employees of the Company and 
its subsidiaries.  The maximum number of shares of Great Plains Energy common stock that can be 
issued under the plan is 3.0 million.  At December 31, 2004, 2.2 million shares remained available for 
future issuance. 

Stock Options Granted 1995 
The exercise price of stock options granted equaled the market price of the Company’s common stock 
on the grant date.  An amount equal to the quarterly dividends paid on Great Plains Energy common 

Pension Other 
Benefits Benefits

2005 32,934$  5,479$    
2006 35,827    5,984      
2007 36,532    6,739      
2008 37,262    7,497      
2009 39,358    8,205      

2010-2014 238,915  51,370    

(thousands)

Increase Decrease

Effect on total service and interest component 73$        (62)$       
Effect on postretirement benefit obligation 732$      (647)$     

(thousands)
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stock shares (dividend equivalents) accrues on the options for the benefit of option holders.  The option 
holders are entitled to stock for their accumulated dividend equivalents only if the options are exercised 
when the market price is above the exercise price.  At December 31, 2004, the market price of Great 
Plains Energy common stock was $30.28, which exceeded the grant price for all such options still 
outstanding.  Unexercised options expire ten years after the grant date.  For options outstanding at 
December 31, 2004, the grant price was $23.0625 and the remaining contractual life was 0.4 years. 

Prior to the adoption of SFAS No. 123 on January 1, 2003, Great Plains Energy followed Accounting 
Principles Board (APB) Opinion 25, "Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees" and related 
interpretations in accounting for these options.  Great Plains Energy recognized annual compensation 
expense equal to accumulated and reinvested dividends plus the impact of the change in stock price 
since the grant date.  Great Plains Energy recognized compensation expense of $0.1 million in 2002.  
These options were fully vested prior to the adoption of SFAS No. 123; therefore, no compensation 
expense was recognized in 2003 or 2004. 

Stock Options Granted 2001 – 2003 
Stock options were granted under the plan at the fair market value of the shares on the grant date.  The 
options vest three years after the grant date and expire in ten years if not exercised.  Exercise prices 
range from $24.90 to $27.73 and the weighted-average remaining contractual life at December 31, 
2004 was 6.9 years.  

In accordance with the provisions of SFAS No. 123, the Company recognized an insignificant amount 
of compensation expense in 2004 and 2003.  Under the provisions of APB Opinion 25, no 
compensation expense was recognized in 2002 because the option exercise price was equal to the 
market price of the underlying stock on the date of grant.   

The fair value for the stock options granted in 2001 – 2003 was estimated at the date of grant using the 
Black-Scholes option-pricing model.  The option valuation model requires the input of highly subjective 
assumptions, primarily stock price volatility, changes in which can materially affect the fair value 
estimate.  The weighted-average assumptions used are detailed in the following table. 

 
All stock option activity for the last three years is summarized in the following table. 

 

Shares Price* Shares Price* Shares Price*
Outstanding at January 1 241,898  25.41$    397,000  25.21$    250,375  25.14$    

Granted -             -         27,898    27.73      181,000  24.90      
Exercised (26,000)   24.79      (16,000)   26.19      (34,375)   23.00      
Forfeited (19,925)   25.50      (167,000) 25.26      -             -         

Outstanding at December 31 195,973  25.48$    241,898  25.41$    397,000  25.21$    
Exercisable as of December 31 75,000    25.43$    7,000      21.67$    23,000    24.81$    
* weighted-average price

2004 2003 2002

Risk-free interest rate 4.77 % 4.57   % 5.53   %
Dividend yield 6.88 % 7.68   % 6.37   %
Stock volatility 22.650 % 27.503 % 25.879 %
Expected option life (in years) 10 10      10      

2003 2002 2001
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Performance Shares 
The number of performance shares granted may increase or decrease depending on company 
performance goals as compared to a peer group of utilities, over a three-year vesting period.  The 
issuance of performance shares is contingent upon achievement of these goals.  Performance shares 
have a value equal to the fair market value of the shares on the grant date with accruing dividends.  
During 2004, 1,431 of the 20,744 performance shares granted in 2003 were forfeited, and at 
December 31, 2004, 19,313 shares were outstanding.  No additional shares were granted in 2004.  In 
accordance with the provisions of SFAS No. 123, compensation expense and accrued dividends are 
recognized over the vesting period based on the Company’s estimate of the number of shares to be 
issued.  The Company recognized an insignificant amount of compensation expense in 2004 and $0.4 
million in 2003. 

During 2003, all 144,500 performance shares granted in 2001 were canceled.  No compensation 
expense had been recorded related to these performance shares.   

Restricted Stock 
Restricted stock cannot be sold or otherwise transferred by the recipient prior to vesting and has a 
value equal to the fair market value of the shares on the grant date.  Restricted stock granted in 2004 
and 2003 totaled 13,333 and 120,196, respectively.  Restricted stock shares issued in 2003 totaling 
57,315 vested in 2003 and were issued out of treasury stock; however, 54,436 of these shares were 
restricted as to transfer until December 31, 2004, but were considered vested under SFAS No. 123 
because the employee’s right to retain the shares of stock was not contingent upon remaining in the 
service of the Company and was not contingent upon achievement of performance conditions.  The 
remaining restricted stock shares issued in 2004 and 2003, totaling 76,214, vest on a graded schedule 
over a three-year period with accruing reinvested dividends.  The Company recognized compensation 
expense of $0.6 million and $1.8 million in 2004 and 2003, respectively. 

11. INCOME TAXES 

Components of income tax expense (benefit) are detailed in the following tables. 

 

Great Plains Energy 2004 2003 2002
Current income taxes

Federal 19,898$  12,024$  27,505$  
State 13,255    8,896     9,369     

Total 33,153    20,920    36,874    
Deferred income taxes

Federal 45,811    23,299    13,915    
State (15,492)   3,497     1,679     

Total 30,319    26,796    15,594    
Investment tax credit amortization (3,984)    (3,994)    (4,183)    

Total income tax expense 59,488    43,722    48,285    
Less: taxes on discontinued 

      operations (Notes 6 and 7)
      Current tax benefit (4,996)    (31,167)   (6,648)    
      Deferred tax (benefit) expense 10,033    (3,676)    3,585     

Income taxes on continuing operations 54,451$  78,565$  51,348$  

(thousands)
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Effective Income Tax Rates 
The effective income tax rates reflected in the financial statements and the reasons for their differences 
from the statutory federal rates are in the following tables. 

 

 
Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L’s income tax expense decreased by $10.8 million and 
$10.1 million, respectively, due to the favorable impact of state tax planning on the companies’ 
composite tax rates.  SFAS No. 109, “Accounting for Income Taxes” requires the companies to adjust 

Consolidated KCP&L 2004 2003 2002
Current income taxes

Federal 39,232$  26,063$  47,027$  
State 6,654     5,688     8,668     

Total 45,886    31,751    55,695    
Deferred income taxes

Federal 22,226    37,140    9,391     
State (11,365)   6,883     1,964     

Total 10,861    44,023    11,355    
Investment tax credit amortization (3,984)    (3,994)    (4,183)    

Total income tax expense 52,763    71,780    62,867    
Less: taxes on discontinued 

      operations (Notes 6 and 7)
      Current tax (benefit) expense -            (21,530)   10          
      Deferred tax expense -            9,738     -            

Income taxes on continuing operations 52,763$  83,572$  62,857$  

(thousands)

Great Plains Energy
Federal statutory income tax rate 35.0   % 35.0   % 35.0   %
Differences between book and tax

depreciation not normalized 0.6     2.1     1.9     
Amortization of investment tax credits (1.7)    (2.1)    (2.4)    
Federal income tax credits (5.3)    (7.7)    (11.3)  
State income taxes 3.3     4.8     4.1     
State effective rate change on deferred taxes (3.6)    -        -        
Valuation allowance 0.2     (8.4)    -        
RSAE (a) -        (1.9)    1.4     
Other (3.5)    1.5     (1.0)    

Effective income tax rate 25.0   % 23.3   % 27.7   %

2004 2003 2002

Consolidated KCP&L
Federal statutory income tax rate 35.0   % 35.0   % 35.0   %
Differences between book and tax

depreciation not normalized 0.7     2.1     2.1     
Amortization of investment tax credits (2.0)    (2.1)    (2.6)    
State income taxes 3.4     4.3     4.4     
State effective rate change on deferred taxes (4.4)    -        -        
Allocation of parent company tax benefits (3.0)    -        -        
RSAE (a) -        (1.9)    1.5     
Other (2.7)    0.6     (0.8)    

Effective income tax rate 27.0   % 38.0   % 39.6   %
(a) Amounts reflect the tax effect of operations in 2002 and the effect of the  disposition in 2003.

2004 2003 2002
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deferred tax balances to reflect tax rates that are anticipated to be in effect when the differences 
reverse.  The largest component of the companies’ decreases in income taxes was the result of 
adjusting KCP&L’s deferred tax balance to its lower composite tax rate.  The impact of the composite 
tax rate reductions on KCP&L’s deferred tax balances resulted in an $8.6 million tax benefit for both the 
Company and consolidated KCP&L.  The change in the deferred tax balances reduced the Company’s 
and consolidated KCP&L’s 2004 effective tax rates by 3.6% and 4.4%, respectively. 

Deferred Income Taxes 
The tax effects of major temporary differences resulting in deferred tax assets and liabilities in the 
balance sheets are in the following table. 

 
The net deferred income tax liability is detailed in the following table. 

 
Tax Credit Carryforwards 
At December 31, 2004, the Company had $7.3 million and $16.4 million of federal and Missouri state 
income tax credit carryforwards, respectively.  These credits relate primarily to the Company’s low-
income housing investment portfolio, and the carryforwards expire in years 2006 to 2024.  Management 
believes the credits will be fully utilized within the carryforward period.   

Net Operating Loss Carryforwards 
At December 31, 2004, KLT Inc. and subsidiaries had Kansas state net operating loss carryforwards of 
$10.0 million primarily resulting from losses associated with DTI.  KLT Inc. and subsidiaries moved its 
corporate headquarters to Missouri in 2003, and as a result, will not have sufficient presence in Kansas 
to utilize the losses.  The Kansas state net operating loss carryforwards expire in years 2011 to 2012.  

December 31 2004 2003 2004 2003

Plant related 556,543$   543,840$   556,543$   543,840$   
Future income taxes 81,000      89,000      81,000      89,000      
Pension and postretirement benefits 9,047        6,838        9,239        7,768        
Tax credit carryforwards (23,661)     (22,393)     -               -               
Gas properties related 3,356        (6,640)       -               -               
Nuclear fuel outage (5,061)       (686)          (5,061)       (686)          
Alternative minimum tax credit carryforward (4,093)       (4,093)       -               -               
State net operating loss carryforward (476)          -               -               -               
Other 1,964        (7,252)       (484)          1,065        
Net deferred tax liability before

valuation allowance 618,619     598,614     641,237     640,987     
Valuation allowance 476           -               -               -               
Less deferred taxes in discontinued

operations (Notes 6 and 7) -               10,033      -               -               
Net deferred tax liability 619,095$   608,647$   641,237$   640,987$   

Great Plains Energy Consolidated KCP&L

(thousands)

December 31 2004 2003 2004 2003

Gross deferred income tax assets (144,324)$  (131,968)$  (120,739)$  (99,936)$    
Gross deferred income tax liabilities 763,419     740,615     761,976     740,923     

Net deferred income tax liability 619,095$   608,647$   641,237$   640,987$   

(thousands)

Great Plains Energy Consolidated KCP&L
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In 2004, management determined that the loss carryforwards will more likely than not expire unutilized 
and has provided a valuation allowance against the entire deferred tax benefit.   

Reserve for Contingent Tax Liabilities 
Management evaluates and records contingent tax liabilities based on the probability of ultimately 
sustaining the tax deductions or income positions.  Management assesses the probabilities of 
successfully defending the tax deductions or income positions based upon statutory, judicial or 
administrative authority.   

At December 31, 2004 and 2003, the Company had $13.4 million and $16.8 million, respectively, of 
liabilities for contingencies related to tax deductions or income positions taken on the Company’s tax 
returns.  Consolidated KCP&L had liabilities of $3.7 million and $6.4 million at December 31, 2004 and 
2003, respectively.  Management believes the tax deductions or income positions are properly treated 
on such tax returns, but has recorded reserves based upon its assessment of the probabilities that 
certain deductions or income positions may not be sustained when the returns are audited.  The tax 
returns containing these tax deductions or income positions are currently under audit or will likely be 
audited.  The timing of the resolution of these audits is uncertain.  If the positions are ultimately 
sustained, the Company will reverse these tax provisions to income.  If the positions are not ultimately 
sustained, the Company may be required to make cash payments plus interest and/or utilize the 
Company’s federal and state credit carryforwards. 

Internal Revenue Service Settlement  
In November 2002, KCP&L accepted a settlement offer related to the proposed disallowance of interest 
deductions on corporate-owned life insurance (COLI) loans.  The offer allowed 20% of the interest 
originally deducted and taxed only 20% of the gain on surrender of the COLI policies.  KCP&L 
surrendered the policies in February 2003.  KCP&L paid $1.3 million to the IRS in 2003 to satisfy the 
liability associated with the surrender.  In December 2004, KCP&L settled the 1995-1999 IRS audit and 
paid tax of $7.3 million and interest of $4.2 million related to the disallowed COLI interest deduction.  
KCP&L accrued for these payments in 2000.   

In addition to COLI, as part of the settlement of the 1995-1999 IRS audit, consolidated KCP&L agreed 
to additional tax of $6.9 million and interest of $5.9 million related primarily to timing differences.  This 
settlement did not have a significant impact on consolidated KCP&L’s net income because the liability 
had been previously recorded in the liabilities for tax contingencies or had offsetting impacts on 
deferred taxes. 

12. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS AND RELATIONSHIPS 

In May 2004, Great Plains Energy, through IEC, completed its purchase from SE Holdings, L.L.C. (SE 
Holdings) of an additional 11.45% indirect interest in Strategic Energy.  The purchase increased Great 
Plains Energy’s indirect ownership of Strategic Energy to just under 100%.  See Note 8 for additional 
information regarding the purchase transaction.  Richard Zomnir, who resigned as Chief Executive 
Officer of Strategic Energy in November 2004, and certain other current and former employees of 
Strategic Energy held direct or indirect interests in SE Holdings.  Mr. Zomnir has disclosed that he held 
an approximate 25% interest in SE Holdings.  In connection with the transaction, Mr. Zomnir and other 
direct and indirect owners of SE Holdings entered into an agreement with IEC and Strategic Energy, 
providing for certain indemnification rights related to the litigation described in Note 15. 

SE Holdings remains a member of Custom Energy Holdings, L.L.C. (Custom Energy Holdings) and is 
represented on the Management Committees of Custom Energy Holdings and Strategic Energy.  
Custom Energy Holdings' business and affairs are controlled and managed by a three member 
Management Committee composed of one representative designated by KLT Energy Services Inc. 
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(KLT Energy Services), one representative designated by IEC, and one representative designated by 
SE Holdings.  Certain actions (including amendment of Custom Energy Holdings’ operating agreement, 
approval of actions in contravention of the operating agreement, approval of a dissolution of Custom 
Energy Holdings, additional capital contributions and assumption of recourse indebtedness) require the 
unanimous consent of all the members of Custom Energy Holdings. 

Strategic Energy's business and affairs are controlled and managed by a four member Management 
Committee composed of two representatives designated by KLT Energy Services, one representative 
designated by IEC and one representative designated by SE Holdings.  Certain actions (including 
amendment of Strategic Energy's operating agreement, approval of actions in contravention of the 
operating agreement, approval of transactions between Strategic Energy and affiliates of its members, 
approval of a dissolution of Strategic Energy, and assumption of recourse indebtedness) require the 
unanimous consent of all the Management Committee members. 

Pursuant to a service agreement approved by the SEC under the 35 Act, consolidated KCP&L began 
receiving various support and administrative services from Services.  These services are billed to 
consolidated KCP&L at cost based on payroll and other expenses incurred by Services for the benefit 
of consolidated KCP&L.  These costs totaled $62.7 million and $45.2 million for 2004 and 2003, 
respectively, and consisted primarily of employee compensation, benefits and fees associated with 
various professional services.  At December 31, 2004 and 2003, consolidated KCP&L had a net 
intercompany payable to Services of $9.2 million and $10.9 million, respectively. 

13. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES  

Nuclear Liability and Insurance  
The owners of Wolf Creek, a nuclear generating station, (Owners) maintain nuclear insurance for Wolf 
Creek in four areas: liability, worker radiation, property and accidental outage.  These policies contain 
certain industry standard exclusions, including, but not limited to, ordinary wear and tear, and war.  
Both the nuclear liability and property insurance programs subscribed to by members of the nuclear 
power generating industry include industry aggregate limits for non-certified acts of, as defined by the 
Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, of terrorism-related losses, including replacement power costs.  An 
industry aggregate limit of $0.3 billion exists for liability claims, regardless of the number of non-certified 
acts affecting Wolf Creek or any other nuclear energy liability policy or the number of policies in place.  
An industry aggregate limit of $3.2 billion plus any reinsurance recoverable by Nuclear Electric 
Insurance Limited (NEIL), the Owners insurance provider, exists for property claims, including 
accidental outage power costs for acts of terrorism affecting Wolf Creek or any other nuclear energy 
facility property policy within twelve months from the date of the first act.  These limits are the maximum 
amount to be paid to members who sustain losses or damages from these types of terrorist acts.  For 
certified acts of terrorism, the individual policy limits apply.  In addition, industry-wide retrospective 
assessment programs (discussed below) can apply once these insurance programs have been 
exhausted. 

Liability Insurance  
Pursuant to the Price-Anderson Act, the Owners are required to insure against public liability claims 
resulting from nuclear incidents to the full limit of public liability, which is currently $10.8 billion.  This 
limit of liability consists of the maximum available commercial insurance of $0.3 billion, and the 
remaining $10.5 billion is provided through an industry-wide retrospective assessment program 
mandated by the NRC.  Under this retrospective assessment program, the Owners can be assessed up 
to $100.6 million ($47.3 million, KCP&L’s 47% share) per incident at any commercial reactor in the 
country, payable at no more than $10 million ($4.7 million, KCP&L’s 47% share) per incident per year.  
This assessment is subject to an inflation adjustment based on the Consumer Price Index and 
applicable premium taxes.  This assessment also applies in excess of our worker radiation claims 
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insurance.  In addition, the U.S. Congress could impose additional revenue-raising measures to pay 
claims.  If the $10.8 billion liability limitation is insufficient, management believes the U.S. Congress will 
consider taking whatever action is necessary to compensate the public for valid claims.  

The Price-Anderson Act expired in August 2002 and was extended until December 31, 2003 for 
Licensees.  Licensees such as Wolf Creek continue to be grandfathered under the Act.  A current 
version of a comprehensive energy bill pending before Congress contains provisions that would amend 
the Price-Anderson Act addressing public liability from nuclear energy hazards in ways that would 
increase the annual limit on retrospective assessments from $10 million to $15 million per reactor per 
incident. 

Property, Decontamination, Premature Decommissioning and Extra Expense Insurance  
The Owners carry decontamination liability, premature decommissioning liability and property damage 
insurance for Wolf Creek totaling approximately $2.8 billion ($1.3 billion, KCP&L's 47% share).  NEIL 
provides this insurance.   

In the event of an accident, insurance proceeds must first be used for reactor stabilization and site 
decontamination in accordance with a plan mandated by the NRC.  KCP&L’s share of any remaining 
proceeds can be used for further decontamination, property damage restoration and premature 
decommissioning costs.  Premature decommissioning coverage applies only if an accident at Wolf 
Creek exceeds $500 million in property damage and decontamination expenses, and only after trust 
funds have been exhausted. 

Accidental Nuclear Outage Insurance  
The Owners also carry additional insurance from NEIL to cover costs of replacement power and other 
extra expenses incurred in the event of a prolonged outage resulting from accidental property damage 
at Wolf Creek.   

Under all NEIL policies, the Owners are subject to retrospective assessments if NEIL losses, for each 
policy year, exceed the accumulated funds available to the insurer under that policy.  The estimated 
maximum amount of retrospective assessments under the current policies could total about 
$26.0 million ($12.2 million, KCP&L’s 47% share) per policy year. 

In the event of a catastrophic loss at Wolf Creek, the insurance coverage may not be adequate to cover 
property damage and extra expenses incurred.  Uninsured losses, to the extent not recovered through 
rates, would be assumed by KCP&L and could have a material, adverse effect on its financial condition, 
results of operations and cash flows. 

Low-Level Waste 
The Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 mandated that the various states, 
individually or through interstate compacts, develop alternative low-level radioactive waste disposal 
facilities.  The states of Kansas, Nebraska, Arkansas, Louisiana and Oklahoma formed the Central 
Interstate Low-Level Radioactive Waste Compact (Compact) and selected a site in northern Nebraska 
to locate a disposal facility.  WCNOC and the owners of the other five nuclear units in the Compact 
provided most of the pre-construction financing for this project.  KCP&L's net investment in the 
Compact was $7.4 million at December 31, 2004, and December 31, 2003. 

On December 18, 1998, the application for a license to construct this project was denied.  After the 
license denial, WCNOC, the Compact Commission (Commission) and others filed a lawsuit in federal 
court contending Nebraska officials acted in bad faith while handling the license application.  In 
September 2002, the U.S. District Court Judge presiding over the lawsuit issued his decision in the 
case finding that the State of Nebraska acted in bad faith in processing the license application for a low-
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level radioactive waste disposal site in Nebraska and rendered a judgment on behalf of the 
Commission in the amount of $151.4 million against the state.  After the U.S. Court of Appeals affirmed 
the decision, Nebraska and the Commission settled the case by Nebraska agreeing to pay the 
Commission either a one-time amount of $140.5 million or four annual installments of $38.5 million 
each beginning on August 1, 2005.  All related litigation and appeals have been dismissed.  Upon final 
payment, Nebraska will be relieved of its responsibility to host a disposal facility.  The Commission has 
begun seeking alternative long-term waste disposal capability elsewhere.  WCNOC intends to pursue 
with the Commission the possibility of recovering from the settlement proceeds some of WCNOC's 
contributions to the Nebraska facility's pre-licensing effort.  Based on the contribution of the respective 
utilities in relation to the total settlement amount, management believes the settlement proceeds would 
be sufficient to recover KCP&L’s $7.4 million net investment in the Compact. 

Wolf Creek continues to dispose of its low-level radioactive waste at the reopened disposal facility at 
Barnwell, South Carolina.  South Carolina intends to gradually decrease the amount of waste it allows 
from outside its compact until around 2008 when it intends to no longer accept waste from generators 
outside its compact.  Wolf Creek remains able to dispose of some of its radioactive waste at a facility in 
Utah.  Although management is unable to predict when a permanent disposal facility for Wolf Creek 
low-level radioactive waste might become available, this issue is not expected to affect continued 
operation of Wolf Creek. 

Environmental Matters   
The Company is subject to regulation by federal, state and local authorities with regard to air and other 
environmental matters primarily through KCP&L’s operations.  The generation, transmission and 
distribution of electricity produces and requires disposal of certain hazardous products that are subject 
to these laws and regulations.  In addition to imposing continuing compliance obligations, these laws 
and regulations authorize the imposition of substantial penalties for noncompliance, including fines, 
injunctive relief and other sanctions.  Failure to comply with these laws and regulations could have a 
material adverse effect on consolidated KCP&L and Great Plains Energy. 

KCP&L operates in an environmentally responsible manner and seeks to use current technology to 
avoid and treat contamination.  KCP&L regularly conducts environmental audits designed to ensure 
compliance with governmental regulations and to detect contamination.  Governmental bodies, 
however, may impose additional or more restrictive environmental regulations that could require 
substantial changes to operations or facilities at a significant cost.  At December 31, 2004 and 2003, 
KCP&L had $0.3 million and $1.8 million, respectively, accrued for environmental remediation 
expenses.  The remaining accrual covers water monitoring at one site.  The amounts accrued were 
established on an undiscounted basis and KCP&L does not currently have an estimated time frame 
over which the accrued amounts may be paid out.   

On April 15, 2004, the EPA issued to KCP&L a notice of violation of Hawthorn No. 5 permit limits on 
sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions.  SO2 emissions from Hawthorn No. 5 exceeded the applicable thirty-day 
rolling average emission limit on certain days in the third and fourth quarters of 2003 and also 
exceeded the applicable 24-hour emission limit on one day in the fourth quarter of 2003.  These 
exceedances occurred while the unit was operating in compliance with an exception protocol that had 
been accepted by the issuer of the air permit.  The equipment issues that caused these violations have 
been addressed by KCP&L.  In September 2004, KCP&L finalized a consent order with the EPA, 
agreeing to pay a civil penalty and fund certain Kansas City metro environmental projects at an 
aggregate cost of $0.4 million.   

Discussed below are issues that may require material expenditures to comply with environmental laws 
and regulations.  KCP&L’s expectation is that any such expenditures will be recovered through rates. 
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Clean Air Legislation 
Congress is currently debating numerous bills that could make significant changes to the Clean Air Act 
Amendments of 1990 (Clean Air Act) including potential establishment of nationwide limits on power 
plant emissions for several specific pollutants.  Some of these bills address oxides of sulfur and 
nitrogen (SOx and NOx), mercury and carbon dioxide (CO2), while other bills address SOx, NOx and 
mercury, and some legislative bills address CO2 by itself.  There are various compliance dates and 
compliance limits stipulated in the numerous legislative bills being debated.  These bills have the 
potential for a significant financial impact on KCP&L through the installation of new pollution control 
equipment to achieve compliance if new nationwide limits are enacted.  The financial consequences to 
KCP&L cannot be accurately determined until the final legislation is passed.  However, KCP&L would 
seek recovery of capital costs and expenses for such compliance through rates.  KCP&L will continue 
to monitor the progress of these bills. 

EPA Phase II NOx SIP Call 
On April 1, 2004, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) issued final Phase II NOx State 
Implementation Plan (SIP) Call regulation, which specifically excludes coal-fired power plants in the 
western part of Missouri, including all of KCP&L’s Missouri coal-fired plants, from the NOx SIP Call.  
The final Phase II NOx SIP Call was contained in the April 21, 2004, Federal Register with an effective 
date of June 7, 2004.  This action completes the EPA’s response to several decisions from the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. 

NOx and SO2 Regulations-Proposed Clean Air Interstate Rule 
The EPA published a proposed regulation in the January 30, 2004, Federal Register titled the Interstate 
Air Quality Rule, which addresses SO2 and NOx emissions.  This title was subsequently changed to the 
Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR).  A supplemental proposal for the CAIR was published in the June 10, 
2004, Federal Register.  The proposed CAIR is designed to reduce NOx and SO2 emissions 65% and 
70%, respectively, below current levels in a two-phased program between 2010 and 2015.  

If coal-fired plants in Missouri and Kansas are required to implement reductions under the proposed 
CAIR, KCP&L would need to incur significant capital costs, purchase power or purchase emission 
allowances.  Preliminary analysis of the proposed regulation indicates that selective catalytic reduction 
technology for NOx control and scrubbers for SO2 control may be required for some of the KCP&L units.  
Currently, KCP&L estimates that additional capital expenditures could range from $385 million to 
$555 million.  The timing of the installation of such control equipment is uncertain pending the final 
regulation being issued.  The final regulation is expected to contain specific compliance dates and 
compliance levels, final determination of whether Kansas and/or Missouri are included (as they are in 
the proposed rules), as well as the applicability of accumulated SO2 allowances for future compliance.  
KCP&L is currently allocated approximately 50,000 tons of SO2 allowances per year to support its 
emissions of approximately 50,000 tons per year.  KCP&L has accumulated over 190,000 tons of 
allocated SO2 allowances; however, the disposition of such credits is subject to regulatory approvals 
from both Kansas and Missouri.  KCP&L continues to refine these preliminary estimates and explore 
alternatives.  The ultimate cost of these regulations, if any, could be significantly different from the 
amounts estimated above.  The CAIR is scheduled to be finalized in March 2005.  As discussed below, 
certain of the control technology for SO2 and NOx will also aid in the control of mercury.  If mercury 
controls, as discussed below, are required to be implemented prior to the CAIR, the above estimates 
could be reduced by $100 million to $144 million. 

In the May 5, 2004, Federal Register, the EPA published proposed regulations on best available retrofit 
technology (BART) that would amend its July 1999 regional haze regulations regarding emission 
controls for industrial facilities emitting air pollutants that reduce visibility.  The BART requirement would 
direct state air quality agencies to identify whether emissions from sources subject to BART are below 
limits set by the state, or whether retrofit measures are needed to reduce the emissions below those 
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limits.  If the proposed BART regulations are adopted, they will apply to KCP&L units Montrose No. 3, 
LaCygne No. 1, LaCygne No. 2 and Iatan.  Based on the results of the state air quality studies, KCP&L 
could be required to achieve compliance by making capital expenditures that would be similar to those 
required for the proposed CAIR.  The EPA is scheduled to adopt final regulations by April 15, 2005; 
however, if the proposed CAIR is adopted, management believes the EPA will reevaluate the need for 
the proposed BART regulation.    

Mercury Emissions 
In July 2000, the National Research Council published its findings of a study under the Clean Air Act, 
which stated that power plants that burn fossil fuels, particularly coal, generate the greatest amount of 
mercury emissions from man-made sources.  As a result, in the January 30, 2004, and March 16, 2004, 
Federal Registers, the EPA published proposed regulations for controlling mercury emissions from 
coal-fired power plants that contained three options.  Two of the options, the EPA’s preferred 
approaches, call for regulating mercury via emission trading regimes under section 111 or section 112 
of the Clean Air Act (cap and trade options), and the third option would require utilities to install controls 
known as maximum achievable control technology (MACT).  The EPA is scheduled to issue final rules 
by March 2005.   

Under either of the cap and trade options, both of which would become applicable in 2010, the EPA 
would establish a mechanism by which mercury emissions from new and existing coal-fired plants 
would be capped at specified, nationwide levels.  A first phase cap of 34 tons would become effective 
on January 1, 2010, and a second phase cap of 15 tons would become effective on January 1, 2018.  
Facilities would demonstrate compliance with the standard by holding one allowance for each ounce of 
mercury emitted in any given year and allowances would be readily transferable among all regulated 
facilities nationwide.  Under the cap and trade options, KCP&L would be able to purchase mercury 
allowances that would be available nationwide or elect to install pollution control equipment to achieve 
compliance.  While it is expected that mercury allowances would be available in sufficient quantities for 
purchase in the 2010-2018 timeframe, the significant reduction in the nationwide cap in 2018 may 
hamper KCP&L’s ability to obtain reasonably priced allowances beyond 2018.  Therefore, capital 
expenditures may be required in the 2016-2018 timeframe to install mercury pollution control 
equipment. 

Under the MACT option, KCP&L could incur capital expenses prior to the 2007-2008 timeframe when 
the regulation would be applicable.  This option would require compliance on a facility basis and 
therefore the option of trading nationwide mercury allowances would not be available.  The EPA stated 
in the preamble that there are no adequately demonstrated control technologies specifically designed to 
reduce mercury emissions from coal-fired plants.  However, the EPA also stated it is confident such 
technologies will be commercially available by 2007.  There is currently considerable debate at the EPA 
and within the utility industry whether the installation of pollution control equipment for the control of 
NOx and SO2 under the CAIR might simultaneously remove mercury to the specified MACT regulatory 
levels, which is referred to as the co-benefit approach.  If this approach is correct, and if the CAIR 
became final and all of KCP&L’s units were subject to the final regulation, KCP&L would not be 
required to install additional mercury control equipment to achieve compliance with this regulation.  
However, if the co-benefit approach is not correct, or if KCP&L units located in Missouri and/or Kansas 
were not included in the final CAIR regulation, KCP&L would be required to install mercury control 
equipment prior to 2007.  If KCP&L were required to install mercury control equipment on all of its coal-
fired plants, it is anticipated that activated carbon injection or comparable technology in conjunction with 
a baghouse would need to be installed at a projected cost to KCP&L ranging from $170 million to $245 
million. 

KCP&L is a participant in the DOE project at the Sunflower Electric Holcomb plant to investigate control 
technology options for mercury removal from coal-fired plants burning sub bituminous coal. 
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Carbon Dioxide 
At a December 1997 meeting in Kyoto, Japan, delegates from 167 nations, including the U.S., agreed 
to a treaty (Kyoto Protocol) that would require a 7% reduction in U.S. CO2 emissions below 1990 levels, 
a nearly 30% cut from current levels.  On March 28, 2001, the Bush administration announced it will not 
negotiate implementation of the Kyoto Protocol and it will not send the Kyoto Protocol to the U.S. 
Senate for ratification.  

There are several bills being debated in the U.S. Congress that address the CO2 issue, including 
establishing a nationwide cap on CO2 levels.  There are various compliance dates and nationwide caps 
stipulated in the numerous legislative bills being debated.  These bills have the potential for a significant 
financial impact on KCP&L in conjunction with achieving compliance with the proposed new nationwide 
limits.  However, the financial consequences to KCP&L cannot be determined until final legislation is 
passed.  KCP&L will continue to monitor the progress of these bills. 

On February 14, 2002, President Bush unveiled his Clear Skies Initiative, which included a climate 
change policy.  The climate change policy is a voluntary program that relies heavily on incentives to 
encourage industry to voluntarily limit emissions.  The strategy includes tax credits, energy 
conservation programs, funding for research into new technologies, and a plan to encourage 
companies to track and report their emissions so that companies could gain credits for use in any future 
emissions trading program.  The greenhouse strategy links growth in emissions of greenhouse gases to 
economic output.  The administration's strategy is intended to reduce the greenhouse gas intensity of 
the U.S. economy by 18% over the next 10 years.  Greenhouse gas intensity measures the ratio of 
greenhouse gas emissions to economic output as measured by Gross Domestic Product (GDP).  Under 
this plan, as the economy grows, greenhouse gases also would continue to grow, although at a slower 
rate than they would have without these policies in place.  When viewed per unit of economic output, 
the rate of emissions would drop.  The plan projects that the U.S. will lower its rate of greenhouse gas 
emissions from an estimated 183 metric tons per $1 million of GDP in 2002 to 151 metric tons per 
$1 million of GDP by 2012. 

On December 19, 2002, Great Plains Energy joined the Power Partners through Edison Electric 
Institute (EEI).  Power Partners is a voluntary program with the DOE under which utilities commit to 
undertake measures to reduce, avoid or sequester CO2 emissions.  Eventually, industry sectors and 
individual companies are expected to enter into an umbrella memorandum of understanding (MOU) that 
will set forth programs for industries and individual companies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

On January 17, 2003, the EEI sent a letter to numerous Administration officials, in which the EEI 
committed to work with the government over the next decade to reduce the power sector’s CO2 
emissions per kWh generated (carbon intensity) by the equivalent of 3% to 5% of the current level.  

On December 13, 2004, Power Partners entered into a cooperative umbrella MOU with the DOE.  This 
MOU contains supply and demand-side actions as well as offset projects that will be undertaken to 
reduce the power sector’s CO2 emissions per kWh generated over the next decade consistent with the 
EEI commitment of 3% to 5%.  Individual companies, including KCP&L, will now begin entering into 
agreements with the DOE that set forth quantitative, concrete and specific activities to reduce, avoid or 
sequester greenhouse gases.  

EPA New Source Review 
The EPA is conducting an enforcement initiative under Section 114(a) of the Clean Air Act to determine 
whether modifications at selected coal-fired plants across the U.S. may have been subject to New 
Source Performance Standards (NSPS) or New Source Review (NSR) requirements.  After an operator 
has received a Section 114 letter, the EPA requests data and reviews all expenditures at the plants to 
determine if they were routine maintenance or whether the expenditures were for substantial 
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modifications or resulted in improved operations.  If a plant, subject to a Section 114 letter, is 
determined to have been subject to NSPS or NSR, the plant could be required to install best available 
control technology or lowest achievable emission rate technology.  KCP&L has not received a Section 
114 letter to date.  

Air Particulate Matter and Ozone 
In July 1997, the EPA revised ozone and particulate matter air quality standards creating a new eight-
hour ozone standard and establishing a new standard for particulate matter less than 2.5 microns (PM-
2.5) in diameter.  These standards were challenged in Federal court.  However, the courts ultimately 
denied all state, industry and environmental groups petitions for review and thus upheld as valid the 
EPA’s new eight-hour ozone and PM-2.5 National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).  In so 
doing, the court held that the EPA acted consistently with the Clean Air Act in setting the standards at 
the levels it chose and the EPA’s actions were reasonable and not arbitrary and capricious, and cited 
the deference given the EPA’s decision-making authority.  The court stated that the extensive records 
established for each rule supported the EPA’s actions in both rulemakings.  This removed the last 
major hurdle to the EPA's implementation of stricter ambient air quality standards for ozone and fine 
particles.  On December 17, 2004, the EPA designated the Kansas City area as attainment with respect 
to the PM-2.5 NAAQS.   

On April 15, 2004, the EPA designated the Kansas City area as unclassifiable with respect to the eight-
hour ozone NAAQS based on 2003 ozone season data.  In the February 10, 2005, Federal Register, 
the EPA issued a proposed rule to redesignate Johnson, Linn, Miami and Wyandotte Counties in 
Kansas and Cass, Clay, Jackson and Platte Counties in Missouri to attainment for the eight-hour ozone 
standard.  The EPA is scheduled to designate attainment areas for the eight-hour ozone NAAQS by 
April 15, 2005.       

Water Use Regulations 
On February 16, 2004, the EPA finalized the Phase II rule implementing Section 316(b) of the Clean 
Water Act establishing standards for cooling water intake structures at existing facilities.  The final rule 
was published in the July 9, 2004, Federal Register with an effective date of September 7, 2004.  This 
final regulation is applicable to certain existing power producing facilities that employ cooling water 
intake structures that withdraw 50 million gallons or more per day and use 25% or more of that water 
for cooling purposes.  KCP&L is required to complete a Section 316(b) comprehensive demonstration 
study on each of its generating facilities’ intake structures by the end of 2007.  KCP&L plans to 
complete the comprehensive demonstration studies by the end of 2006 at an expected cost of $0.3 
million to $0.5 million per facility.  Depending on the outcome of the comprehensive demonstration 
studies, facilities may be required to implement technological, operational or restoration measures to 
achieve compliance.  Compliance with the final rule is expected to be achieved between 2011 and 
2014.  Until the Section 316(b) comprehensive demonstration studies are completed, the impact of this 
final rule cannot be quantified. 

Southwest Power Pool Regional Transmission Organization 
Under the FERC Order 2000, KCP&L, as an investor-owned utility, is strongly encouraged to join a 
FERC approved Regional Transmission Organization (RTO).  RTOs combine transmission operations 
of utility businesses into regional organizations that schedule transmission services and monitor the 
energy market to ensure regional transmission reliability and non-discriminatory access.  The 
Southwest Power Pool (SPP), of which KCP&L is a member, obtained approval from FERC as an RTO 
in a January 24, 2005, order.  KCP&L intends on participating in the SPP RTO; however, state 
regulatory approvals are required.  KCP&L anticipates making the necessary applications to the MPSC 
and the KCC, during the second quarter of 2005 upon completion of the regional cost/benefit analysis 
currently being conducted for the SPP RTO.  This cost/benefit analysis is being conducted under the 
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direction of the SPP Regional State Committee (composed of state commissions from the states where 
the SPP RTO operates) and is expected to be completed in the first quarter of 2005. 

Pennsylvania Gross Receipts Tax Contingency 
In January 2005, Strategic Energy was advised by the Pennsylvania Department of Revenue of a 
potential tax deficiency relating to state gross receipts tax on Strategic Energy’s Provider of Last Resort 
(POLR) revenues from 2000 to 2002.  After consulting with external legal counsel, management 
believes the Pennsylvania Department of Revenue does not have an appropriate basis for a tax 
deficiency claim.  Management believes, but cannot assure, that Strategic Energy will prevail if a claim 
is formally asserted.  Strategic Energy has not accrued for any portion of this contingency at 
December 31, 2004.  If this claim is formally asserted and the Pennsylvania Department of Revenue is 
successful, Strategic Energy’s total anticipated loss for the period 2000 through 2004 is a maximum of 
$16.4 million. 

Income Tax Contingencies 
See Note 11 for information regarding income tax contingences. 

Contractual Commitments 
Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s expenses related to lease commitments are detailed 
in the following table. 

 
Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s contractual commitments excluding pensions and 
long-term debt are detailed in the following tables. 

 

2004 2003 2002
(mil l ions)

Consolidated KCP&L 18.4$ 23.1$ 25.7$ 
Other Great Plains Energy (a) 1.9     1.0     1.7     
   Total Great Plains Energy 20.3$ 24.1$ 27.4$ 
(a) Includes insignificant amounts related to discontinued operations.

Great Plains Energy Contractual Commitments
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 After 2009 Total

Lease commitments 21.4$   21.7$   13.4$   11.1$   8.7$     85.2$   161.5$    
Purchase commitments

Fuel (a) 74.2     80.7     63.7     30.9     7.3      43.2     300.0      
Purchased capacity 10.9     5.4      5.5      5.6      4.4      24.8     56.6       
Purchased power 697.2   201.5   65.6     10.3     3.7      3.7      982.0      
Other 32.9     5.2      4.0      4.7      -        -        46.8       

Total contractual commitments 836.6$ 314.5$ 152.2$ 62.6$   24.1$   156.9$ 1,546.9$ 
(a) Fuel commitments consists of commitments for nuclear fuel, coal and coal transportation costs.

(millions)
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Lease commitments end in 2028 and include insignificant amounts for capital leases.  These amounts 
exclude possible termination payments under the synthetic lease arrangement with the Lease Trust.  
As the managing partner of three jointly owned generating units, KCP&L has entered into leases for 
railcars to serve those units.  Consolidated KCP&L has reflected the entire lease commitment in the 
above amounts, although the other owners will reimburse about $2.0 million per year ($21.9 million 
total). 

KCP&L purchases capacity from other utilities and nonutility suppliers.  Purchasing capacity provides 
the option to purchase energy if needed or when market prices are favorable.  KCP&L has capacity 
sales agreements not included above that total $11.7 million for 2005, $11.4 million for 2006, $11.2 
million per year for 2007 through 2009 and $23.5 million after 2009. 

Purchased power represents Strategic Energy’s agreements to purchase electricity at various fixed 
prices to meet estimated supply requirements.  Strategic Energy has energy sales contracts not 
included above for 2005 through 2007 totaling $69.1 million, $8.7 million and $0.6 million, respectively. 

Synthetic Lease 
In 2001, KCP&L entered into a synthetic lease arrangement with a Lease Trust (Lessor) to finance the 
purchase, installation, assembly and construction of five combustion turbines and related property and 
equipment that added 385 MWs of peaking capacity (Project).  Rental payments under the lease, which 
reflects interest payments only, began in 2004 and end in October 2006.  KCP&L’s expense for the 
synthetic lease was $1.9 million in 2004.  Upon a default during the lease period, KCP&L's maximum 
obligation to the Lessor equals 100% of project costs, approximately $154.0 million.  KCP&L’s rental 
obligation for the years 2005 and 2006 are $5.3 million and $5.9 million, respectively.  At the end of the 
lease term, KCP&L may choose to sell the project for the Lessor, guaranteeing that the Lessor receives 
a residual value for the Project in an amount, which may be up to 83.21% of the project cost.  
Alternatively, KCP&L may purchase the facility at an amount equal to the project cost.  

The Lease Trust, a special purpose entity, acting as Lessor in the synthetic lease arrangement 
discussed above, is considered a variable interest entity under FIN No. 46.  Because KCP&L has 
variable interests in the Lease Trust, including among other things, a residual value guarantee provided 
to the Lessor, KCP&L is the primary beneficiary of the Lease Trust.  The Lease Trust was consolidated 
in 2003, as required by FIN No. 46.  As a result, Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s 
depreciation expense increased $5.1 million and $1.3 million in 2004 and 2003, respectively, with 
offsetting recognition of minority interest.   

14. GUARANTEES 

In the normal course of business, Great Plains Energy and certain of its subsidiaries enter into various 
agreements providing financial or performance assurance to third parties on behalf of certain 
subsidiaries.  Such agreements include, for example, guarantees and indemnification of letters of credit 

Consolidated KCP&L Contractual Commitments
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 After 2009 Total

Lease commitments 20.1$   20.5$   12.4$   10.3$   8.7$     85.2$   157.2$    
Purchase commitments

Fuel (a) 74.2     80.7     63.7     30.9     7.3      43.2     300.0      
Purchased capacity 10.9     5.4      5.5      5.6      4.4      24.8     56.6       
Other 32.9     5.2      4.0      4.7      -        -        46.8       

Total contractual commitments 138.1$ 111.8$ 85.6$   51.5$   20.4$   153.2$ 560.6$    
(a) Fuel commitments consists of commitments for nuclear fuel, coal and coal transportation costs.

(millions)
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and surety bonds.  These agreements are entered into primarily to support or enhance the 
creditworthiness otherwise attributed to a subsidiary on a stand-alone basis, thereby facilitating the 
extension of sufficient credit to accomplish the subsidiaries’ intended business purposes.  The majority 
of these agreements guarantee the Company’s own future performance, so a liability for the fair value 
of the obligation is not recorded.   

As of December 31, 2004, KCP&L had guarantees, with a maximum potential of $6.4 million, for energy 
savings under agreements with several customers that expire over the next six years.  In most cases, a 
subcontractor would indemnify KCP&L for any payments made by KCP&L under these guarantees.  
These guarantees were entered into before December 31, 2002; therefore, a liability was not recorded 
in accordance with FIN No. 45, “Guarantor's Accounting and Disclosure Requirements for Guarantees, 
Including Guarantees of Indebtedness of Others.” 

15. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS   

Strategic Energy 
On March 23, 2004, Robert C. Haberstroh filed suit for breach of employment contract and violation of 
the Pennsylvania Wage Payment Collection Act against Strategic Energy Partners, Ltd. (Partners), SE 
Holdings and Strategic Energy in the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County, Pennsylvania.  Mr. 
Haberstroh claims that he acquired an equity interest in Partners under the terms of his employment 
agreement and that through a series of transactions, Mr. Haberstroh’s equity interest became an equity 
interest in SE Holdings.  In 2001, Mr. Haberstroh’s employment was terminated and SE Holdings 
redeemed his equity interest.  Mr. Haberstroh is seeking the loss of his non-equity compensation 
(including salary, bonus and benefits) and equity compensation and associated distributions (his equity 
interest in SE Holdings). 

Strategic Energy has filed a counterclaim against Mr. Haberstroh for breach of contract.  SE Holdings, 
and its direct and indirect owners, have agreed to indemnify Strategic Energy and Innovative Energy 
Consultants Inc. against any judgment or settlement of Mr. Haberstroh’s claim that relates to his equity 
interest in SE Holdings, up to a maximum amount of approximately $8 million. 

See Note 12 for further information regarding related party transactions. 

KLT Gas  
On July 28, 2004, KLT Gas received a Notice and Demand for Arbitration Pursuant to Joint Operating 
Agreement from SWEPI LP doing business as Shell Western E&P and formerly known as Shell 
Western E&P Inc. (Shell).  Prior to the October 2004 sale (with a July 1, 2004, effective date) of KLT 
Gas’ working interests in certain oil and gas leases in Duval County, Texas to Shell, KLT Gas had a 
50% working interest in the leases.  Shell held the other 50% working interest and was the operator of 
the properties under a joint operating agreement, as amended (JOA).  Three groups of current or past 
lessors filed suit against Shell in Duval County, Texas, alleging various claims against Shell.  
Additionally, Shell has been party to ongoing proceedings before the Texas Railroad Commission 
relating to a well drilled on acreage adjacent to the properties of Shell and KLT Gas mentioned above.  
Through arbitration, Shell is seeking recovery from KLT Gas of 50% of the fees and costs incurred in 
the three lawsuits and the Texas Railroad Commission proceedings and settlement proceeds paid with 
respect to the three lawsuits, which Shell asserts is a total amount of not less than $5.4 million for KLT 
Gas’ share.  Shell is also seeking a declaration that the fees and costs incurred and settlement 
proceeds paid, including any fees and costs incurred in the future, are reimbursable expenses under 
the JOA.  Shell is seeking a ruling compelling KLT Gas to pay Shell immediately all sums deemed to be 
due pursuant to the arbitration.  On August 17, 2004, KLT Gas submitted its notice of defense generally 
asserting that there is no contractual basis or implied duty for reimbursement or contribution regarding 
the settlements and there is no contractual basis for reimbursement or contribution regarding the Texas 
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Railroad Commission proceedings.  KLT Gas also asserted counterclaims based upon 
misrepresentations and promissory estoppel, gross negligence in imprudent operations, full accounting 
under the JOA and offset.  The arbitration is currently scheduled to begin in May 2005.  KLT Gas and 
its counsel continue to evaluate KLT Gas’ rights and obligations under the JOA as well as other 
possible counterclaims that KLT Gas may have against Shell; however, management is unable to 
predict the ultimate outcome of this demand for arbitration. 

Hawthorn No. 5 Subrogation Litigation 
KCP&L filed suit against National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (National 
Union) and Travelers Indemnity Company of Illinois (Travelers) in Missouri state court on 
June 14, 2002, which was removed to the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Missouri.  In 
1999, there was a boiler explosion at KCP&L’s Hawthorn No. 5 generating unit, which was 
subsequently reconstructed and returned to service.  National Union and Reliance National Insurance 
had issued a $200 million primary insurance policy and Travelers had issued a $100 million secondary 
insurance policy covering Hawthorn No. 5.  A dispute arose among KCP&L, National Union and 
Travelers regarding the amount payable under these insurance policies for the reconstruction of 
Hawthorn No. 5 and replacement power expenses, and KCP&L filed suit against the two carriers.  In 
that suit, KCP&L sought recovery, subject to the limits of the insurance policies, of Hawthorn No. 5 
reconstruction costs and replacement power expenses, plus damages and attorneys’ fees from 
National Union for failing to pay the full amount of its insurance policy.  In 2004, KCP&L settled with 
National Union for the amount remaining under the primary insurance policy limit, less the applicable 
deductible.  In January 2005, KCP&L settled with Travelers for $10 million.  This settlement does not 
encompass any alleged subrogation claims Travelers may have against National Union or any alleged 
subrogation claims with regard to possible future recoveries by National Union and KCP&L in the 
litigation described in the next paragraph. 

KCP&L also filed suit on April 3, 2001, in Jackson County, Missouri Circuit Court against multiple 
defendants who are alleged to have responsibility for the Hawthorn No. 5 boiler explosion.  KCP&L and 
National Union have entered into a subrogation allocation agreement under which recoveries in this suit 
are generally allocated 55% to National Union and 45% to KCP&L.  Certain defendants have been 
dismissed from the suit and various other defendants have settled with KCP&L.  KCP&L received 
$38.2 million under the terms of the subrogation allocation agreement.  Trial of this case with the one 
remaining defendant resulted in a March 2004 jury verdict finding KCP&L’s damages as a result of the 
explosion were $452 million.  After deduction of amounts received from pre-trial settlements with other 
defendants and an amount for KCP&L’s comparative fault (as determined by the jury), the verdict would 
have resulted in an award against the defendant of approximately $97.6 million (of which KCP&L would 
have received $33 million pursuant to the subrogation allocation agreement after payment of attorney’s 
fees).  In response to post-trial pleadings filed by the defendant, in May 2004 the trial judge reduced the 
award against the defendant to $0.2 million.  Both KCP&L and the defendant have appealed this case 
to the Court of Appeals for the Western District of Missouri. 

KLT Telecom 
On December 31, 2001, a subsidiary of KLT Telecom, DTI Holdings, Inc. (Holdings) and its subsidiaries 
Digital Teleport Inc. (Digital Teleport) and Digital Teleport of Virginia, Inc., filed separate voluntary 
petitions in the Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of Missouri for reorganization under Chapter 
11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.  In 2003, the Bankruptcy Court confirmed the plan of reorganization 
for these three companies.  The Bankruptcy Court conducted an evidentiary hearing regarding three 
priority proofs of claim by the Missouri Department of Revenue (MODOR) in the aggregate amount of 
$2.8 million (collectively, the MODOR Claim), and ruled substantially in favor of Digital Teleport.  
MODOR has appealed this ruling.  KLT Telecom may receive an additional distribution from the 
bankruptcy estate; however, the amount and timing of any additional distribution is dependent upon the 
outcome of the MODOR appeal. 
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KLT Telecom originally acquired a 47% interest in DTI in 1997.  On February 8, 2001, KLT Telecom 
acquired control of DTI by purchasing shares from another Holdings shareholder, Richard D. Weinstein 
(Weinstein), increasing its ownership to 83.6%.  In connection with this purchase, KLT Telecom granted 
Weinstein a put option.  The put option provided for the sale by Weinstein of his remaining shares in 
Holdings to KLT Telecom during a period beginning September 1, 2003, and ending August 31, 2005.  
The put option provides for an aggregate exercise price for these remaining shares equal to their fair 
market value with an aggregate floor amount of $15 million.  The floor amount of the put option was 
fully reserved during 2001.  On September 2, 2003, Weinstein delivered to KLT Telecom notice of the 
exercise of his put option.  KLT Telecom declined to pay Weinstein any amount under the put option 
because, among other things, the stock of Holdings has been cancelled and extinguished pursuant to 
the joint Chapter 11 plan confirmed by the Bankruptcy Court.  Weinstein has sued KLT Telecom for 
allegedly breaching the put option.  Trial of this suit is scheduled to begin in May 2005.   

16. ASSET RETIREMENT OBLIGATIONS 

Effective January 1, 2003, the Company adopted SFAS No. 143.  SFAS No. 143 provides accounting 
requirements for the recognition and measurement of liabilities associated with the retirement of 
tangible long-lived assets.  Under the standard, these liabilities are recognized at fair value as incurred 
and capitalized as part of the cost of the related long-lived asset.  Accretion of the liabilities due to the 
passage of time is recorded as an operating expense.  Retirement obligations associated with long-
lived assets included within the scope of SFAS No. 143 are those for which a legal obligation exists 
under enacted laws, statutes and written or oral contracts, including obligations arising under the 
doctrine of promissory estoppel.    

The adoption of SFAS No. 143 changed the accounting for and the method used to report KCP&L’s 
obligation to decommission its 47% share of Wolf Creek.  The legal obligation to decommission Wolf 
Creek was incurred when the plant was placed in service in 1985.  The estimated liability, recognized 
on KCP&L’s balance sheet at January 1, 2003, was based on a third party nuclear decommissioning 
study conducted in 2002.  KCP&L used a credit-adjusted risk free discount rate of 6.42% to calculate 
the retirement obligation.  This estimated rate was based on the rate KCP&L could issue 30-year 
bonds, adjusted downward to reflect the portion of the anticipated costs in current year dollars that had 
been funded at date of adoption through a tax-qualified trust fund.  The cumulative impact of prior 
decommissioning accruals recorded consistent with rate orders issued by the MPSC and KCC has 
been reversed with an offsetting reduction of the regulatory asset established upon adoption of SFAS 
No. 143, as described below.  Amounts collected through these rate orders have been deposited in a 
legally restricted external trust fund.  The fair market value of the trust fund was $84.1 million and 
$75.0 million at December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively. 

KCP&L also must recognize, where possible to estimate, the future costs to settle other legal liabilities 
including the removal of water intake structures on rivers, capping/filling of piping at levees following 
steam power plant closures and capping/closure of ash landfills.  Estimates for these liabilities are 
based on internal engineering estimates of third party costs to remove the assets in satisfaction of legal 
obligations and have been discounted using credit adjusted risk free rates ranging from 5.25% to 7.50% 
depending on the anticipated settlement date.  

Revisions to the estimated liabilities of KCP&L could occur due to changes in the decommissioning or 
other cost estimates, extension of the nuclear operating license or changes in federal or state 
regulatory requirements. 

On January 1, 2003, KCP&L recorded an ARO of $99.2 million, reversed the decommissioning liability 
of $64.6 million previously accrued and increased property and equipment, net of accumulated 
depreciation, by $18.3 million.  KCP&L is a regulated utility subject to the provisions of SFAS No. 71 
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and management believes it is probable that any differences between expenses under SFAS No. 143 
and expenses recovered currently in rates will be recoverable in future rates.  As a result, the 
$16.3 million net cumulative effect ($80.9 million gross cumulative effect net of $64.6 million 
decommissioning liability previously accrued) of the adoption of SFAS No. 143 was recorded as a 
regulatory asset and therefore, had no impact on net income.   

In addition, KCP&L recognizes removal costs for utility assets that do not have an associated legal 
retirement obligation.  Historically, these removal costs have been reflected as a component of 
depreciation in accordance with regulatory treatment.  In conjunction with the adoption of SFAS No. 
143, non-legal costs of removal were reclassified for all periods presented from accumulated 
depreciation to a regulatory asset.   

KCP&L has legal ARO for certain other assets where it is not possible to estimate the time period when 
the obligations will be settled.  Consequently, the retirement obligations cannot be measured at this 
time.  For transmission easements obtained by condemnation, KCP&L must remove its transmission 
lines if the line is de-energized.  It is extremely difficult to obtain siting for new transmission lines.  
Consequently, KCP&L does not anticipate de-energizing any of its existing lines.  KCP&L also 
operates, under state permits, ash landfills at several of its power plants.  While the life of the ash 
landfill at one plant can be estimated and is included in the estimated liabilities above, the future life of 
ash landfills at other permitted landfills cannot be estimated.  KCP&L can continue to maintain permits 
for these landfills after the adjacent plant is closed. 

KLT Gas had estimated liabilities for gas well plugging and abandonment, facility removal and surface 
restoration.  As a result of the sale of the KLT Gas portfolio discussed in Note 6, the new owners have 
assumed the ARO related to the KLT Gas portfolio estimated to be $1.8 million as December 31, 2003.   

The following table summarizes the change in Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s ARO, 
excluding prior year amounts included in Liabilities of Discontinued Operations.  Pro forma amounts for 
2002 illustrate the effect on ARO if the provisions of SFAS No. 143 had been applied prior to the 
January 1, 2003, adoption and were measured using assumptions consistent with the period of 
adoption.   

 
17. SEGMENT AND RELATED INFORMATION 

Great Plains Energy 
Great Plains Energy has two reportable segments based on its method of internal reporting, which 
generally segregates the reportable segments based on products and services, management 
responsibility and regulation.  The two reportable business segments are KCP&L, an integrated, 
regulated electric utility, which provides reliable, affordable electricity to customers; and Strategic 
Energy, a competitive electricity supplier, which operates in several electricity markets offering retail 
choice.  Other includes the operations of HSS, GPP, Services, all KLT Inc. operations other than 
Strategic Energy, unallocated corporate charges and intercompany eliminations.  Intercompany 
eliminations include insignificant amounts of intercompany financing related activities.  The summary of 
significant accounting policies applies to all of the reportable segments.  For segment reporting, each 

December 31 2004 2003 2002
(mil l ions)

ARO beginning of period 106.7$  99.2$    93.1$    
Additions -         1.0       -         
Accretion 7.0       6.5       6.1       
ARO end of period 113.7$  106.7$  99.2$    
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segment’s income taxes include the effects of allocating holding company tax benefits.  Segment 
performance is evaluated based on net income. 

The tables below reflect summarized financial information concerning Great Plains Energy’s reportable 
segments.   

 

 

 

Strategic 
2004 KCP&L Energy Other

Operating revenues 1,090.1$ 1,372.4$ 1.5$    2,464.0$ 
Depreciation (144.3)     (4.8)        (1.0)     (150.1)     
Interest charges (73.7)       (0.7)        (8.6)     (83.0)       
Income taxes (55.7)       (24.3)       25.5    (54.5)       
Loss from equity investments -           -           (1.5)     (1.5)        
Discontinued operations -           -           7.3      7.3         
Net income (loss) 150.0      42.5        (11.7)   180.8      

Energy
Great Plains

(millions)

Strategic 
2003 KCP&L Energy Other

Operating revenues 1,054.9$ 1,091.0$ 2.1$    2,148.0$ 
Depreciation (139.9)     (1.7)        (1.2)     (142.8)     
Interest charges (69.9)       (0.4)        (5.9)     (76.2)       
Income taxes (84.4)       (30.2)       36.0    (78.6)       
Loss from equity investments -           -           (2.0)     (2.0)        
Discontinued operations -           -           (44.8)   (44.8)       
Net income (loss) 127.2      39.6        (21.9)   144.9      

Great Plains
Energy

(millions)

Strategic 
2002 KCP&L Energy Other

Operating revenues 1,009.9$ 789.5$    2.9$    1,802.3$ 
Depreciation (144.3)     (0.9)        (1.6)     (146.8)     
Interest charges (80.3)       (0.3)        (6.8)     (87.4)       
Income taxes (63.4)       (25.2)       37.3    (51.3)       
Loss from equity investments -           -           (1.2)     (1.2)        
Discontinued operations -           -           (7.5)     (7.5)        
Cumulative effect of a change
   in accounting principle -           -           (3.0)     (3.0)        
Net income (loss) 102.9      29.7        (6.4)     126.2      

Energy
(millions)

Great Plains
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Consolidated KCP&L 
The following tables reflect summarized financial information concerning consolidated KCP&L’s 
reportable segment.  Other includes the operations of HSS and intercompany eliminations.  
Intercompany eliminations include insignificant amounts of intercompany financing related activities.   

 

 

 

Strategic 
KCP&L Energy Other

2004
Assets 3,330.2$  407.7$   61.0$      3,798.9$  
Capital expenditures (a) 190.8      2.6        3.3         196.7      
2003
Assets 3,293.5$  283.0$   105.5$    3,682.0$  
Capital expenditures (a) 148.8      3.1        -           151.9      
2002
Assets 3,084.5$  226.0$   206.6$    3,517.1$  
Capital expenditures (a) 132.1      2.1        (0.3)        133.9      
(a) Capital expenditures reflect annual amounts for the periods presented.

Great Plains
Energy

(mil l ions)

2004 K C P & L O t h e r

Operating revenues 1,090.1$  1.5$     1,091.6$  
Depreciation (144.3)     (0.9)     (145.2)     
Interest charges (73.7)       (0.5)     (74.2)       
Income taxes (55.7)       2.9      (52.8)       
Net income ( loss) 150.0      (6.7)     143.3      

Consol idated
KCP&L

(m i l l i ons )

2003 KCP&L O t h e r

Operating revenues 1,054.9$  2 .1$     1,057.0$  
Depreciation (139.9)     (1.1)     (141.0)     
Interest charges (69.9)       (0.4)     (70.3)       
Income taxes (84.4)       0 .9      (83.5)       
Discontinued operations -             (8.7)     (8.7)         
Net income ( loss) 127.2      (10.0)    117.2      

Consol idated
KCP&L

(m i l l i ons)

2002 KCP&L O t h e r

Operating revenues 1,009.9$  2 .9$     1,012.8$  
Depreciation (144.3)     (1.2)     (145.5)     
Interest charges (80.3)       -        (80.3)       
Income taxes (63.4)       0 .5      (62.9)       
Discontinued operations -            (4.0)     (4.0)         
Cumulative effect of a change
   in accounting principle -            (3.0)     (3.0)         
Net income ( loss) 102.9      (7.2)     95.7        

Consol idated
KCP&L

(m i l l i ons )
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18. SHORT-TERM BORROWINGS AND SHORT-TERM BANK LINES OF CREDIT 

In December 2004, Great Plains Energy syndicated a $550 million, five-year revolving credit facility with 
a group of banks replacing a $150.0 million 364-day revolving credit facility and a $150.0 million three-
year revolving credit facility with a group of banks that were syndicated earlier in 2004.  Those latter two 
facilities had replaced a $225.0 million revolving credit facility with a group of banks.  A default by Great 
Plains Energy or any of its significant subsidiaries of other indebtedness totaling more than 
$25.0 million is a default under the current facility.  Under the terms of the agreement, Great Plains 
Energy is required to maintain a consolidated indebtedness to consolidated capitalization ratio, as 
defined in the agreement, not greater than 0.65 to 1.00 at all times.  At December 31, 2004, the 
Company was in compliance with this covenant.  At December 31, 2004, Great Plains Energy had 
$20.0 million of outstanding borrowings with an interest rate of 3.04% and had issued letters of credit 
totaling $8.0 million under the credit facility as credit support for Strategic Energy.  At December 31, 
2003, Great Plains Energy had $87.0 million of outstanding borrowings under the $225.0 million 
revolving credit facility with a weighted-average interest rate of 2.12% and had issued a letter of credit 
for $15.8 million as credit support for Strategic Energy. 

KCP&L's short-term borrowings consist of funds borrowed from banks or through the sale of 
commercial paper as needed.  In December 2004, KCP&L syndicated a $250 million five-year revolving 
credit facility.  This facility replaced $155 million in 364-day bilateral credit lines KCP&L had in place 
with a group of banks.  A default by KCP&L on other indebtedness totaling more than $25.0 million is a 
default under the current facility.  Under the terms of the agreement, KCP&L is required to maintain a 
consolidated indebtedness to consolidated capitalization ratio, as defined in the agreement, not greater 
than 0.65 to 1.00 at all times.  At December 31, 2004, KCP&L was in compliance with this covenant.  At 
December 31, 2004 and 2003, KCP&L had no short-term borrowings outstanding. 

During 2004, Strategic Energy syndicated a $125.0 million three-year revolving credit facility with a 
group of banks.  Great Plains Energy has guaranteed $25.0 million of this facility.  This facility replaced 
a $95.0 million revolving credit facility with a group of banks.  A default by Strategic Energy of other 
indebtedness, as defined in the new facility, totaling more than $7.5 million is a default under the 
facility.  Under the terms of this agreement, Strategic Energy is required to maintain a minimum net 
worth of $62.5 million, a maximum funded indebtedness to EBITDA ratio of 2.25 to 1.00, a minimum 
fixed charge coverage ratio of at least 1.05 to 1.00 and a minimum debt service coverage ratio of at 
least 4.00 to 1.00 as those are defined in the agreement.  In the event of a breach of one or more of 
these four covenants, so long as no other default has occurred, Great Plains Energy may cure the 
breach through a cash infusion, a guarantee increase or a combination of the two.  At December 31, 
2004, Strategic Energy was in compliance with these covenants.  At December 31, 2004, $69.2 million 
in letters of credit had been issued and there were no borrowings under the agreement.  At 
December 31, 2003, $58.5 million in letters of credit had been issued under the previous agreement. 

KCP&L Other
2004
Assets  $  3,330.2  $    7.2  $  3,337.4 
Capital expenditures (a)         190.8          -          190.8 
2003
Assets  $  3,293.5  $    9.1  $  3,302.6 
Capital expenditures (a)         148.8          -          148.8 
2002
Assets  $  3,084.5  $  54.7  $  3,139.2 
Capital expenditures (a)         132.1       0.1         132.2 
(a) Capital expenditures reflect annual amounts for the periods presented.

(millions)

Consolidated
KCP&L
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On June 30, 2003, HSS completed the disposition of its interest in RSAE.  RSAE’s line of credit totaling 
$27 million was cancelled.  With proceeds from a note to Great Plains Energy, HSS repaid $22.1 million 
on the supported bank line.  HSS repaid all but an immaterial amount of the notes payable to Great 
Plains Energy during 2004.  At December 31, 2003, the notes payable to Great Plains Energy totaled 
$22.0 million.  See Note 7 for additional information concerning the disposition of RSAE.  

19. LONG-TERM DEBT AND EIRR BONDS CLASSIFIED AS CURRENT LIABILITIES 

Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L’s long-term debt is detailed in the following table. 

 
Amortization of Debt Expense  
Great Plains Energy’s and consolidated KCP&L’s amortization of debt expense is detailed in the 
following table. 

 
KCP&L General Mortgage Bonds 
KCP&L has issued mortgage bonds under the General Mortgage Indenture and Deed of Trust dated 
December 1, 1986, as supplemented.  The Indenture creates a mortgage lien on substantially all utility 

2004 2003 2002
(mil l ions)

Consolidated KCP&L 2.1$   2.1$   2.1$   
Other Great Plains Energy 1.8     1.4     0.8     
   Total Great Plains Energy 3.9$   3.5$   2.9$   

Year Due 2004 2003
Consolidated KCP&L
   General Mortgage Bonds
      7.95%* and 7.55%** Medium-Term Notes 2007 500$            55,000$       
      2.26%* and 2.36%** EIRR bonds 2012-2023 158,768       158,768       
   Senior Notes
      7.125% 2005 250,000       250,000       
      6.500% 2011 150,000       150,000       
      6.000% 2007 225,000       225,000       
      Unamortized discount (465)            (689)            
   EIRR bonds
      2.29%* and 2.16%** Series A & B 2015 106,991       108,919       
      2.38%* and 2.25%** Series C 2017 50,000         50,000         
      2.29%* and 2.16%** Series D 2017 40,183         40,923         
   8.3% Junior Subordinated Deferred Interest Bonds -                  154,640       
   2.10%* and 1.25%** Combustion Turbine Synthetic Lease 2006 145,274       143,811       
   Current liabilities
      EIRR bonds classified as current (85,922)        (129,288)      
      Current maturities (250,000)      (54,500)        
         Total consolidated KCP&L excluding current liabilities 790,329       1,152,584    

Other Great Plains Energy
   4.25% FELINE PRIDES Senior Notes 2009 163,600       -                  
   7.64%* and 7.84%** Affordable Housing Notes 2005-2008 5,761           10,564         
   Current maturities (3,230)          (4,803)          

         Total consolidated Great Plains Energy excluding current maturities 956,460$     1,158,345$   
*   Weighted-average rate as of December 31, 2004
**   Weighted-average rate as of December 31, 2003

(thousands)

December 31
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plant.  Mortgage bonds secure $159.3 million and $213.8 million of medium-term notes and 
Environmental Improvement Revenue Refunding (EIRR) bonds at December 31, 2004 and 2003, 
respectively.  In 2004, KCP&L redeemed $54.5 million of its medium-term notes at maturity.   

In August 2004, KCP&L secured a municipal bond insurance policy as a credit enhancement to its 
secured 1992 series EIRR bonds totaling $31.0 million.  This municipal bond insurance policy replaced 
a 364-day credit facility with a bank, which expired in August 2004 that previously supported full liquidity 
of these bonds.  These variable-rate secured EIRR bonds with a final maturity in 2017 are remarketed 
on a weekly basis through a Dutch auction process.  The insurance agreement between KCP&L and 
XL Capital Assurance Inc. (XLCA), the issuer of the municipal bond insurance policy, provides for 
reimbursement by KCP&L for any amounts that XLCA pays under the municipal bond insurance policy.  
The insurance policy is in effect for the term of the bonds.  The insurance agreement contains a 
covenant that the indebtedness to total capitalization ratio of KCP&L and its consolidated subsidiaries 
will not be greater than 0.68 to 1.00.  At December 31, 2004, KCP&L was in compliance with this 
covenant.  KCP&L is also restricted from issuing additional bonds under its General Mortgage 
Indenture if, after giving effect to such additional bonds, the proportion of secured debt to total 
indebtedness would be more than 75%, or more than 50% if the long term rating for such bonds by 
Standard & Poor’s or Moody’s Investors Service would be at or below A- or A3, respectively.  In the 
event of a default under the insurance agreement, XLCA may take any available legal or equitable 
action against KCP&L, including seeking specific performance of the covenants. 

During 2004, KCP&L remarketed its secured 1994 series EIRR bonds totaling $35.9 million at a fixed 
rate of 2.25% ending August 31, 2005.  If the bonds could not be remarketed, KCP&L would be 
obligated to either purchase or retire the bonds.  KCP&L also remarketed its secured 1993 series EIRR 
bonds totaling $12.4 million at a fixed rate of 4.0% until maturity at January 2, 2012.  The previous 
interest rate periods on these two series, with interest rates of 3.9%, expired on August 31, 2004.  The 
$35.9 million of secured 1994 series EIRR bonds were classified as current liabilities at 
December 31, 2004.  Both of these series were classified as current liabilities at December 31, 2003.   

KCP&L Unsecured Notes 
KCP&L had $196.5 million of unsecured EIRR bonds outstanding excluding the fair value of interest 
rate swaps of $0.7 million and $3.3 million at December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively.  During 2004, 
KCP&L remarketed its 1998 Series C EIRR bonds, totaling $50.0 million due 2017, at a fixed rate of 
2.38% ending August 31, 2005.  If the bonds could not be remarketed, KCP&L would be obligated to 
either purchase or retire the bonds.  The previous interest rate period on this series, with an interest 
rate of 2.25%, expired on August 31, 2004.  The Series C EIRR bonds were classified as current 
liabilities at December 31, 2004 and 2003.   

In 1997, KCPL Financing I issued $150.0 million of 8.3% preferred securities and KCP&L invested 
$4.6 million in common securities of KCPL Financing I.  The sole asset of KCPL Financing I was the 
$154.6 million principal amount of 8.3% Junior Subordinated Deferrable Interest Debentures, due 2037, 
issued by KCP&L.  In July 2004, KCP&L redeemed the $154.6 million 8.3% Junior Subordinated 
Deferred Interest Debentures.  KCPL Financing I used the proceeds from the repayment of the 8.3% 
Junior Subordinated Deferrable Interest Debentures to redeem the $4.6 million of common securities 
held by KCP&L and the $150.0 million of 8.3% preferred securities.   

Other Great Plains Energy Long-Term Debt 
Great Plains Energy filed a registration statement, which became effective in April 2004, for the 
issuance of an aggregate amount up to $500.0 million of any combination of senior debt securities, 
subordinated debt securities, trust preferred securities and related guarantees, common stock, 
warrants, stock purchase contracts or stock purchase units.  The prospectus filed with this registration 
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statement also included $148.2 million of securities remaining available to be offered under a prior 
registration statement providing for an aggregate amount of availability of $648.2 million.   

In June 2004, Great Plains Energy issued $163.6 million of FELINE PRIDES under this registration 
statement.  After this transaction and the stock issuance discussed in Note 20, $171.0 million remains 
available under the registration statement.  FELINE PRIDES, each with a stated amount of $25, initially 
consist of an interest in a senior note due February 16, 2009, and a contract requiring the holder to 
purchase the Company’s common stock on February 16, 2007.  Each purchase contract obligates the 
holder of the purchase contract to purchase, and Great Plains Energy to sell, on February 16, 2007, for 
$25 in cash, newly issued shares of the Company’s common stock equal to the settlement rate.  The 
settlement rate will vary according to the applicable market value of the Company’s common stock at 
the settlement date.  Applicable market value will be measured by the average of the closing price per 
share of the Company’s common stock on each of the 20 consecutive trading days ending on the third 
trading day immediately preceding February 16, 2007.  The settlement rate will be applied to the 6.5 
million FELINE PRIDES at the settlement date to issue a number of common shares determined as 
described in the following table. 

 
Great Plains Energy will make quarterly contract adjustment payments at the rate of 3.75% per year 
and interest payments at the rate of 4.25% per year both payable in February, May, August and 
November of each year, which commenced August 16, 2004.  Great Plains Energy must attempt to 
remarket the senior notes, in whole but not in part.  If the senior notes are not successfully remarketed 
by February 16, 2007, Great Plains Energy will exercise its rights as a secured party to dispose of the 
senior notes in accordance with applicable law and satisfy in full each holder’s obligation to purchase 
the Company’s common stock under the purchase contracts.   

The June 2004 fair value of the contract adjustment payments of $15.4 million was recorded as a 
liability in other deferred credits and other liabilities with a corresponding amount recorded as capital 
stock premium and expense on Great Plains Energy’s consolidated balance sheet.  Expenses incurred 
with the offering were allocated between the senior notes and the purchase contracts.  Expenses 
allocated to the senior notes of $1.2 million have been deferred and are being recognized as interest 
expense over the term of the notes.  Expenses allocated to the purchase contracts of $4.2 million were 
recorded as capital stock premium and expense.  Great Plains Energy has the right to defer the 
contract adjustment payment on the purchase contracts, but not the interest payments on the senior 
notes.  In the event Great Plains Energy exercises its option to defer the payment of contract 
adjustment payments, Great Plains Energy and its subsidiaries are not permitted to, with certain 
exceptions, declare or pay dividends on, make distributions with respect to, or redeem, purchase or 
acquire, or make a liquidation payment with respect to, any capital stock of Great Plans Energy until the 
deferred contract adjustment payments have been paid. 

KLT Investments' affordable housing notes are collateralized by the affordable housing investments.  
Most of the notes also require the greater of 15% of the outstanding note balances or the next annual 

Applicable Settlement rate Market value
market value (in common shares) per common share (a)
$35.40 or greater 0.7062 to 1 Greater than $25 per common share

$35.40 to $30.00 $25 divided by the applicable Equal to $25 per common share
market value to 1

$30.00 or less 0.8333 to 1 Less than $25 per common share
(a) Assumes that the market price of the Company’s common stock on February 16, 2007, is the 
   same as the applicable market value.
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installment to be held as cash, cash equivalents or marketable securities.  At December 31, 2004, the 
collateral was held entirely as cash and totaled $3.7 million.  At December 31, 2003, collateral of 
$4.7 million was held as cash and $1.5 million was held in equity securities for these notes.  The equity 
securities were included in other investments and nonutility property on Great Plains Energy’s 
consolidated balance sheets. 

Scheduled Maturities   
Great Plains Energy's and consolidated KCP&L's long-term debt maturities for the next five years are 
detailed in the following table. 

   
20. COMMON STOCK EQUITY AND PREFERRED STOCK 

Common Stock Equity  
In 2004, Great Plains Energy issued 5.0 million shares of common stock at $30 per share under the 
registration statement discussed in Note 19 with $150.0 million in gross proceeds.  Issuance costs of 
$5.4 million are reflected in capital stock premium and expense on Great Plains Energy’s consolidated 
balance sheet and statement of common stock equity at December 31, 2004. 

Treasury shares are held for future distribution upon exercise of options issued in conjunction with the 
Company’s equity compensation plan.   

Great Plains Energy has 3.0 million shares of common stock registered with the SEC for a Dividend 
Reinvestment and Direct Stock Purchase Plan (Plan).  The Plan allows for the purchase of common 
shares by reinvesting dividends or making optional cash payments.  Great Plains Energy can issue new 
shares or purchase shares on the open market for the Plan.  At December 31, 2004, 2.2 million shares 
remained available for future issuances. 

Great Plains Energy has 9.3 million shares of common stock registered with the SEC for a defined 
contribution savings plan.  The Company matches employee contributions, subject to limits.  At 
December 31, 2004, 1.1 million shares remained available for future issuances. 

Under the 35 Act, Great Plains Energy and KCP&L can pay dividends only out of retained or current 
earnings, unless authorized to do otherwise by the SEC.  Under stipulations with the MPSC and KCC, 
Great Plains Energy and KCP&L have committed to maintain consolidated common equity of not less 
than 30% and 35%, respectively.  Pursuant to SEC order, Great Plains Energy’s and KCP&L’s 
authorization to issue securities is conditioned on maintaining a consolidated common equity 
capitalization of at least 30%. 

Great Plains Energy’s Articles of Incorporation contain a restriction related to the payment of dividends 
in the event common equity falls to 25% of total capitalization.  If preferred stock dividends are not 
declared and paid when scheduled, Great Plains Energy could not declare or pay common stock 
dividends or purchase any common shares.  If the unpaid preferred stock dividends equal four or more 
full quarterly dividends, the preferred shareholders, voting as a single class, could elect the smallest 
number of Directors necessary to constitute a majority of the full Board of Directors. 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
(mil l ions)

Consolidated KCP&L 250.0$   145.2$   225.5$   -$        -$        
Other Great Plains Energy 3.2        1.8        164.1     0.3        -          
   Total Great Plains Energy 253.2$   147.0$   389.6$   0.3$      -$        
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Great Plains Energy made capital contributions to KCP&L of $225 million and $100 million in 2004 and 
2003, respectively.  These contributions were used to pay down long-term debt.  At 
December 31, 2004, KCP&L’s capital contributions from Great Plains Energy totaled $400 million which 
is reflected in common stock in the consolidated KCP&L balance sheet. 

Preferred Stock    
As of December 31, 2004, 1.6 million shares of Cumulative No Par Preferred Stock and 11.0 million 
shares of no par Preference Stock were authorized under Great Plains Energy’s Articles of 
Incorporation.  Great Plains Energy has the option to redeem the $39.0 million of issued Cumulative 
Preferred Stock at prices approximating par or stated value. 

21. DERIVATIVE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 

The Company’s activities expose it to a variety of market risks including interest rates and commodity 
prices.  Management has established risk management policies and strategies to reduce the potentially 
adverse effects that the volatility of the markets may have on its operating results.  The Company’s risk 
management activities, including the use of derivatives, are subject to the management, direction and 
control of internal risk management committees.  The Company’s interest rate risk management 
strategy uses derivative instruments to adjust the Company’s liability portfolio to optimize the mix of 
fixed and floating rate debt within an established range.  The Company maintains commodity-price risk 
management strategies that use derivative instruments to reduce the effects of fluctuations on 
purchased power expense caused by commodity price volatility.  Counterparties on commodity 
derivatives and interest rate swap agreements expose the Company to credit loss in the event of 
nonperformance.  This credit loss is limited to the cost of replacing these contracts at current market 
rates.  Derivative instruments measured at fair value are recorded on the balance sheet as an asset or 
liability.  Changes in the fair value are recognized currently in net income unless specific hedge 
accounting criteria are met. 

Fair Value Hedges - Interest Rate Risk Management 
In 2002, KCP&L remarketed its 1998 Series A, B, and D EIRR bonds totaling $146.5 million to a 5-year 
fixed interest rate of 4.75% ending October 1, 2007.  Simultaneously with the remarketing, KCP&L 
entered into an interest rate swap for the $146.5 million based on the London Interbank Offered Rate 
(LIBOR) to effectively create a floating interest rate obligation.  The transaction is a fair value hedge 
with no ineffectiveness.  Changes in the fair market value of the swap are recorded on the balance 
sheet as an asset or liability with an offsetting entry to the respective debt balances with no net impact 
on net income.  The fair value of the swap was an asset of $0.7 million and $3.3 million at 
December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively. 

Cash Flow Hedges - Commodity Risk Management 
KCP&L’s risk management policy is to use derivative hedge instruments to mitigate its exposure to 
market price fluctuations on a portion of its projected natural gas purchases to meet generation 
requirements for retail and firm wholesale sales.  As of December 31, 2004, KCP&L had slightly under 
half of its 2005 projected natural gas usage for retail load and firm MWh sales hedged.  These hedging 
instruments are designated as cash flow hedges.  The fair values of these instruments are recorded as 
current assets or current liabilities with an offsetting entry to OCI for the effective portion of the hedge.  
To the extent the hedges are not effective, the ineffective portion of the change in fair market value is 
recorded currently in fuel expense.  KCP&L did not record any gains or losses due to ineffectiveness for 
the years ended December 31, 2004, 2003 or 2002.  When the natural gas is purchased, the amounts 
in OCI are reclassified to fuel expense in the consolidated income statement. 

Strategic Energy maintains a commodity-price risk management strategy that uses forward physical 
energy purchases and other derivative instruments to reduce the effects of fluctuations on purchased 
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power expense caused by commodity-price volatility.  Derivative instruments are used to limit the 
unfavorable effect that price increases will have on electricity purchases, effectively fixing the future 
purchase price of electricity for the applicable forecasted usage and protecting Strategic Energy from 
significant price volatility.  The maximum term over which Strategic Energy is hedging its exposure and 
variability of future cash flows is 3.1 years and 3.0 years at December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively. 

Certain forward fixed price purchases and swap agreements are designated as cash flow hedges.  The 
fair values of these instruments are recorded as assets or liabilities with an offsetting entry to OCI for 
the effective portion of the hedge.  To the extent the hedges are not effective, the ineffective portion of 
the change in fair market value is recorded currently in purchased power.  When the forecasted 
purchase is completed, the amounts in OCI are reclassified to purchased power.  Purchased power for 
the year ended December 31, 2004, includes a $3.2 million gain due to ineffectiveness of the cash flow 
hedges.  Strategic Energy did not record any gains or losses due to ineffectiveness for the years ended 
December 31, 2003 or 2002. 

In 2003, Strategic Energy terminated an agreement with a swap counterparty due to credit and 
performance concerns.  Strategic Energy received a $4.8 million fair value settlement.  The swap was 
designated as a cash flow hedge of a forecasted transaction and Strategic Energy management 
believed the forecasted transaction would occur.  Accordingly, the $4.8 million settlement was 
reclassified to purchased power expense over the remaining term of the underlying transaction, which 
was completed in 2003. 

Strategic Energy also enters into economic hedges (non-hedging derivatives) that do not qualify for 
hedge accounting.  The changes in the fair value of these derivative instruments recorded into net 
income as a component of purchased power were a $1.5 million loss and an insignificant gain for the 
years ended December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively.   

The notional and estimated fair values of the Company’s derivative instruments are summarized in the 
following table as of December 31.  The fair values of these derivatives are recorded on the 
consolidated balance sheets as of December 31, 2004 and 2003, respectively. 

 

Notional Notional
Contract Fair Contract Fair
Amount Value Amount Value

Great Plains Energy
Swap contracts
   Cash flow hedges 92.4$   4.5$   67.3$   (0.8)$  
   Non-hedging derivatives 2.3      0.7     -        -      
Forward contracts
   Cash flow hedges 23.0     1.6     25.8     1.0     
   Non-hedging derivatives 5.5      (2.2)    1.3      -      

Consolidated KCP&L
Swap contracts
   Cash flow hedges 6.3      (0.3)    2.9      0.1     

(mil l ions)

2004 2003
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The amounts recorded in accumulated OCI related to the cash flow hedges are summarized in the 
following table. 

 
The amounts recorded in current assets and liabilities reflected in accumulated OCI in the table above 
as of December 31, 2004, are expected to be reclassified to expenses during the next twelve months 
for Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L. 

The amounts reclassified to revenues and expenses in 2004, 2003 and 2002 are summarized in the 
following table. 

 
22. JOINTLY OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY PLANTS 

KCP&L’s share of jointly owned electric utility plants as of December 31, 2004, is detailed in the 
following table. 

 
Each owner must fund its own portion of the plant's operating expenses and capital expenditures.  
KCP&L’s share of direct expenses is included in the appropriate operating expense classifications in 
the Great Plains Energy and consolidated KCP&L Statements of Income. 

Great Plains Energy Consolidated KCP&L
2004 2003 2002 2004 2003 2002

(mil l ions)
Gas revenues -$     -$     0.2$   -$     -$     -$     
Fuel expense (0.7)    (0.8)    (0.1)    (0.7)    (0.8)    (0.1)    
Purchased power expense (0.6)    (9.0)    5.4     -       -       -       
Minority interest 0.2     1.0     (0.9)    -       -       -       
Income taxes 0.5     3.8     (2.0)    0.3     0.3     0.1     
   OCI (0.6)$  (5.0)$  2.6$   (0.4)$  (0.5)$  -$     

Great Plains Energy Consolidated KCP&L

2004 2003 2004 2003

Current assets 2.5$     2.7$     (0.3)$    0.1$     
Other deferred charges 0.9       0.8       -        -        
Other current liabilities (0.5)      (2.6)      -        -        
Deferred income taxes (0.8)      (0.2)      0.2       -        
Other deferred credits (0.9)      (0.4)      -        -        

Total 1.2$     0.3$     (0.1)$    0.1$     

(mil l ions)

December 31 December 31

Wolf Creek LaCygne Iatan
Unit Units Unit

KCP&L's share 47% 50% 70% 

Utility plant in service 1,366$   322$      260$      
Accumulated depreciation 671       236       183       
Nuclear fuel, net 36         
KCP&L's accredited capacity--MWs 548       681       469       

(millions, except MW amounts)
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23. QUARTERLY OPERATING RESULTS (UNAUDITED) 

 

 

Quarterly data is subject to seasonal fluctuations with peak periods occurring in the summer months. 
 

Great Plains Energy 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
2004
Operating revenue 541.5$    613.5$    714.8$    594.2$    
Operating income 62.6       82.3       125.5     48.4       
Income from continuing operations 29.5       41.4       67.9       34.7       
Net income 27.3       41.6       75.9       36.0       
Basic and diluted earning per common
   share from continuing operations 0.42       0.59       0.91       0.46       
Basic and diluted earning per common share 0.39       0.59       1.02       0.48       
2003
Operating revenue 464.2$    503.0$    660.8$    520.0$    
Operating income 58.7       90.9       166.9     50.8       
Income from continuing operations 22.0       59.0       84.2       24.5       
Net income (loss) 14.5       50.9       83.8       (4.3)        
Basic and diluted earning per common
   share from continuing operations 0.31       0.85       1.21       0.34       
Basic and diluted earning (loss) per common share 0.20       0.73       1.20       (0.07)      

Quarter

(mill ions, except per share amounts)

Consolidated KCP&L 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
2004
Operating revenue 247.0$    275.0$    323.7$    245.9$    
Operating income 49.7       68.3       111.3     37.8       
Net income 21.2       32.3       63.9       25.9       
2003
Operating revenue 234.9$    247.9$    350.7$    223.5$    
Operating income 42.8       53.9       148.5     36.3       
Income from continuing operations 13.1       22.0       78.5       12.3       
Net income 11.9       14.5       78.5       12.3       

(mil l ions)

Quarter
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM 

To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of 
Great Plains Energy Incorporated 

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Great Plains Energy Incorporated 
and subsidiaries (the “Company”) as of December 31, 2004 and 2003, and the related consolidated 
statements of income, comprehensive income, common stock equity and cash flows for each of the 
three years in the period ended December 31, 2004.  Our audits also included the financial statement 
schedules listed in the Index at Item 15.  These financial statements and financial statement schedules 
are the responsibility of the Company’s management.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the 
financial statements and financial statement schedules based on our audits. 

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board (United States).  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.  An 
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements.  An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant 
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.  
We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

In our opinion, such consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of Great Plains Energy Incorporated and subsidiaries as of December 31, 2004 and 
2003, and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the three years in the period 
ended December 31, 2004, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United 
States of America.  Also, in our opinion, such financial statement schedules, when considered in 
relation to the basic consolidated financial statements taken as a whole, present fairly in all material 
respects the information set forth therein. 

As discussed in Note 5 to the consolidated financial statements, effective January 1, 2002, the 
Company changed its method of accounting for intangible assets to adopt Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards (“SFAS”) No. 142, “Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets”.  As discussed in 
Notes 1 and 16, respectively, to the consolidated financial statements, effective January 1, 2003, the 
Company changed its method of accounting for stock-based compensation to adopt SFAS No. 123, 
“Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation” and changed its method of accounting for asset retirement 
obligations to adopt SFAS No. 143, “Accounting for Asset Retirement Obligations”. 

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight 
Board (United States), the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting as of 
December 31, 2004, based on the criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework 
issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission and our report 
dated March 4, 2005, expressed an unqualified opinion on management’s assessment of the 
effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting and an unqualified opinion on 
the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting. 

/s/DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP 

Kansas City, Missouri 
March 4, 2005 
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM 

To the Board of Directors of 
Kansas City Power & Light Company 

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Kansas City Power & Light 
Company and subsidiaries (the “Company”) as of December 31, 2004 and 2003, and the related 
consolidated statements of income, comprehensive income, common stock equity and cash flows for 
each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2004.  Our audits also included the financial 
statement schedules listed in the Index at Item 15.  These financial statements and financial statement 
schedules are the responsibility of the Company’s management.  Our responsibility is to express an 
opinion on the financial statements and financial statement schedules based on our audits. 

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board (United States).  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.  An 
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements, assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by 
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.  We believe that our 
audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion. 

In our opinion, such consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of Kansas City Power & Light and subsidiaries as of December 31, 2004 and 2003, 
and the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended 
December 31, 2004, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of 
America.  Also, in our opinion, such financial statement schedules, when considered in relation to the 
basic consolidated financial statements taken as a whole, present fairly in all material respects the 
information set forth therein. 

As discussed in Note 5 to the consolidated financial statements, effective January 1, 2002, the 
Company changed its method of accounting for intangible assets to adopt Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards (“SFAS”) No. 142, “Goodwill and Other Intangible Assets”.  As discussed in Note 
16 to the consolidated financial statements, effective January 1, 2003, the Company changed its 
method of accounting for asset retirement obligations to adopt SFAS No. 143, “Accounting for Asset 
Retirement Obligations”. 

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight 
Board (United States), the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting as of 
December 31, 2004, based on the criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework 
issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission and our report 
dated March 4, 2005, expressed an unqualified opinion on management’s assessment of the 
effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting and an unqualified opinion on 
the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting. 

/s/DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP 

Kansas City, Missouri 
March 4, 2005 
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CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL 
DISCLOSURE 

None. 

MANAGEMENT’S REPORT ON INTERNAL CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING 
Because of the inherent limitations of internal control over financial reporting, including the possibility of 
collusion or improper override of controls, material misstatements due to error or fraud may not be 
prevented or detected on a timely basis.  Therefore, even those systems determined to be effective can 
provide only reasonable assurance with respect to financial statement preparation and presentation.  
Also, projections of any evaluation of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting to 
future periods are subject to the risk that the controls may become inadequate because of changes in 
conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate. 

Great Plains Energy 
Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial 
reporting (as defined in Rule 13a-15(f) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) for 
Great Plains Energy.  Under the supervision and with the participation of Great Plains Energy’s chief 
executive officer and chief financial officer, management evaluated the effectiveness of Great Plains 
Energy’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004.  Management used for this 
evaluation the framework in Internal Control – Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations (COSO) of the Treadway Commission.  Management has concluded that, as 
of December 31, 2004, Great Plains Energy’s internal control over financial reporting is effective based 
on the criteria set forth in the COSO framework.  Deloitte & Touche, LLP, the independent registered 
public accounting firm that audited the financial statements included in this Annual Report, has issued 
its audit report on this assessment, which is included below. 
 

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM 

To the Board of Directors and Shareholders of 
Great Plains Energy Incorporated 

We have audited management’s assessment, included in the accompanying Management’s Report on 
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting, that Great Plains Energy Incorporated and subsidiaries (the 
“Company”) maintained effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, 
based on criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.  The Company’s management is responsible 
for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the 
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion on 
management’s assessment and an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over 
financial reporting based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight 
Board (United States).  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained 
in all material respects.  Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial 
reporting, evaluating management’s assessment, testing and evaluating the design and operating 
effectiveness of internal control, and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in 
the circumstances.  We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions. 

A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed by, or under the supervision 
of, the company’s principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing similar 
functions, and effected by the company’s board of directors, management, and other personnel to 
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provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of 
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.  
A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) 
pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the 
transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that 
transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being 
made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the company; and (3) 
provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, 
use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial 
statements. 

Because of the inherent limitations of internal control over financial reporting, including the possibility of 
collusion or improper management override of controls, material misstatements due to error or fraud 
may not be prevented or detected on a timely basis.  Also, projections of any evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting to future periods are subject to the risk that 
the controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of 
compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.  

In our opinion, management’s assessment that the Company maintained effective internal control over 
financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, is fairly stated, in all material respects, based on the 
criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations of the Treadway Commission.  Also in our opinion, the Company maintained, in all 
material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, based on 
the criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. 

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight 
Board (United States), the consolidated financial statements and financial statement schedules as of 
and for the year ended December 31, 2004, of the Company and our report dated March 4, 2005, 
expressed an unqualified opinion on those financial statements and financial statement schedules. 

/s/DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP 

Kansas City, Missouri 
March 4, 2005 
 
KCP&L  
Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial 
reporting (as defined in Rule 15d-15(f) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended) for 
KCP&L.  Under the supervision and with the participation of KCP&L’s chief executive officer and chief 
financial officer, management evaluated the effectiveness of KCP&L’s internal control over financial 
reporting as of December 31, 2004.  Management used for this evaluation the framework in Internal 
Control – Integrated Framework issued by the COSO of the Treadway Commission.  Management has 
concluded that, as of December 31, 2004, KCP&L’s internal control over financial reporting is effective 
based on the criteria set forth in the COSO framework.  Deloitte & Touche, LLP, the independent 
registered public accounting firm that audited the financial statements included in this Annual Report, 
has issued its audit report on this assessment, which is included below. 
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM 

To the Board of Directors of 
Kansas City Power & Light Company 

We have audited management’s assessment, included in the accompanying Management’s Report on 
Internal Control Over Financial Reporting, that Kansas City Power & Light Company and subsidiaries 
(the “Company”) maintained effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, 
based on criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission.  The Company’s management is responsible 
for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the 
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion on 
management’s assessment and an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over 
financial reporting based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight 
Board (United States).  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained 
in all material respects.  Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial 
reporting, evaluating management’s assessment, testing and evaluating the design and operating 
effectiveness of internal control, and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in 
the circumstances.  We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions. 

A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed by, or under the supervision 
of, the company’s principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing similar 
functions, and effected by the company’s board of directors, management, and other personnel to 
provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of 
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.  
A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) 
pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the 
transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that 
transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being 
made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the company; and (3) 
provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, 
use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial 
statements. 

Because of the inherent limitations of internal control over financial reporting, including the possibility of 
collusion or improper management override of controls, material misstatements due to error or fraud 
may not be prevented or detected on a timely basis.  Also, projections of any evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting to future periods are subject to the risk that 
the controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of 
compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.  

In our opinion, management’s assessment that the Company maintained effective internal control over 
financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, is fairly stated, in all material respects, based on the 
criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations of the Treadway Commission.  Also in our opinion, the Company maintained, in all 
material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2004, based on 
the criteria established in Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. 
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We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight 
Board (United States), the consolidated financial statements and financial statement schedules as of 
and for the year ended December 31, 2004, of the Company and our report dated March 4, 2005, 
expressed an unqualified opinion on those financial statements and financial statement schedules. 

/s/DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP 

Kansas City, Missouri 
March 4, 2005 
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CERTIFICATIONS 
 

I, Michael J. Chesser, certify that: 
 
1. I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Great Plains Energy Incorporated; 
  
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to 

state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under 
which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report; 

  
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this 

report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash 
flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report: 

  
4. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining 

disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and 
internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for 
the registrant and have: 

  
 (a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and 

procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to 
the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those 
entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared; 

  
 (b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over 

financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance 
regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for 
external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles; 

  
 (c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented 

in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, 
as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and 

  
 (d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that 

occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in 
the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially 
affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and 

  
5. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of 

internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the 
registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions): 

  
 (a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control 

over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to 
record, process, summarize and report financial information; and 

  
 (b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a 

significant role in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting. 
 

Date: March 7, 2005  /s/Michael J. Chesser 
   Michael J. Chesser 

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive 
Officer 
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CERTIFICATIONS 
 

I, Andrea F. Bielsker, certify that: 
 
1. I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Great Plains Energy Incorporated; 
  
2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to 

state a material fact necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under 
which such statements were made, not misleading with respect to the period covered by this report; 

  
3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this 

report, fairly present in all material respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash 
flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this report: 

  
4. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining 

disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and 
internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for 
the registrant and have: 

  
 (a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and 

procedures to be designed under our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to 
the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made known to us by others within those 
entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared; 

  
 (b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over 

financial reporting to be designed under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance 
regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for 
external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles; 

  
 (c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant's disclosure controls and procedures and presented 

in this report our conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, 
as of the end of the period covered by this report based on such evaluation; and 

  
 (d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that 

occurred during the registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in 
the case of an annual report) that has materially affected, or is reasonably likely to materially 
affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and 

  
5. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of 

internal control over financial reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the 
registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the equivalent functions): 

  
 (a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control 

over financial reporting which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to 
record, process, summarize and report financial information; and 

  
 (b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a 

significant role in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting. 
 

Date: March 7, 2005  /s/Andrea F. Bielsker 
   Andrea F. Bielsker 

Senior Vice President - Finance, Chief Financial 
Officer and Treasurer 
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2 0 0 4  A N N U A L  R E P O R T

Low Income Assistance
Working closely with dedicated
professionals in non-profit and
public agencies, KCP&L helps 
find ways to deliver affordable
energy to every household,
including area residents who 
need assistance paying their 
energy bills.

Collaboration Leads to Progress
Our philosophy is to collaborate with community leaders
to get things done. From governors, on to legislatures and
city councils, and out into the neighborhoods we serve, we
work hard to listen, join in the public dialogue, and collabo-
rate for innovative solutions.

Continued from inside front cover

As a leader on 

economic growth

and energy issues, 

Great Plains Energy

helps light the way

for our communities.



D E M O N S T R A T I N G  L E A D E R S H I P  

I N  S U P P L Y I N G  A N D  D E L I V E R I N G

E L E C T R I C I T Y  A N D  E N E R G Y  S O L U T I O N S  

T O  M E E T  T H E  N E E D S  O F  O U R  C U S T O M E R S .

NYSE:GXP

For more information on Great Plains Energy, Kansas City Power & Light or Strategic Energy, visit us online:
www.greatplainsenergy.com  www.kcpl.com  www.sel.com


